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Abstract

My dissertation presents a new reading of a rarely-studied early Christian text, the First Apocalypse of James, and seeks to intervene in major scholarly debates concerning martyrdom, scriptural interpretation and sexual difference. I begin by showing how the text exhorts its readers and hearers toward martyrdom by narrating the progress of James, the brother of Jesus, in overcoming his fear and preparing for martyrdom. Here Jesus’ revelation to James sets out a ritual of ascent that constitutes the martyr’s confession of faith—a previously unattested form to articulate the meaning of dying for God. I use intertextual methods to identify an interpretation of the Gospel of John in which Jesus’ statements of identity in John are read as descriptions of the true nature of the perfected martyr. This analysis locates scripturally-based debates about the nature of Christ within a context in which practices of preparation for martyrdom are being devised. 1ApocJas also reads Isaiah to identify female heroes whose example it exhorts James to follow. I use this reading of 1ApocJas to challenge the notion that a strict gendered hierarchy was reinscribed equally by Christian martyrdom texts. Through comparison to select examples of Valentinian theology, I establish that 1ApocJas envisions a productive tension in the divine realms between lower and higher female divine figures. By associating female martyrs with the higher female divinities and contrasting them to the lower female divinities, 1ApocJas valorizes martyrs as female and thus complicates any straightforward masculinization of the martyrs. My reading of 1ApocJas broadens our understanding of how Christians prepared themselves for martyrdom by interpreting scripture in innovative ways, devising new ritual practices, and developing distinctive articulations of human and divine sexual difference.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

“Since you asked about femaleness, listen,” says Jesus at the beginning of the *First Apocalypse of James* (εἰς γάρ [Ἀ]ργίας ἐτερεῖς τὴν θείης κοινής; 10.19–20). Yet, in the text up to this point, there has been no question asked about femaleness. The subsequent narrative of *1ApocJas* is structured primarily as a dialogue between Jesus and his brother, James, in which James asks questions and Jesus provides revelation. It begins, however, with an answer to an unknown question. I suggest that *1ApocJas* begins with a puzzle—what was this question?—in order to highlight the importance of the concept of “femaleness.” In this dissertation, I will seek to address the unraised question about femaleness from the first page of the text. As *1ApocJas* moves forward, Jesus explains the nature of femaleness through theological revelation and through discussions of female disciples and martyrs. These martyrs, I will argue, along with “femaleness” provide the keys to understanding *1ApocJas*.

The text concludes with James’ martyrdom. The beginning and the end of the text thus bring forth the central concerns of *1ApocJas*, sexual difference and martyrdom. The narrative arc of the text can also be understood in terms of martyrdom. James asks questions of Jesus and receives revelation. As he receives revelation, he grows progressively more prepared for martyrdom, confident in his knowledge and no longer wracked by fear. These revelations principally concern the nature of “femaleness” as a figure in the divine realms, and through them Jesus provides James the knowledge he needs to endure persecution. Further, James takes as

---

1 There are two extant versions of the *First Apocalypse of James*, both written in Coptic, one in the Tchacos Codex and the other in Nag Hammadi Codex V. I have quoted here from the Tchacos Codex, which is the better preserved of the two. My practice through this dissertation will be to cite first from the Tchacos Codex version, unless in rare instances the Nag Hammadi version contains a more complete record. For the lines quoted here, the parallel in Nag Hammadi Codex V is practically identical, lacking only the command to listen. “Since you asked about femaleness” (εἰς γάρ [Ἀ]ργίας ἐτερεῖς τὴν θείης κοινής; V 24.26–27). I will discuss the manuscript evidence for *1ApocJas* below on pages 21–26. William R. Schoedel, “The (First) Apocalypse of James,” in *Nag Hammadi Codices V,2–5 and VI with Papyrus Berolinensis 8502, 1 and 4* (ed. Douglas M. Perrott; NHS XI; Leiden: Brill, 1979), 65–104; Rodolphe Kasser and Gregor Wurst, eds, *The Gospel of Judas: Critical Edition* (Washington, D.C.: National Geographic, 2007).
moral exemplars in his preparation a set of female martyrs. The two leading, interrelated concerns of the First Apocalypse of James, then, are martyrdom and sexual difference.

This is a common concatenation of themes in early Christian literature. Christians and other persecuted groups developed notions of martyrdom in response to the risk of persecution and execution under Roman law. Such notions of martyrdom were significantly determined by the usual space in which executions took place, the Roman arena. The arena was a key location for the working out of gendered power relations in the ancient Mediterranean world. Within literature on martyrdom, the logic of the arena pressed upon the persecuted communities a need to embody certain virtues coded as male within ancient understandings of sexual difference.

---


Erik Gunderson argues, “Nearly every major theme of the Roman power structure was deployed in the spectacles,” and this included the strict hierarchy maintained by “repression of women and exaltation of bellicose masculinity.”5 Truly “bellicose” masculinity was unavailable to prisoners about to be killed, but martyrdom texts offer another strategy: emphasizing the masculine self-control and steadfast endurance of martyrs.6 The texts employ gendered notions of philosophical virtue to establish the masculine character of the martyrs. As Elizabeth Castelli argues, “The masculine ideal of stoic fortitude dominates the arena, and it is so crucial to Christian claims to virtue that women can provisionally embody it.”7

In the Martyrdom of Polycarp, for instance, a voice comes from heaven as Polycarp enters the arena, saying, “Play the man.”8 Polycarp will give a great performance of self-control and endurance in the arena, which will demonstrate his masculinity. In early Christian literature, as Castelli points out, it was not only men who might embody masculinity in the arena. In the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas, when Perpetua has a vision of herself engaging in combat


5 Gunderson, “The Ideology of the Arena,” 140.

6 On the valuation of “endurance” as the paradigmatic masculine virtue of the martyr, see Shaw, “Body/Power/Identity,” 284–291. For a critique of Shaw’s emphasis on the feminine quality of endurance in ancient thought, see Cobb, Dying to Be Men, 134–135.

7 Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory, 121.

in the arena, she imagines, “suddenly I became a man” to fight her opponent. She says that she interpreted this vision to mean that she must die in the arena. In order to reclaim an honored, masculine position, Christians determined that martyrs had to display masculine virtue. Both male and female martyrs might attain self-mastery and demonstrate their fortitude, but always within a system where the virtuous Christian is the masculine one. As Castelli puts it, “the gender binary need not always be binding though its intrinsic value system (the masculine is always necessarily more positively charged than the feminine) remains relentlessly intact.”

This relentless hierarchical model structures early Christian martyrdom literature and enables, in Castelli’s reading, only certain strategies for authorizing martyrs.

Stephanie Cobb argues that Christian martyrdom texts make use of a set of feminizing strategies which contrast to the masculinizing ones. Cobb demonstrates first how martyrdom texts depict female martyrs as masculine, or even as becoming male, in order to show the greatness of the Christians. Yet, Cobb also shows how Christian texts used strategies of feminizing women martyrs—emphasizing their beauty, their motherhood, the physical character of their bodies on display in the arena. In the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas, the depiction of the martyrs’ deaths includes a story of Perpetua and Felicitas being sent into the area “stripped naked” to the prurient horror even of the crowd. Cobb argues that this inverse strategy of feminizing the martyrs served to blunt the possibly radical nature of these texts’ masculinizing claims.

---

9 Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas 10.7 (Musurillo).

10 Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory, 63.

11 Cobb, Dying to Be Men, 97–107. See also Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory, 62–67 and 121–122.

12 Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas 20.2 (Musurillo).
The texts, therefore, in various ways, attempt to balance appropriate behavior by, on the one hand, illustrating the necessity and possibility of women moving toward the ideals of masculinity, and, on the other hand, ensuring that the female martyr is placed safely back within the confines of proper, domestic femininity.13

The reading depends on identifying strategies as either masculinizing or feminizing, with one side empowering Christian women and the other restraining them. Cobb’s critique usefully challenges assumptions in the field that early Christian martyrdom texts simply and straightforwardly masculinize martyrs in order to valorize them. At the same time, Cobb suggests that “masculinization” and “feminization” are complementary strategies. The same hierarchical model of sexual difference is maintained. Masculinizing martyrs serves to authorize the Christian community to outsiders, while feminizing martyrs keeps women in their place inside the community.

Against these descriptions of relentlessly hierarchical gender distinctions, Virginia Burrus suggests that martyrdom texts exhibit a more “complex gendering” than has often been acknowledged.14 She argues that the process of audience identification with the female martyrs opened up, first, “spaces for the production of novel female subjectivities that may provide sites of ambivalent identification for female readers.” At the same time, “for male authors and readers, they also, I suggest, offer an ambiguously ‘feminized’ male subjectivity.”15 Burrus suggests that strategies perhaps aimed at maintaining the gendered hierarchy of the arena also produced opportunities for more complex articulations of sexual difference. The female martyr who is both unexpectedly masculinized and hurriedly feminized becomes a site of complex identifications.

13 Cobb, Dying to Be Men, 122–123.
15 Ibid., 70–71.
I believe the *First Apocalypse of James* can offer new insights to this debate. First, as I will show, *1ApocJas* features an exhortation to James that he imitate the example of female disciples and martyrs. This process by which a male Christian takes on a female martyr as moral exemplar seems to embody precisely the “ambiguous” identification that Burrus suggests. Further, the extended discussion of the category of “femaleness” suggests a deeper and more direct engagement with questions of sexual difference than most of the traditional martyrdom texts. Within these theological discourses, *1ApocJas* develops multiple overlapping methods for authorizing female martyrs. These methods do not simply reduce to masculinizing or feminizing the martyr. Rather, the text seeks out different articulations of sexual difference which can authorize a set of female martyrs as moral examplars. I will ask, by what logic do these articulations of sexual difference work? What resources do they draw upon to articulate these improvisational visions of sexual difference?

Given that *1ApocJas* offers a rich discussion of martyrdom and sexual difference, why has it been so little studied within these scholarly discussions? This is partly a function of the manuscript evidence. There are only two extant versions of the text, and one of them, from the Tchacos Codex, was published only in 2007.\(^{16}\) While the other, from Nag Hammadi Codex V, had been available for decades, a number of the most important passages on sexual difference found in the TC version of *1ApocJas* are riddled with lacunae in their NHC V parallels.\(^{17}\) The publication of the Tchacos Codex, then, opens up new opportunities to bring *1ApocJas* to bear on scholarly discussions of martyrdom and sexual difference. In addition, I argue that *1ApocJas*

---


\(^{17}\) Compare for example TC 25.17–29.15 and NHC V 39.15–43.19.
has rarely been discussed in these scholarly discussions due to the lasting imprint of the
discourse of heresy and orthodoxy.

The Discourse of Orthodoxy and Heresy

*1ApocJas* has been commonly labeled by modern scholars as “Gnostic.” Such an
appellation derives from an ancient discourse of orthodoxy and heresy. Early Christian leaders
developed the category of “heresy” to distinguish between true and false Christians, and in so
doing to draw the boundaries of normative Christianity. The use of such a power-laden
category of approbation for historical analysis has consistently produced misleading and
incomplete depictions of Christian history. Karen King’s genealogy of Gnosticism demonstrates
that a certain incoherence in the category of “Gnosticism” is in fact essential to its use. “The
discourse of orthodoxy and heresy has been employed to construe the relationship of Gnosticism
and Christianity almost solely in terms of difference, and the relationship of widely varying so-
called Gnostic materials in terms of similarity.” The purpose of “Gnosticism” within the
discourse of orthodoxy and heresy was to lump together unlike things to provide an imagined
other useful to self-definition. Scholarship which depends on the term “Gnostic” often
undermines its own analysis by presuming the similarity of highly divergent ancient Christian
materials.

One of the related problems produced by the modern deployment of the distinction
between orthodoxy and heresy is the tendency to segregate “heretical” and “orthodox” materials.

---


scholarly categories of “Gnosticism,” see also Michael Williams, *Rethinking “Gnosticism”: An Argument for
The history of early Christianity has often been written based on a presumption that “Gnostic” was equivalent to non-Christian. Because 1ApocJas has been considered one of these heretical materials, it has often been excluded from discussions of martyrdom and sexual difference in early Christianity. In response, this dissertation aims to consider 1ApocJas outside of the framework of orthodoxy and heresy, locating it among comparands within a capacious category of ancient Christian materials. I do not categorize the text as “Gnostic,” and I will not be asking whether the text exhibits “orthodox” or “heretical” features. Instead, I will consider how 1ApocJas fits among ancient discourses and practices of martyrdom and sexual difference, drawing comparisons to Clement of Alexandria’s Stromateis, the Martyrdom of Polycarp, and Heracleon, among many.

Before turning to discussion of martyrdom, I need to address one problematic ancient category which I do intend to use. A number of recent studies have proposed that Valentinianism remains a useful category for the study of ancient Christianity. The term itself is not without difficulty. There is little evidence of people who self-designated as “Valentinians,” and there remains significant scholarly debate as to the doctrine or practice of Valentinus himself, a Christian teacher who lived in Rome in the middle of the second century CE.20 Einar Thomassen summarizes well the general scholarly argument for the continuing use of the term. “Nonetheless the movement possessed enough continuity, coherence, and specificity, and enough of a

---

historical relation to Valentinus, to make it possible to identify various groups as ‘Valentinians’ over a span of at least 250 years.” This coherence can be seen in the highly consistent set of texts which scholars identify as “Valentinian,” and the First Apocalypse of James appears among them in every case.

The discussions of “femaleness” in 1ApocJas build from questions about the relationship of oneness and plurality in the divine realms and how they first came to be. Such a structure of theology and protology locates the text within Valentinian theological discourse. God, in 1ApocJas “the One Who Is,” is originally perfectly one (10.8–9), before the plurality of the divine realms develops. 1ApocJas uses “femaleness” to refer to the negative aspect of this plurality, a world somehow separated from the realms of the One Who Is (10.21-27). This negative aspect of plurality is balanced by a more positive understanding of multiple figures in the divine realms including Jesus (10.12–19) and Sophia (22.5–6). The text’s discourses on “femaleness” build from themes developed in Valentinian theology, and I will discuss them in relation to relevant Valentinian comparands. These shared patterns of thought, however, do not imply total equivalence between Valentinian texts. When 1ApocJas brings this theology to bear on discussions of martyrdom and sexual difference, it enters into a complex series of disputes in the ancient Mediterranean world. The text’s engagements with martyrdom discourse, for

---


23 For the best summary of the unity and diversity of Valentinian thought, see Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed.
instance, can only be understood by comparison to a wide range of materials, both Valentinian and non-Valentinian.

**Martyrdom**

At first read, *JA pocJas* seems straightforwardly a text about martyrdom. It concludes with the death of James by stoning. James’ death is one of the paradigmatic early Christian martyrdom stories, which was told and re-told variously through the first centuries. Further, the text clearly narrates James’ progress in preparation for martyrdom. Jesus tells James, “You are ignorant concerning yourself” (κο άι ηντισοοΥιη έροκ; 10.6), and he urges James not to fear (NHC V 25.13). By the conclusion of the dialogue, James is no longer fearful, and he proclaims proudly, “I have come to believe all these things, and they are properly within what is in my soul” (αει®[π]ιστευ® σεα®τιο® άξυ® άγι®[π]ιετ®τη®[π]αγμ® καλ®γ®; 25.15–17). He learns true knowledge, he conquers his fear, and he can become a martyr.

At the same time, no martyrdom is straightforward. No death, not even a violent death, constitutes martyrdom in itself. Martyrdom cannot occur as bare fact. It is an interpretation of

---


25 NHC V 38.12–15 is mostly lost, but what remains, αυ® ομοο® ... ταγγη®, agrees with the TC version.
events for which argument is required. To analyze martyrdom, one must place it among the various discussions and contestations from which the understanding of certain deaths as martyrdoms emerged. As Daniel Boyarin puts it:

For the “Romans,” it didn’t matter much whether the lions were eating a robber or a bishop, and it probably didn’t make much of a difference to the lions, either, but the robber’s friends and the bishop’s friends told different stories about these leonine meals. It is in these stories that martyrdom, as opposed to execution or dinner, can be found, not in “what happened.”

Only from these stories can martyrdom emerge. A death becomes martyrdom, for some people at least, when it becomes an object of a certain kind of discourse. Arguments and the telling of stories produce the case for differentiating this particular violent death from others. I consider martyrdom as a “discourse” in the Foucauldian sense. “Discourse” in this sense does not simply refer to linguistic communication, but to “a field of strategic possibilities” with rules and values peculiar to it, enabled and constrained by cultural location. The discourse of martyrdom, then, itself enables all these various positions attested in debates as to which deaths should be treated as true martyrdoms.

It is not surprising, then, that in the first centuries CE the discourse of martyrdom became closely bound up with another active set of disputes around orthodoxy and heresy. Martyrdom played a central role in contestations among Christians as to who embodied “true” or “false” Christianity. Tertullian in his Scorpiace identified Gnostics and Valentinians as “opponents of martyrdom.” Irenaeus and Tertullian claimed that being martyred was a sign of orthodox, true

---


28 Tertullian, *Scorpiace* 1 (ANF 3.633). See also Irenaeus, *Against the Heresies*, 4.33.9. For the text of the Scorpiace, see August Reifferscheid and Georgi Wissowa, eds., *Quinti Septimi Florentis Tertulliani Opera* (CCSL;
Christianity. There has been a tradition in scholarship, likewise, to follow the heresiologists in considering “Gnostics” and the Valentinians to have rejected martyrdom. W. H. C. Frend argues that among the Gnostics, “the idea that martyrdom would bring the individual a reward was utterly rejected” because “persecution and martyrdom were in imitation of Christ’s Passion and physical suffering.”29 Anyone who denied that Christ’s suffering occurred could not support martyrdom. According to Frend, martyrdom means a death suffused with particular theological meanings, and anyone who holds an opposing theological viewpoint cannot, by definition, support martyrdom.

If martyrdom is constituted through discourse and contestation, then it is important not to limit the definition of martyrdom according to the theological considerations that at times organized this discourse. As Karen King argues, definitions of martyrdom should not “presume any particular predetermination of the meaning of Jesus’ death or the deaths of his followers—for that is precisely what was at issue.”30 I want to work with a capacious understanding of what might count as a martyr’s death. It is indeed martyrdom as a discourse that enables all of these different contestations of what constitutes a martyr’s death.

---


Although I argue that martyrdom must be understood in terms of its discursive contestation, recent scholarship has urged a complementary consideration of martyrdom as practice. In his *Formations of the Secular*, Talal Asad offers a response to Judith Perkins’ *The Suffering Self*, which I think can be taken as a response to much contemporary scholarly work on ancient Christian martyrdom. Asad notes that when Perkins talks about martyrdom, she turns quickly to discuss the symbolic and political implications of martyrdom texts, especially the way they challenge the dominant values of the ruling classes in the Roman Empire. Asad suggests that another mode of analysis is possible. He proposes that scholars might consider instead how Christians and others, faced with the risks of persecution and death, produced a “new economy of action” based on the endurance of suffering.31 This critique does not claim that martyrdom can be dissociated from disputation and argument. Rather, Asad argues that the purpose and effects of the discourse around martyrdom exceed symbolic and political contestation. Some recent scholarship has indeed considered how the discourse surrounding martyrdom both enabled and was structured by a set of practices which enabled people to submit to and endure suffering. Nicole Kelley proposes that early Christian martyr acts may be read as “instruments of discipline,” by which ancient readers trained themselves as potential martyrs.32 The study of “preparation for martyrdom” thus focuses on how texts shaped by martyrdom discourse could produce such a new practical economy.

As I have mentioned, 1ApocJas narrates James’ progression from fear and ignorance to confidence in anticipating martyrdom. The text’s structure, then, serves to exhort preparation for


martyrdom from readers and hearers who identify with James. I will ask how precisely *1ApocJas* imagines that preparation for martyrdom works—what are the practices one is to undertake, and what mechanism makes these practices effective in producing ethical transformation? James prepares for martyrdom primarily by inculcating knowledge about the divine realms and about femaleness. I will consider how this knowledge serves purposes of producing a new economy of action. At the same time, by focusing so deeply on the revelation which James receives, *1ApocJas* narrates a martyrdom which focuses far more on the transmission of knowledge than on the testing and trial of the hero martyr. I will consider within the ancient discourse of martyrdom how this non-standard martyrdom account engages with the question of who counts as a true martyr.

As such, I do not see a contradiction between reading texts about martyrdom for evidence of the practical economy they exhort as well as for evidence of discursive contestation. As a philosophical matter, “discourse” and “practice” should not be understood as opposed or strictly separate things. Rather, the strategic possibilities enabled and constrained by discourse include statements, practices, and actions that blur any definite line between “discourse” and “practice.” In Foucault’s later discussions of discourse, he makes clear that so-called non-discursive practices are typically embedded within fields of strategic possibility.³³ I understand discourse not only as the set of things that one might say or do, but as a set of changing and changeable rules which allow certain practices and statements and which locate those practices and statements within structures of power, enabling and constraining possibilities for strategic action.

---

The discourse and practice of martyrdom, then, can be imagined as a relatively structured set of contestations about what sorts of suffering and death count as martyrdom and in what ways, and a relatively structured set of practices enabling new sorts of actions in light of the possibility of persecution and death.

Foucault’s conclusion, in this restatement of his theory of discourse, significantly resembles Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice. The key idea in Bourdieu’s theory is the notion of the *habitus*, an embodied capacity that structures practice based on the social structures by which it is formed.

The structures constitutive of a particular type of environment (e.g. the material conditions of existence characteristic of a class condition) produce *habitus*, systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ and ‘regular’ without in any way being the product of obedience to rules.34

The field of strategic possibilities which Foucault sees as the structuring location of discourse is matched in Bourdieu with the principles of the generation of practices that lay out the possible set of practices in a given context. Because I am dealing with mostly textual, explicitly discursive evidence in this dissertation, I find it more useful to talk about “discourse and practice,” even though one could argue that Foucault’s “discourse” includes “practice” and Bourdieu’s “practice” is “discursive.” Further, although discourse and practice cannot be entirely disentangled historically, people have a general sense of their distinctiveness, and I think it is important to emphasize that martyrdom is both discourse and practice.

---

Sexual Difference

Along with martyrdom, I will take sexual difference as the second major category of analysis for this dissertation. I use the term “sexual difference” to refer to differentiations along the lines of male and female, maleness and femaleness, and masculinity and femininity. This terminology allows me to bracket the question of the applicability of modern categories of sex, gender, and sexuality to antiquity. I bracket the categories of sex and gender not because ancients did not have various methods of differentiating people, but because all forms of sexual difference may not be treated equivalently. I talk about “sexual difference” because modern categories of sex, gender, and sexuality map quite poorly to ancient articulations of sexual difference.

Thomas Laqueur’s *Making Sex* argues that ancients did not understand male and female as a positional dualism, by which people and bodies are strictly classified as either male or female. Rather, according to Laqueur, a notion of a “one-sex body” as a model for sexual difference prevailed around the ancient Mediterranean. The one-sex body should be understood as a broad spectrum, with male and female, masculine and feminine on opposite ends. Many people would be categorized in between the two extremes, and even for those who were seen as standing at one or the other end of the spectrum, the possibility or risk of sliding up or down the scale always remained open. What to modern understanding are commonly taken as simply different structures arising from chromosomal differences were in antiquity allocated according to a hierarchy of warm and cool, perfected and lacking. Bodily difference, then, was imagined differently.  

This understanding of sexual difference does not merely concern bodies but also social and political hierarchies. The subordinate qualities of women’s bodies—their lack of warmth, their weakness and dampness—are expressed in their anatomy and reflect the proper social order. Laqueur turns to Aristotle to explain more precisely how the one-sex body functioned in antiquity. He notes that for Aristotle, the overriding issue in discussion of sexual difference was a distinction at the level of causation, in which the male represented the formal cause and the female the material. This hierarchy was defended by reference to the social order.

What we take to be ideologically charged social constructions of gender—that males are active and females passive, males contribute the form and females the matter to generation—were for Aristotle indubitable facts, “natural” truths. What we would take to be the basic facts of sexual difference, on the other hand—that males have a penis and females a vagina, males have testicles and females ovaries, females have a womb and males do not, males produce one kind of germinal product and females another, that women menstruate and men do not—were for Aristotle contingent and not very interesting observations about particular species under certain conditions. Under a common modern understanding of sex and gender, these terms refer, respectively, to unchangeable biological difference between binary positions of male and female, and changeable cultural difference on a spectrum of masculine and feminine. Laqueur’s “one-sex body” upsets the distinction. The sorts of biological differences that would constitute “sex,” in the modern understanding, were in antiquity not understood as discrete and binary, nor as fixed and unchangeable. The truly fixed, true facts of sexual difference were instead the location of men and women in the social order, and the ways in which their proper places in social organization reflect deeper truths about the causes of being.

articulations of sexual difference possible in antiquity. For summarizing the particular way in which male superiority was presumed in the dominant ancient schema of sexual difference, Laqueur’s model remains highly useful. On the distinct vision of female difference in the Hippocratic corpus, see Helen King, Hippocrates’ Woman: Reading the Female Body in Ancient Greece (New York: Routledge), 1998.

Laqueur takes this apparent reversal of modern notions of the fixity of sex and the fluidity of gender to argue, in his introduction, that in antiquity, “sex, or the body, must be understood as the epiphenomenon, while gender, what we would take to be a cultural category, was primary or ‘real.’” Laqueur’s work usefully destabilizes any attempt to take modern notions of sex and gender uncritically into the study of antiquity, and I believe that his own study challenges the applicability of categories of sex and gender in this statement, even in reversed order. He means that, for these ancient writers, social differences are the unchangeable ground by which people may be differentiated, and from which bodily difference logically follows. The social differences to which he refers, though, were not understood as binary or discrete, but fell along a spectrum of relative differences. The body, which is epiphenomenal, is not sexually differentiated in a manner analogous to modern notions of sex. The categories of sex and gender, which Laqueur brings up here, risk obfuscating the insights he offers about the different articulations of sexual difference in antiquity.

What is needed, then, is a set of questions for reading ancient sources which neither presume the utility of categories of sex, gender, and sexuality, nor presume that unitary or univocal models of articulating sexual difference prevailed in antiquity. The category of “sexual difference” is perhaps best known from the work of Luce Irigaray. For Irigaray, “sexual difference” marks what is unrepresentable in philosophical and psychoanalytic discourse, the other of the phallogocentric subject which is necessary to the functioning of this discourse but cannot be represented within its structures. If discourse is “phallogocentric”—that is, the assumed subject position is the rational male, the one who is marked by both phallos and logos—then the other of this discourse is woman in her absolute difference. The sexual

37 Ibid., 8.
difference which Irigaray identifies in philosophical and psychoanalytic discourse is not and can never be thought as complementary.

In fact, of course, these two terms cannot be fittingly designated by the number ‘two’ and the adjective ‘different,’ if only because they are not subject to com-parison. To use such terms serves only to reiterate a movement begun long since, that is, the movement to speak of the ‘other’ in a language already systematized by/for the same.\footnote{Luce Irigaray, \textit{Speculum of the Other Woman} (trans. Gillian C. Gill; Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985), 139.}

Irigaray hesitates here even to call sexual difference a “difference” because this difference grounds the economy of sexual sameness. Sexual difference stands for the distinction between the sameness which discourse reproduces and the unrepresentable other which grounds discourse.

The risk which is run by Irigaray’s all-pervasive notion of sexual difference is that, as Amy Hollywood points out, a discussion of the complexity of human sexual difference which relies on “a slide between sex difference, subjective formation as sexed/gendered, and sexuality” may conflate these various aspects of difference into a monolith.\footnote{Amy Hollywood, \textit{Sensible Ecstasy: Mysticism, Sexual Difference, and the Demands of History} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 284.} Laqueur’s map of maleness and femaleness in antiquity runs a similar risk. By positing social hierarchies as eternally fixed in the ancient understanding, he suggests that a unitary, oppressive hierarchy of culturally determined sexual difference can be mapped on a single line and identified in a single way throughout ancient thought and practice.

I want to take “sexual difference” not as a category which allows us to ignore the various, overlapping, and contradictory axes along which difference can be mapped. Laqueur and Irigaray both risk falling into this trap, but their work also opens up more fruitful possibilities. I consider sexual difference as a category which leaves open exactly what those different axes may be and
how they are related. Judith Butler’s essay, “The End of Sexual Difference?” responds to a variety of feminist philosophers who have taken up “sexual difference” and rejected the category of “gender.” Butler highlights, “a problem that sexual difference poses, namely, the permanent difficulty of determining where the biological, the psychic, the discursive, the social begin and end.” The category, then, can be taken not as a refusal to consider the question of the forms of sexual differentiation, but instead as a constant, pressing demand to find new and better articulations of the variety of sexual differentiation. As Butler puts it with regard just to questions of sex and gender, “sexual difference is the site where a question concerning the relation of the biological to the cultural is posed and reposed, where it must and can be posed, but where it cannot, strictly speaking, be answered.”

I will continue to pose this question, and the goal of the dissertation is to lay out with precision and care the complex possibilities raised in one important ancient consideration of sexual difference. *IApocJas* lays out its theology in sexually differentiated terms, with “femaleness” playing a central though unhappy role. At the same time, the text seeks a theological basis to honor female martyrs and exhorts readers and hearers to imitate their example in preparation for martyrdom. Each of these overlapping efforts maps sexual difference in its own way, according to distinct goals. I propose to use the question of sexual difference not to collapse these articulations together, but to seek to piece them apart.

---


42 Ibid., 186.
Manuscript and Dating

Locating 1ApocJas within early Christian discourse on sexual difference first requires positioning 1ApocJas more precisely within its historical context. As discussed, two extant versions of the First Apocalypse of James have been published, one from the fifth of the Nag Hammadi codices and one from the Tchacos Codex. The NHC V version runs twenty manuscript pages, of which the final ten are missing many lines at the top and bottom of each page. The TC version is 21 pages with major lacunae only in the last two pages and the third through fifth pages. Although both versions of 1ApocJas are found in Coptic, scholars have

---

43 Interestingly enough, neither of these versions of the text is actually titled “The First Apocalypse of James.” The subscript in the Tchacos Codex is titled simply “James” (искукроис; 30.28). NHC V has a subscript which reads, “The Apocalypse of James” (ταυροκαλαυτες παυκωμοες; 44.9–10). The name “The First Apocalypse of James” was given first by Alexander Böhlig and Pahor Labib in their discussion of the text. This name distinguishes 1ApocJas from the text which follows it in Codex V, which has an identical superscript title (ταυροκαλαυτες παυκωμοες; 44.11–12). The preceding text came to be known as the First Apocalypse of James, and the subsequent text as the Second Apocalypse of James. The naming does not refer to any imagined connection between the two apocalypses beyond their placement in the codex. Alexander Böhlig and Pahor Labib, Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen aus Codex V von Nag Hammadi im Koptischen Museum zu Alt-Kairo (Halle-Wittenburg: Martin-Luther-Universität, 1963), 29–54; S. Kent Brown, “James: A Religio-Historical Study of the Relations between Jewish, Gnostic, and Catholic Christianity in the Early Period through an Investigation of the Traditions about James the Lord’s Brother,” (PhD diss., Brown University, 1972), 267–278; Charles Hedrick, “The (Second) Apocalypse of James,” in Nag Hammadi Codices V,2–5 and VI, 105–109; William R. Schoedel, “The (First) Apocalypse of James,” 65–67. The Second Apocalypse of James does include a revelation discourse between James and Jesus, but it spends much more time on the trial, judgment, and death of James. There has been no support for hypotheses of close textual relationship between the apocalypses. Brown further rejects of any kind of source relationship between these texts, based specifically their stories of the death of James.

44 For codicological analysis of NHC V, see James Robinson, “Codicological Analysis of Nag Hammadi Codices V and VI and Papyrus Berolinensis 8502,” in Nag Hammadi Codices V,2–5 and VI, 9–45. For TC, see Gregor Wurst, “Preliminary Codicological Analysis of Codex Tchacos,” in The Gospel of Judas: Critical Edition, 27–33. A new cache of fragments of the Tchacos Codex were recently recovered, and it is hoped that many remaining lacunae will eventually be filled. The work is apparently facing delays, and I do not expect any major reconstructions to be published before my dissertation is complete.

45 Wolf-Peter Funk, “The Linguistic Aspect of Classifying the Nag Hammadi Codices,” in Painchaud and Pasquier, Les Textes des Nag Hammadi, 140–141; Byung Woo Yoo, “Die Erste Apokalypse des Jakobus (Nag Hammadi-Codex V,3), neu herausgegeben,übersetzt und erklärt,” (Diss. Theol., Humboldt-Universität, 1998), 6–21; Rodolphe Kasser, “Étude dialecticale,” in The Gospel of Judas: Critical Edition, 35–36. In both the Nag Hammadi and TchacosCodex versions of 1ApocJas, the language resembles most closely the Sahidic dialect of Coptic. In both cases, the Coptic does not comport in all ways with the scholarly model of classical Sahidic but includes dialectical variations. For the Tchacos Codex, Rodolphe Kasser has argued that the Sahidic of the text is influenced by Middle Egyptian Coptic dialects. For Nag Hammadi Codex V, both Wolf-Peter Funk and Byung Woo Yoo classify the dialect as Sahidic with Northern or Lower Egyptian features. Yoo suggests that the original form of the text may
concluded that NHC V was probably a translation from Greek and that the same is likely true of the Tchacos Codex. The two Coptic versions show no signs of dependency, either from one to the other. Given that a source-critical history cannot be determined, I propose to treat the TC and NHC V versions of the text equally as evidence of the *First Apocalypse of James*, even at moments where variant readings emerge.

My method here resembles Karen King’s proposal to treat the variants of the *Apocryphon of John* as historical evidence of the text’s tradition. She writes, “The variants are valuable in and of themselves as witnesses to the history of Sethian Gnosticism, and they should not be discounted or erased in the process of seeking a hypothetical original text.” I treat the *First Apocalypse of James* as a text whose manuscript tradition preserves a number of variant readings, and I consider all variants equally relevant to the interpretation. I will generally follow the text as presented in the *Nag Hammadi Codex V,2–5* and *Gospel of Judas* editions of Schoedel and Kasser/Wurst, respectively. In practice I follow the Tchacos Codex more often than Nag Hammadi Codex V simply because it is the better preserved of the two by a significant margin.

have been in a Lower Egyptian Bohairic dialect, but the transmission of the text in Upper Egypt gradually produced more and more Sahidic features.

46 Gregor Wurst, “James” in *The Gospel of Judas: Critical Edition*, 116. As Wurst notes, the TC version offers good support for this conclusion, which already represented a scholarly consensus. In the Tchacos Codex, often Greco-Coptic vocatives (ιάρκωρος) appear in places where the NHC V has a Coptic vocative construction (ιάρκωρι). Compare, e.g., TC 10.2 and NHC V 24.13. This is suggestive evidence that the two versions represent divergent practices of translating Greek vocatives.


In a few cases where I offer different readings, I will specify the difference and my reasons for offering a different reading.

The two physical copies of *1ApocJas* provide the most direct evidence of the dating of the text. Based on analysis of the construction of the codex, scholars have dated NHC V most likely to the fourth or fifth century CE, possibly as late as the sixth.\(^49\) The Tchacos Codex offers more useful data. The codex was subjected to close analysis by radiocarbon dating, electron microscopy and Raman spectrometry. These methods came to strikingly similar results. The first two suggested a date in the third or fourth century CE, the last suggested the third century was more likely than the fourth.\(^50\) The dating of the codices provides a *terminus ad quem*. The *First Apocalypse of James* cannot be younger than its copies.

The results of this analysis of the Tchacos Codex help to confirm previous scholarly analysis, based only on evidence from NHC V, which dated the original composition in Greek of *1ApocJas* to the late second or early third century CE. These analyses generally depended on identifying likely connections between *1ApocJas* and contemporary texts.\(^51\) The two texts with the closest links to *1ApocJas* both date from the latter half of the second century CE. First, a


\(^{50}\) Krosney, *The Lost Gospel*, 326–328. Radiocarbon testing of pieces of papyrus suggested they date from 220–340 CE. Transmission electron microscopy revealed the use of carbon black in the ink and gum in the binding, materials consistent with construction in the third or fourth century CE. Spectrometry identified the mix of pigments in the ink as more consistent with the third century CE than the fourth. For a fuller discussion of the methods used, as well as the evidence for the authentication of the Tchacos Codex, see Florence Darbre, “The Papyrus Codex Tchacos: Its Authentication, Conservation, and Future,” *PapierRestaurierung: Mitteilungen der IADA* 9.4 (2008), 19–25.

version of a passage from 1ApocJas (TC 20.10–21.18, NHC V 33.20–34.18) appears almost verbatim in Irenaeus’ Against the Heresies 1.21.5. In 1ApocJas, this passage comes in the midst of what I call the long revelation speech, a discourse by Jesus on the nature of the divine realms and human salvation which spans six manuscript pages.\textsuperscript{52} In this section, Jesus narrates an embedded dialogue. He tells James that he will be interrogated by heavenly powers, and he provides for James the words he can say to escape these captors.

\begin{quote}
[When] you fall because of (the) many, one of them will ask you, because he is a guard, “Who are you and where are you from?” You will say to him, “I am the son and I am from the father.” And he will say to you, “Which son and which father?” You will say to him, “The Father Who Is from the beginning and the son who is in the One Who Is from the beginning.” And he will say to you, “Where have you come from?” You will say to him, “From the One Who Is from the beginning.” And he will ask <you>, “Why have you come?” You will say, “I have come to all the ones who are mine and the ones who are not mine.” (20.7–21.18)
\end{quote}

Irenaeus preserves an extremely similar passage which he attributes to an unspecified group of heretics.\textsuperscript{53} He explains that they provide ritual instruction to dying members of their community, and this instruction is nearly identical to the answers which Jesus provides for James.

They instruct them that, after they have died, when they come to the powers, they are to speak as follows: “I am a son of Father, of Father who is preexisting. I am a son in the Preexisting one. I have come to see all things that belong to me and to others.”\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{52} For a brief outline of 1ApocJas, see the Appendix on page 153.

\textsuperscript{53} This passage could be taken to refer specifically to Marcosians, but I do not believe that is the case. Against the Heresies 1.13–20 cover Marcus and the Marcosians, but in 1.22 Irenaeus has returned to more general statements about the “rule of faith” and the “refutation of all the heretical sects.” Irenaeus begins the last section of 1.20 by writing of the Marcosians’ scriptural interpretation, “Finally, as the highest proof, the crown of their system as it were, they introduce this text…” This seems to suggest that Irenaeus is completing his discussion of the Marcosians. In 1.21, he introduces the ritual of redemption and narrates a variety of quite different ideas and practices related to ritual practice. It seems much more likely to me that 1.21 treats a variety of rituals performed by folks whom Irenaeus considers to be heretics rather than the rituals specifically of the Marcosians. This textual parallel between 1ApocJas and a ritual attributed to unspecified heretics has often been cited as evidence that 1ApocJas is a “Gnostic” text.

\textsuperscript{54} AH 1.21.5 (Unger).
Both the passage and its parallel continue for several more verses, but this quotation should be sufficient to demonstrate the nearly identical textual content.\textsuperscript{55} The shared content, which is not attested by any other independent ancient texts, suggests historical proximity.

A second, less extensive parallel provides support for this dating hypothesis. Following the long revelation speech, and nearing the end of the dialogue, James asks a new question about Jesus’ female disciples. “Who are the seven women who have become your disciples?” (\textit{τις ἡ ἐὰν ζῇ ἡγούμενη ἡγούμενη η ἡ; 25.18–20).\textsuperscript{56} Antti Marjanen points out that the \textit{Sophia of Jesus Christ} is the only other text which preserves a tradition of Jesus having seven female disciples.\textsuperscript{57} \textit{SJC} begins with the scene-setting, “After he rose from the dead, when his twelve disciples and the seven women who were his disciples went up to Galilee…” (\textit{ἡν ἤγον \ντρεμων \η \νηθούν \τερογε \μι \νηθεμμον \νμο \να \να \ημ \α \νε\κ; BG 77.9–77.16).\textsuperscript{58} The Coptic is not exactly the same, but it is very close. Again, the exclusively shared tradition of seven women disciples suggests proximity between the texts.

These two textual parallels are not determinative arguments on their own, but they are useful when paired with the physical analysis of the Tchacos Codex. Scholars had previously

\textsuperscript{55} For my analysis of this passage, see pages 44–49, 67–81, 101–107. For a setting of the two full passages in parallel, see Thomassen, \textit{The Spiritual Seed}, 406–408.

\textsuperscript{56} Besides some minor differences in word order which do not change the basic sense, NHC V follows almost identically here. “Who are the [seven] women who have [become] your disciples?” (V 38.16–18; \textit{τις ἡ ἐὰν ζῇ ἡγούμενη η ἡ; BG 77.9–77.16).

\textsuperscript{57} Marjanen, \textit{The Woman Jesus Loved}, 126.

\textsuperscript{58} There is another version of \textit{The Sophia of Jesus Christ} in Nag Hammadi Codex III, which has essentially the same description of women disciples. It refers to “seven women being [his] disciples” (\textit{τις ἡ ἐὰν ζῇ ἡγούμενη η ἡ; III 90.16–17). Once again, the text identifies the women as disciples by using the Greco-Coptic verb \textit{ημο \ημο}. Douglas M. Parrott, ed., \textit{Nag Hammadi Codices III,3–4 and V,1 with Papyrus Berolinensis 8502,3 and Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 1081} (Leiden: Brill, 1991).
dated 1ApocJas to the late second or early third century CE before the Tchacos Codex was discovered, based on these connections. The evidence from the analysis of the Tchacos Codex places the most likely date of the composition in Greek of 1ApocJas in the third century or earlier, confirming the earlier hypotheses of the work’s dating. In my analysis, I will seek to locate 1ApocJas historically among ancient discourses and practices of martyrdom and sexual difference roughly in period of the late second and early third century CE.

Structure of the Dissertation

My discussion of sexual difference and martyrdom in the First Apocalypse of James begins by engaging the topic of martyrdom. The second chapter will read the First Apocalypse of James in terms of preparation for martyrdom. Jesus exhorts James, and by implication the readers and hearers of the text, to prepare for martyrdom through specific practices of inculcation of knowledge and ritual repetition. The rhetoric of the text works by presenting James at first uncertain in knowledge and fearful about his fate. Over the course of the narrative, he receives consolation and revelation until he is ready to face his fate without fear. I locate the text’s exhortation of preparation for martyrdom within ancient moral philosophy, and in particular around the “practices of the self” identified by Michel Foucault.59 Practices of the control of the passions, particularly fear, were commonly exhorted in ancient philosophical literature, and 1ApocJas fits among these ancient discussions and practices. The specific practices discussed in 1ApocJas involve training in the inculcation of knowledge through ritual repetition and dialogue. The knowledge which is inculcated is a specifically theological knowledge. One comes to understand that one’s body is not the seat of the true self, and so harm done to the body in

---

martyrdom does not harm the soul or spirit of a person. The body, the text says, is a “type of the rulers,” and the rulers are secondary and inferior deities who were created by the secondary and inferior divine power “femaleness.” This training in knowledge enables the person to inculcate proper dispositions such that in a situation of persecution, she may act properly and without fear.

In the third chapter, I take up the question of scriptural interpretation in 1ApocJas. The “embedded dialogue” passage which exhorts readers and hearers to practices of ritual repetition, I argue, was drawn from a reading of the Gospel of John. The reading of John presented here builds from gaps in the presentation of ethics and Christology in John. By this method, it finds in John a program for preparation for martyrdom. This reading helps to explain the passages on the seven women, which are highly complex and confusing. The text presents the seven women first as honored women, then as divine spirits who preceded Jesus, then as disciples of Jesus whom James is called to imitate, then as women for whom “the work of the female has attained to the male,” and finally as female martyrs. I argue that these passages are organized according to certain methods of reading scripture. Readings of Isaiah and Leviticus underlie the passages on the seven women, and once again the reading focuses on questions of ethics and Christology. Where with regard to John this reading method produced a relatively coherent interpretation, here the application of this method to new scriptural texts produces new difficulties. 1ApocJas lays out moral exemplars and Christological knowledge found in Isaiah and Leviticus which can be useful for preparation for martyrdom, but it also effects a significant shift in the text’s logic of imitation. Where before Jesus was the primary moral exemplar, from this point forward the primary exemplars will be the seven women disciples.

The fourth chapter returns to the theological revelations and the question of sexual difference. I compare the structure of this theology to the Excerpts from Theodotus in order to
identify the particular play of oneness and plurality that organizes the theology. Both 1ApocJas and the Excerpts envision the difference between the positive and negative aspects of plurality by reference to the figure of Sophia. In both texts there are two Sophia figures, one higher and one lower. In 1ApocJas, “femaleness” produces a break in the unity of the divine realms, and human salvation can be achieved through reunification with the divine. This reunification is figured as triumph over femaleness and reabsorption into primal oneness, now apparently figured as male. At the same time, this theology honors the higher Sophia as a protective power in the divine realms. I consider here scholarship on sexual difference in the ancient Mediterranean world, in which theological, social and sexual hierarchies often paralleled. I note that while the narrative of “femaleness” seems to envision a reinstatement of a masculine ideal, the discussion of the higher Sophia challenges such a simple reading of sexual difference.

Building from this analysis of sexual difference in 1ApocJas’ theology, I consider in the fifth chapter the passage on Jesus’ seven women disciples. James asks Jesus about these women after he has received theological revelation. As Jesus seeks to explain how these women are blessed, he introduces new challenges for the text’s articulation of sexual difference. 1ApocJas seeks to authorize these female disciples and martyrs by way of a dual strategy drawn from the theology of the text. The seven women are associated with divine female figures such as Sophia and the spirits of prophecy, while at the same time, they are dissociated from “femaleness.” I argue that while these strategies could be considered “masculinizing” and “feminizing,” they are not in any way complementary strategies. Further, the association of the women with the higher Sophia does not serve any domesticating purpose. Whereas the move to authorize the women in terms of their triumph over femaleness suggests a perfected state of humanity characterized by a transformation to maleness, here the link drawn between the women martyrs and the higher
Sophia suggests in turn an imagined perfected female state toward which these women may aspire, without any particular denigration of maleness. In the case of both strategies, Jesus exhorts James to imitate this group of female disciples and martyrs, which introduces a further element of femininity into the practices of the self.
Chapter 2: Preparation for Martyrdom

The *First Apocalypse of James* ends with the execution of James. As the stones strike his body, James calls out in imitation of Christ on the cross, “Forgive them, for they do [not know] what they are doing” (κωνιναύβολοικάποιοντεςκρασιζευτικονομιονγεμανικεκατορκασιτικονομιον; 30.25–26).\(^1\) The self-controlled martyr who dies at the conclusion of the text resembles little the James whom one first encounters in *1ApocJas*. James tells Jesus that he is afraid, and he requests revelation, seeking knowledge he does not possess. When informed that he must die, James weeps and has to steady himself by sitting down on a rock. But over the course of the text, as Jesus provides teaching and revelation, James wipes away his tears and grows progressively less terrified of his fate. Once James understands why he must die and what his death means, he ceases to be afraid. James’ progress culminates in his martyrdom.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Kasser and Wurst propose an emendation to place an enclitic negator *κατά* in the sentence, to correct a hypothesized scribal error, and I follow this proposal. This line ought to be emended with *κατά* because otherwise the contraction *κωνιναυ* does not work grammatically or contextually. The only other grammatically feasible option would be to take *κωνιναυ* as the third-person plural form of the conjunctive conjugation base, but then this clause would have to be taken as continuing a jussive, following “forgive them.” The other option, that is, would be to translate as “Forgive them, for, let them not know what they are doing.” Given that this option both makes little sense contextually and contains an inexplicable *γεμάτη*, I find the emendation justified. Further, the otherwise lacuna-ridden conclusion to the *NHC V* version does include *γεμάτη κατά* precisely where it should appear in a parallel text (V 44.7–8). As Wolf-Peter Funk points out, a similar pattern of a dropped *κατά* for negation appears in *NHC V* 28.10. Wolf-Peter Funk, “The Significance of the Tchacos Codex,” in DeConick, *The Codex Judas Papers*, 515–516.

\(^2\) *1ApocJas* has commonly, but not universally been read as a martyrdom text. The passage which narrates the death of James by stoning was missing from the Nag Hammadi Codex V version, and so it was possible to imagine that the text might have ended otherwise. Among readers who took *1ApocJas* as a martyrdom narrative, see Brown, “James”; Elaine Pagels, “Gnostic and Orthodox Views of Christ’s Passion: Paradigms for the Christian’s Response to Persecution?” in *The Rediscovery of Gnosticism*, Vol. 1. (ed. Bentley Layton; Leiden: Brill, 1980), 262–288; Clemens Scholten, *Martyrium und Sophiamythos im Gnostizismus nach den Texten von Nag Hammadi* (Münster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchh., 1987), 68–80; Painter, 168–173; Wolf-Peter Funk, “The First Apocalypse of James,” in *The Nag Hammadi Scriptures* (Marvin Meyer, ed.; New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 322–323. Two major commentaries on *1ApocJas* written before the Tchacos Codex version was available question the importance of martyrdom in the text. Armand Vielleux states, “the concern of the author is not the martyrdom of James, but his authorization as a recipient of post-resurrection revelation.” Byung Woo Yoo hypothesized, from the very fragmentary conclusion to the *NHC V* version, that *1ApocJas* ended not with James’ death, but with his continuing preaching of the revelation of the savior. Armand Vielleux, *Le deux apocalypses des Jacoubus* (BCNH:T 17; Québec: Presses de l’Université Laval, 1986), 97; Yoo, “Die Erste Apokalypse des Jakobus,” 220–221. Since the publication of the Tchacos Codex with its preserved narrative of the death of James, the central importance of martyrdom for the text has been the near-consensus position. See Brankaer and Bethge, *Codex Tchacos*; King, “Martyrdom and its
1ApocJas thus narrates James’ martyrdom and the instruction he receives in preparation for it. James asks questions and describes his mental and emotional state, and Jesus responds with instruction and encouragement. These dialogues between James and Jesus dominate the text, and only two narrative interludes break up the discussions. The structure of the text runs dialogue, narrative, dialogue, narrative. The first dialogue takes place before Jesus’ crucifixion and the second during a post-resurrection appearance to James. In between these two dialogues there is a short narrative break during which Jesus is killed. Jesus returns afterward and imparts further instruction and encouragement in a second dialogue. After Jesus departs again, there is a fragmentary narrative of James’ arrest, and the text concludes with his martyrdom by stoning. Rodolphe Kasser argues that the basic form of the text builds first to Jesus’ death then in turn to James’ martyrdom as its climax. Martyrdom is the dramatic event around which the literary structure of 1ApocJas is organized.

I read the literary structure of the text rhetorically. Its narrative depicts James’ gradual transformation toward preparation for martyrdom in order to exhort readers and hearers to practices of preparation. In this interpretation, I follow a recent turn in martyrdom studies which considers the didactic function of martyrdom texts. Karen King explains that many martyrdom texts “took as [their] particular challenge to tell believers how to maintain their confession to be Christian even under torture and threat of death.” These texts seek to form their readers and hearers as potential martyrs by advocating practices and beliefs which enable them to respond

---

3 See Appendix on page 153 for an outline of the text of 1ApocJas.


properly to persecution. This shared goal and concern unites martyrdom texts of diverse generic forms, from explicit exhortations to martyrdom to narratives and dialogues. I will draw comparisons between 1ApocJas and texts of different generic forms, based on an understanding of shared engagement in these discussions.

The notion of preparation for martyrdom is not new in itself. Some ancient Christian texts quite explicitly exhort the reader to prepare for martyrdom. Origen, in his *Exhortation to Martyrdom*, writes to a fellow Christian under arrest, “O that our soul might not be troubled, but that even before the judgment seats, before the swords ready to behead us, our soul be preserved by the peace of God which surpasses all understanding, and be tranquil in the thought that they that leave the body live with the Lord of all things.” The intended effect is to enable the reader to persevere under arrest and endure a martyr’s death. Recent scholarship on the preparation for martyrdom argues that it is not only these explicit exhortations to martyrdom that seek to shape potential martyrs. Martyrdom texts of various generic forms also may implicitly exhort such disciplined training.

Recent studies have drawn on Michel Foucault’s and Pierre Hadot’s work on “practices of the self” and “spiritual exercises,” respectively, to explain the disciplined training exhorted by martyrdom texts. Hadot argues that ancient philosophy should be understood in terms of

---

6 On the genres of martyrdom, see Hans R. Seeliger, “Martyrs, Acts of the,” in the *Dictionary of Early Christian Literature* (ed. Siegmar Döpp and Wilhelm Geerlings; trans. Matthew O’Connell; New York: Crossroad, 2000), 405–407. As Seeliger notes, many of these differences of genre were not elaborated until the late Medieval period, which I believe further supports this practice of reading various martyrdom texts together.


8 Castelli, *Martyrdom and Memory*, 86; Kelley, “Philosophy as Training for Death;” King, “Martyrdom and its Discontents.” Elizabeth Castelli made use of Foucault’s notion of “practices of the self” to consider how a martyrdom text might reflect practices of preparation for martyrdom. Castelli argues that *Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas* is “a record of ascetic engagement, where disciplined practice and repetition generate a new identity
practices by which the self may be transformed.\textsuperscript{9} Foucault builds off Hadot’s method of reading ancient philosophy and articulates a general program of historical research to investigate the “practices of the self.”\textsuperscript{10} While I agree that these notions are useful for understanding martyrdom literature, their applicability requires some further elaboration. Foucault and Hadot often do not explain the imagined ends of these “practices of the self” and “spiritual exercises” in specific or practical terms. For a potential martyr, preparation for martyrdom involves preparing for a particular action in a particular setting—maintaining one’s confession under arrest and threat of execution. I argued above that preparation for martyrdom involves the inculcation of bodily and intellectual dispositions. These dispositions structure future practice and enable potential martyrs to endure persecution and torture, even up to death.\textsuperscript{11} It requires some discussion of how practices of the self may produce durable dispositions. I argue this understanding of preparation for martyrdom fits with the articulation of the “practices of the self” which Foucault offers in \textit{The Hermeneutics of the Subject}.

In these lectures, Foucault questions the importance of renunciation to ancient practices of the self. Practices of the self in antiquity aimed “to acquire something we do not have, rather and integrate a new symbolic reality.” Perpetua’s practices of prayer, visionary experience, and interpretation enable her transformation into the confident martyr who responds “Christiana sum” even under penalty of death (6.4). This transformation is wide-ranging—bodily, religious, and social—and it is achieved through ascetic practice. While Castelli considers the text in terms of its “leaving a record” of this practice, I will consider how the narrative of discipline serves to exhort a similar disciplinary training among readers and hearers.

\textsuperscript{9} Pierre Hadot, \textit{Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from Socrates to Foucault} (trans. Michael Chase; New York: Blackwell, 1995), 83. Hadot argues regarding the various ancient philosophical schools, “[A]ll of them linked their therapeutics to a profound transformation of the individual’s mode of seeing and being. The object of spiritual exercises is precisely to bring about this transformation.”


than renounce this or that element of ourselves that we are or have.”¹² What is it that is acquired? Foucault draws on a discussion of training by the Cynic philosopher Demetrius, which is cited approvingly in Seneca’s *On Benefits*. As Foucault reads this passage, the philosophers argue that one trains in order to “prepare the individual for the future, for a future of unforeseen events whose general nature may be familiar to us, but which we cannot know whether and when they will occur.”¹³ Practices of the self, then, ready a person for proper action in specific situations. To be able to act properly requires the learning and embodiment of “inductive schemas of action which, in their inductive value and effectiveness, are such that when present in the head, thoughts, heart, and even body of someone who possesses them, that person will then act as if spontaneously.”¹⁴ The training one has received, the philosophical discourses that have been studied and practiced, “are effectively inscribed in the subject as matrices of action.”¹⁵ These matrices of action structure future practice just as dispositions in Bourdieu’s sense. One acquires dispositions to react properly to situations which may be foreseen in part but never in whole.

This elaboration of the practices of the self in terms of their ends informs my understanding of the preparation for martyrdom. A person who has fully prepared for martyrdom has so well learned true teaching that it has been inscribed into his or her mind and body and will drive the potential martyr’s actions in the event of persecution. The entire person has been transformed, such that he or she will react to the threat of torture and death properly. In *1ApocJas*, this means one must act with certainty of knowledge and without fear. The text

---

¹² Foucault, *The Hermeneutics of the Subject*, 320.


exhorts readers and hearers to train in order to control the passions, in particular the fear of
death. Making use of a common set of connections in ancient moral philosophy, the text argues
for practices of attainment of knowledge that enable the control of passions such as fear.\textsuperscript{16} These
practices of attainment of knowledge include memorization and ritual recitation of theological
truth to aid in its incorporation. Such practices are imagined to be effective because James learns
that the aspect of his person which will suffer is only his flesh, which does not derive from the
highest God and is not worthy of moral concern.\textsuperscript{17} If he truly accepts this knowledge, he will no
longer fear. Through practices of discernment and training in knowledge, James inculcates
dispositions that ready him to endure punishment in this world without fear and thus prepares for
martyrdom. The text implicitly exhorts its readers and hearers to learn along with James, and in
turn prepare for martyrdom.

**James’ Preparation for Martyrdom**

I will first sketch the narrative arc of the text in order to show how the preparation for
martyrdom provides a literary structure to the text. This sketch demonstrates also that \textit{1ApocJas}
describes the preparation for martyrdom primarily in terms of acquisition of understanding and
the control of feelings of fear and distress. These two themes are clearly linked, as James’

\textsuperscript{16} See Martha Nussbaum, “The Stoics on the Extirpation of the Passions,” \textit{Apeiron} 20 (1987), 122–177; Julia Annas,
\textit{Hellenistic Philosophy of Mind} (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1992), esp. 103–120; Nussbaum, 
1994); Christopher Gill, “The Emotions in Greco-Roman Philosophy,” in \textit{The Passions in Roman Thought and 
Literature} (eds. Susanna Morton Braund and Christopher Gill; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 5–
16; Juha Sihvola and Troels Engberg-Pederson, eds., \textit{The Emotions in Hellenistic Philosophy} (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 
1998); Margaret Graver, \textit{Cicero on the Emotions: Tuscan Disputations 3 & 4} (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2002); Gill, \textit{The Structured Self in Hellenistic and Roman Thought} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 
207–324. For my project, I find Nussbaum’s sustained focus on the practical therapeutic aspect of moral philosophy
the most useful of the various texts in this discussion.

\textsuperscript{17} See King, “Martyrdom and its Discontents,” 25–26. In this way, \textit{1ApocJas} combines two of the common
strategies that Karen King identifies among preparation for martyrdom texts. King finds that exhortations to mastery
of the passions and reminders of the “ephemeral” nature of bodily suffering appear regularly in these texts. In
\textit{1ApocJas}, these two are combined via this articulation of anthropology and theology.
progress in understanding correlates almost perfectly with his ability to control his fear. In this section I will lay out in detail how these themes move through the text and connect this reading to the ancient understanding of ethics under which the themes would be inseparable. James displays his successful training at the moment of his death. While the people stone him, James intones, “forgive them, for they do [not know] what they are doing” (30.25–26). He shows neither fear nor distress, even as he is struck bodily by the stones and soon to die. James invokes his greater knowledge and states that his executioners do not understand the true meaning and effect of their actions. In 1ApocJas, the acquisition of knowledge is a disciplined practice which enables a student to manage passions of fear or distress.

The practical acquisition of understanding takes place over the course of the narrative. James regularly notes that he lacks knowledge and that he is afraid. 1ApocJas consistently associates fear with ignorance and courage with knowledge. The acquisition of knowledge drives away fear. In both cases, the relevant problem is martyrdom. James more specifically fears his potential death, his execution before the authorities. To conquer this fear, he requires a full understanding of the circumstances, meaning, and effects of martyrdom. James seeks to attain understanding in order that he may become unafraid that thus prepared for martyrdom.

The twin problems of ignorance and fear shape the first conversation between James and Jesus in the text. Jesus diagnoses James’ problem. “You are ignorant concerning yourself,” he says (καὶ ἂς ἐπτυπωθεὶς ἔρωκ; 10.6).¹⁸ Thus he lays out the direction of this teaching—Jesus must bring James along in understanding until James sees who he truly is. Next, James voices his fear. Jesus has predicted his own death, and James asks, “if they arrest you, then what will I do?”

¹⁸ The NHC V differs here, reading instead, “I am not ignorant about you” (οὕτε ἔστιν γνωστικός ἔρωκ ἅν; 24.16–17). Both readings express central themes—Jesus’ knowledge and James’ lack of knowledge at the beginning of the dialogue. If this were the only mention in either the NHC or TC of James’ lack of knowledge, I might hesitate to cite a variant reading in just one version, but the theme of James’ ignorance and later his growing knowledge repeats through both versions of the text.
The connection between ignorance and fear can be seen here—James is afraid precisely because he does not know what to do. If he knew what he ought to do in the eventuality of Jesus’ arrest and execution, he would not be afraid and he would not be driven to ask this question. Jesus responds by consoling James. In the Tchacos Codex text, his consolation is, somewhat confusingly, prefaced with a prediction of James’ death. “When they arrest you and stone you, you will be saved” (τοῦτον γειναμαχτεῖς ἰηθεῖς περὶ ἐποχείς ἰηθαματεῖς; 11.20–23). Jesus seems to be suggesting that James ought not be afraid because these deaths are not negative events, but instead they are somehow salvific. The Nag Hammadi version more explicitly acknowledges James’ fear. Jesus exhorts, “don’t fear, James, you too will be arrested” (προφήτης τοῦτος ἱκανος ἰτάκας 2ωφεν ἰηθαματεῖς; NHC V 25.13–14). Following this exchange, Jesus provides a revelation speech to give James at least some of the knowledge he needs to be prepared to act properly after Jesus’ death. The didactic style and strategies of the dialogue can be seen here in outline. Jesus uses a double therapy to treat fear and ignorance. He first offers consolation to moderate fear, and then he provides revelation to enable understanding, which serves in turn to eliminate fear.

After this first revelation speech, James and Jesus again discuss James’ state of preparation in a short exchange. Regarding his fear, he says, “I am not concerned about the tortures that are in this place, [but] because of their rule” (Ἀγηγήσεις ἵνα ἰηθεῖς λαθέω ἔτοιμας ἰηθαματεῖς; 15.13–15).19 Jesus responds, “I praise your understanding, and fear is making you a sufferer” (Πανοικίζετε ἵνα ἰηθεῖς λαθέω ἔτοιμας ἰηθαματεῖς; NHC V 28.29–30).

19 This passage is quite fragmentary from the NHC V version, but what is preserved confirms the sense here, and again makes more explicit the theme of James’ fear. “But I have become afraid … [because?] they rule” (Ἀλλὰς λείπο τοῦτον … γειναμαχτεῖς; NHC V 28.29–30).
James, through that first revelation speech, has gained some level of understanding. However, Jesus acknowledges compassionately that the thought of the ruling powers still provokes fear in James. It seems that James has not yet fully incorporated the knowledge which he has received.

At this point, with James having achieved only a part of the preparation he needs, Jesus tells James that he is leaving. Even though he will die, Jesus explains, he will then return. Jesus departs and is arrested and killed. James’ response, in a short narrative interlude before Jesus re-appears, reflects his in-between state. “James heard about [Jesus’] sufferings, and he was deeply distressed and waited for his coming. It was this alone that he had to console himself” (ἔλεγεν δὲ Ιάκωβος τὸν Ἰησοῦν γυμνὸν ἐν οἷς οὐκ ἤκουσεν τῆς ἀγωγῆς; 15.18–20). The fear and distress, reflecting ignorance, are still present. But he knows Jesus will return, and that provides some kind of consolation.

Upon returning, Jesus foretells James’ death again. This shock reveals James’ remaining fear and ignorance. “Being afraid, James wept and was deeply distressed” (ἔλεγεν δὲ Ιάκωβος τὸν Ἰησοῦν γυμνὸν ἐν οἷς οὐκ ἤκουσεν τῆς ἀγωγῆς; 19.7–8). Fear and suffering take him so fully that for the first time in the text, James is unable to respond verbally. He has to sit down. Once again, when confronted by his student’s fear and ignorance, Jesus’ teaching strategy is a combination of consolation and imparting knowledge. First, Jesus exhorts James, “As for you, do not be afraid, and fear nothing” (πέτοικας ἐν πάση ζωῇ τὰς ἁγιασμένας ἱππίας ἐν δόξῃ τοῦ Θεοῦ; 19.15–16). Next, he embarks on the longest revelation speech in 1ApocJas, which takes up six manuscript pages of

The NHC V version is somewhat confusing at this point, as Jesus states, “I praise your understanding and your fear” (τόλμαν ἐντελώς ἐκκλησίαν ἂν τεκνίσῃς; NHC V 29.4–5). The praise of fear is incongruous given the typical use of the term in the text. I think the TC may help explain this strange verse. James’ fear has led him to be concerned about the power of the rulers, and as I will argue, this is the proper perspective to take on events in the world.
the twenty in the Tchacos Codex text. Both of these efforts have their intended effects. Receiving Jesus’ consolation, James’ fear is assuaged. “When he heard this,” *IApocJas* reports, “he wiped his tears away and was greatly relieved from the pain within him” (Ἀφάνείως ἐρώς ἀπείρηκε ἐπάνω ἐρώς τῷ πάθει ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ; 19.18–21). This new state of courage is maintained as James takes on this revealed knowledge. After Jesus’ long revelation speech, James responds confidently, “I have come to believe these things, and they are properly within what is in my soul” (ἐπείρηκε ἐπὶ τῇ ἡμέρᾳ τῆς ἡμέρας ὧν ἔγνω τὰ γνώση καλῶς; 25.15–17). James continues to ask questions and seek further instruction, but he never again displays the sort of fear and ignorance which he confessed regularly during the first three-quarters of the text. James does not merely say that he has received this knowledge, but further that it is “properly” (καλῶς) within him. James has inscribed in himself this understanding, and it will organize his actions and thoughts over the remainder of his life.

**Fear and Knowledge in Ancient Philosophy**

The connection between ignorance and passions of fear or distress, which is repeatedly established in *IApocJas*, was likewise commonplace in much ancient moral philosophy. I have used the term “passions” for fear and distress because these were commonly located as paradigmatic forms of the emotions, called “passions” in philosophical works. The passions, in this broadly accepted understanding, had a primarily cognitive genesis. As Martha Nussbaum argues, this notion of the passions motivated Hellenistic philosophy to understand itself as a medical art.

---

One reason [Hellenistic thinkers] believe that philosophy is the art best equipped to deal with human diseases is that they believe that philosophy—reasoning and argument—is what is required to diagnose and to modify the passions. This is so, they argue, precisely because passions such as fear, anger, grief, and love are not blind surges of affect that push and pull us without regard to reasoning and belief. They are, in fact, intelligent and discriminating elements of the personality that are very closely linked to belief, and are modified by the modification of belief.\(^{22}\)

The diseases of the soul, commonly through ancient thought, were passions of fear and desire, distress and love, which consistently lead people to act in ways contrary to reason. Acts contrary to reason in turn consistently cause harm to the actor so affected by passions.

If the fundamental problems of human existence derive from incorrect belief, then philosophical practice should be applied to correct false beliefs in order to break the grip of the passions over our actions and our lives. One of the clearest articulations of the origin of the passions appears in Cicero’s *Tusculan Disputations*.

Now, the cause of distress, as of all the emotions, is to be found entirely in belief … For while every emotion is a movement of the mind which is apart from reason or heedless of reason or disobedient to reason, the stimulus for such a movement may be of two kinds: it may be a belief either about what is good or about what is bad.\(^{23}\)

Good teaching takes as its fundamental task the modification of false beliefs. These philosophers understand that modifying false beliefs is not simply a matter of hearing new statements. It requires assiduous practice, deep engagement, and careful management of the self. Nussbaum discusses Epicurean thinkers as paradigmatic of a broader trend in Hellenistic and Roman thought. They understood “that the false beliefs that cause disturbance in life do not all lie on the surface of the self, ready for critical and dialectical scrutiny.”\(^{24}\) The story of the *First Apocalypse of James*, read through the ancient understandings of the passions and belief, appears to be a

\(^{22}\) Nussbaum, *The Therapy of Desire*, 38.

\(^{23}\) Cicero, *Tusculan Disputations* 3.24 (Graver).

\(^{24}\) Nussbaum, *The Therapy of Desire*, 133.
story of ideal instruction. Jesus does not only present instruction in true doctrine, but offers encouragement and critique aimed at engaging James’ whole psyche and enabling him to shake off these false beliefs. When James finally does correct his false beliefs, he comes to be no longer troubled by irrational passions.

_IApocJas’_ focus on correcting James’ fear of death clearly fits within this ancient philosophical and educational discourse. The importance of the fear of death as an irrational belief impeding the good life appears most clearly in Epicurean writings of the first centuries CE. The first-century CE Roman poet Lucretius composed _On the Nature of Things_ as a didactic text, and he devoted the third book to the problem of the fear of death.²⁵ He argues, in one of the clearest statements of the text’s arguments, “this terror [of death], therefore, and the darkness of the mind must be dispersed, not by rays of the sun or by bright shafts of daylight, but by the aspect and law of nature.”²⁶ The bulk of the third book works systematically to exhort and train the reader to understand the truth of a fully materialist view of existence, in order that they might no longer live in fear of death. If people accept this materialist teaching, then they will recognize that death is mere non-existence. Since non-existence cannot be considered an evil, according to Lucretius, then people who have inculcated this knowledge will no longer fear death. Instead, they will be able to live well and in accordance with nature. Lucretius calls on his reader to develop true beliefs about the nature of the human person with the expectation that this knowledge will be effective in treating the passions. The third-century CE inscription of Diogenes of Oeneanda, which he commissioned in order to publicly advertise the Epicurean

---

²⁵ For the reading of _On the Nature of Things_ in terms of its didactic and therapeutic intent, see Nussbaum, _The Therapy of Desire_, ch. 4–6.

²⁶ Lucretius, _De Rerum Natura_, 3.91–93 (Rouse and Smith, LCL).
philosophy to which he held, articulates a similar notion in one fragment directly addressing Epicurus.

(Gracefully have I followed your) sayings on death, and you have persuaded me to laugh it to scorn. I am not in the least afraid because of the Tityuses and Tantaluses that some people depict in the underworld, nor does the decay of the body make me shudder, bearing in mind that destruction of the body causes no displeasure when the soul has perished.\textsuperscript{27}

Diogenes argues that death is neither good nor bad because the soul and thus the person will not be there to experience or judge. Fears of punishment after death are likewise irrational. Once understanding is achieved and false belief dismissed, the student will be able to live without fear of death.

Arguments of this form are hardly unique to Epicurean philosophy, though Epicureans do typically make the fear of death a special concern. Catharine Edwards argues that the control of the fear of death was a central theme in Roman thought in this period.\textsuperscript{28} The first-century CE Stoic philosopher Seneca, for example, explains that the fear of death is irrational, and anyone struggling to live well and rationally must no longer fear. He writes, “Most men ebb and flow in wretchedness between the fear of death and the hardships of life; they are unwilling to live, and yet they do not know how to die. For this reason, make life as a whole agreeable to yourself by banishing all worry about it.\textsuperscript{29} To triumph over the fear of death means to live in accordance with right reason, and this way of life may be achieved through assiduous practice of ferreting out false beliefs and slowly, carefully, replacing them with true beliefs. The structure of the argument in \textit{iApocJas} follows analogous lines, as James receives instruction in true doctrine


\textsuperscript{28} Catharine Edwards, \textit{Death in Ancient Rome} (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2007), 78–112.

\textsuperscript{29} Seneca, \textit{Epistles} 4.5–6 (Gummere, LCL).
from Jesus in order that he might no longer fear death. Jesus does not only give instruction, but also exhortation and consolation. This method draws James away from his fear and allows James to accept and embody the true instruction he receives.

One might object that 1ApocJas presents a theory of the good life and the human which is far removed from the philosophies of Lucretius, Diogenes, and Seneca. I would respond that we find arguments of this structure among Stoic and Epicurean thinkers who differ from each other significantly. The notion of attaining knowledge in order to control the passions was in fact widespread among various groups which held quite different notions of which precise beliefs were true. The discourse and practice of the inculcation of knowledge and conquering of fear is shared among writers and texts whose versions of true knowledge were profoundly different. 1ApocJas provides further evidence of the broad ancient acceptance of this discursive link between fear and knowledge.

Practices of Understanding and Effective Theology

1ApocJas depicts James acquiring knowledge and gradually gaining control of his emotions until finally he embodies perfect equanimity at the moment of his execution. This interpretation raises further questions. How exactly is the acquisition of knowledge imagined to be effective? How does this particular knowledge enable James to control his passions and prepare for martyrdom? These questions demand a closer reading of the content of the knowledge which James acquires and the means by which Jesus relays it. This knowledge is contained in the text’s theology and anthropology.

1ApocJas describes a cosmos which is controlled by malevolent powers (“rulers”) and separated from the true God. Jesus begins by explaining that God is “unnameable and ineffable”
The name most commonly given to God in this text is “the One Who Is” (πετωποι), a locution that again emphasizes the impossibility of attributing characteristics to God. The only other figure who is mentioned as an inhabitant of the divine realm is Jesus, who came forth from the One Who Is as an image of the One Who Is (11.1–3). He came forth as the “second from the One Who Is,” apparently the first differentiation, creation, or hypostasis from the One Who Is (εαν κοινοπληκτική εβολα [2]ν πετωποι; 10.18). This initial section also describes a figure, “femaleness,” who appears to originate from the One Who Is, but who also creates a separate and weaker base of power for herself. “Femaleness existed, but she did not exist from the beginning. She created [powers] and gods for herself” (τιμότεινη πετωποι [πε] αλλα πετωποι αν η ηπ ηποφη δελμνο [ες ηπ τη ηπογε; 10.21–24). This initial discussion, while allusive, sets up the basic structure of the text’s theology. There is a transcendent, ineffable God from whom Jesus has come forth. There is a subordinate power of femaleness, who has created separate powers but who does not have the same transcendent character as the ineffable God.

This theology reaches its fullest elaboration in the second dialogue’s long revelation speech (19.21–25.14). This speech takes the form of an embedded dialogue. Jesus tells James the questions he will be asked and then provides the answers James should give. Jesus explains that James will be taken before a group of malevolent powers. They will ask him questions about his identity, and Jesus, speaking both sides of this dialogue, provides for James the words with

---

30 The Tchacos Codex appears to be nearly identical, but it is fragmentary at this point.
32 The reconstruction of “powers” (2ποιοι) is confirmed by NHC V 24.30.
which he can respond. Jesus tells James to explain to these power who he is, whence he comes and where he goes.

[When] you fall because of (the) many, one of them will ask you, because he is a guard, “Who are you and where are you from?” You will say to him, “I am the son and I am from the father.” And he will say to you, “Which son and which father?” You will say to him, “The Father Who Is from the beginning and the son who is in the One Who Is from the beginning.” And he will say to you, “Where have you come from?” You will say to him, “From the One Who Is from the beginning.” And he will ask <you>, “Why have you come?” You will say, “I have come to all the ones who are mine and the ones who are not mine.”

James has come from the Father Who Is, which I take as another name for the One Who Is. James has his origin, in some unspecified way, within the same realm as the ineffable God. James’ mission in this world is more confusing. He will say that he has come for “those who are mine and those who are not mine.” It appears that his work is directed at once to people in the world who do not have their origin or nature within the One Who Is as well as to people who share with James this particular connection to the One Who Is. To explain the nature of these other people, the text gives a fuller explanation of its creation story. The embedded dialogue continues, and Jesus says that the guards will ask about “those who are not mine.” He gives James the response he must provide.

They are not entirely foreign to me, but Achamoth, that is, the female, and she created these ones for herself. And she brought down the race which exists from the beginning. Thus, they are [not] foreign to [me], but they are mine. They are

---

33 Where it is extant, the NHC V is nearly identical here. As I will discuss below, this passage also appears in Irenaeus’ *Against the Heresies* 1.21.5 and Epiphanius’ *Panarion* 1.36.3.1–6, where it is described as a ritual text. For the Greek text of Epiphanius, see Jürgen Dummer and Karl Holl, eds., *Epiphanius* (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1980–1985).
Those who are not James’, the people to whom he has come, derive their origin from Achamoth, the female. Their differentiation from the divine comes about because “the One Who Is from the beginning did not unite with her when she created them.” So, this other creator, the female, is responsible for the differentiation of the world from the divine. She created without the preexistent One Who Is, and by this act she produced a people who are alienated from the divine. The naming of Achamoth as “the female” also explains the earlier passage about femaleness.

The powers and gods that rule over this world are subordinate to Achamoth, who is a divine figure lesser than Jesus and the One Who Is. The powers who will question James, then, are themselves agents of femaleness.

Learning this theology prepares James for martyrdom. The literary form which this revelation takes has a further rhetorical function. It exhorts James to enact specific practices of ritual repetition in order to incorporate right knowledge. In the long revelation speech, Jesus provides both sides of an embedded dialogue, first offering the questions various rulers will ask of James, then providing the responses James will give. It repeats, “he will say … and you shall say.” The content of this dialogue constitutes the fullest exposition of the text’s theology and

34 Thomassen, *The Spiritual Seed*, 407. Thomassen explains that the line here which says that Achamoth “brought down the race which exists from the beginning” can be explained by reference to the Greek version of this passage preserved in Epiphanius’ *Panarion* 36.3.1–6. The Coptic verb *eine* ἐγενος translates the Greek κατ’ ἑναίον. This verb can mean something like “bring down,” but also has a technical meaning of “descend from.” The “race which is from the beginning” would refer to the higher beings of the divine realms, which came forth from the One Who Is. Achamoth did not “bring them down” in some unspecified way, but rather she descends from them. This is confirmed later in the passage by the statement that she is from the One Who Is.
cosmology. Jesus provides James with a clear and affirmative summary of true knowledge. This true knowledge enables James to triumph over his fear. \textit{1ApocJas} places this knowledge in memorizable form. Jesus tells James that he must remember particular statements so that he can repeat them in response to questioning. This embedded dialogue structure, then, exhorts particular practices of memorization and recitation of this summary of true knowledge.

This interpretation accords well with the textual history of the passage. As discussed briefly earlier, large sections of \textit{1ApocJas} 20.10–23.10 were also preserved, almost word-for-word, in Irenaeus’ \textit{Against the Heresies} 1.21.5 and Epiphanius’ \textit{Panarion} 36.3.1–6. Scholars have concluded that Epiphanius has Irenaeus as his source, and so I will here compare only Irenaeus and \textit{1ApocJas}.\textsuperscript{35} Irenaeus states that he is transmitting a ritual text used by some unspecified group of heretics. Member of this group, when they are dying, receive instruction so that they might escape the world rulers after death. Speaking of ritual practice among this group, he writes that “at the very moment of their departure” the dying are anointed and then receive instruction:

They instruct them that, after they have died, when they come to the powers, they are to speak as follows: “I am a son of Father, of Father who is preexisting. I am a son in the Preexisting one. I have come to see all things that belong to me and to others (which, however, do not belong to others entirely, but to Achamoth, who is a female). She made these things for herself. So they got their origin from the Pre-existing one, and I am returning to my own, whence I came.”\textsuperscript{36}

There is one key difference between Irenaeus’ text and this passage from \textit{1ApocJas}. Irenaeus does not cite these lines in a dialogue form, and there are no injunctions to say certain words in response to certain questions. Instead, Irenaeus’ version of this teaching includes only the

\textsuperscript{35} See Vielleux, \textit{Le deux apocalypses de Jacques}, 87–88; Yoo, “Die erste Apokalypse de Jakobus,” 161–175. I will discuss further the textual relationship between \textit{1ApocJas} and Irenaeus in chapter 4, pages 78–81.

\textsuperscript{36} Irenaeus, \textit{Against the Heresies}, 1.21.5 (Unger).
various statements which Jesus instructs James to memorize and repeat to the rulers. The responses are presented one after another, as a single speech, not interrupted by questions. The content of the answers, preserved in both texts, is nearly identical.

In Irenaeus, just as in 1ApocJas, these are powerful words to be memorized. Further, in both cases, the repetition of statements is a form of training for death. In 1ApocJas, James may not be on his deathbed, but he is just as surely about to die. He must learn these statements to prepare himself for martyrdom. Irenaeus suggests that the passage was used for ritual instruction to prepare people for death, and that is exactly how this passage functions in 1ApocJas. It is possible that Irenaeus may have misinterpreted a ritual of preparation for death as a ritual performed over people who were actually dying. In that case, both Irenaeus and 1ApocJas preserve a record of an early Christian ritual of preparation for death.

The notion that the memorization and recitation of formulae constituted a key practice in the preparation for martyrdom has been argued with reference to other sources by Nicole Kelley. Looking at multiple attestations of Psalm 146 in acts of the martyrs, Kelley argues that the memorization and recitation of these passages played a part in preparation for martyrdom. Memorizing these passages could instill a belief that God’s eternal rule transcends and obviates the worldly authority of persecutors.37

For three reasons, then, I take the embedded dialogue as an exhortation to particular practices of memorization and recitation. First, Jesus’ instructions to James call on him to be ready to repeat these words, implying a repeated practice of memorization and preparation for recitation. Second, an almost exactly parallel passage is described by Irenaeus as a teaching which is imparted to people about to die, for them to learn and repeat. Third, other Christians practiced the recitation and memorization of key formulae in preparation for martyrdom. The

37 Kelley, “Philosophy as Training for Death,” 739–742.
precise manner of the presentation of theological doctrine in *1ApocJas*, then, implicitly exhorts readers and hearers to undertake practices to aid in the incorporation of knowledge.

Thus, *1ApocJas* works to inculcate dispositions and exhort practices of preparation for martyrdom. Recent studies of genre that consider *1ApocJas* help to shed light on how the text engenders these two effects. Studies by Judith Hartenstein and Silke Petersen have attempted to move beyond the fuzzy category of the “revelation dialogue” or “Gnostic dialogue” to consider particular structural similarities among texts. Hartenstein identifies a set of dialogue texts which have what she calls a “story-within-a-story” format. These texts depict dialogues in which a story of the death and resurrection of Jesus is narrated, and revelation is given following the resurrection.\(^{38}\) She argues that these texts share not only structural similarities, but also a rhetorical and theological strategy. “The choice of an appearance of the resurrected as a framework for the revelation does not happen because of the lack of room in the earthly life of Jesus, but because of a theological idea: the content of the text constitutes a second and definitive teaching.”\(^{39}\) These are texts, Hartenstein argues, which work in similar ways, toward similar ends.

Silke Petersen builds on Hartenstein’s work in identifying these texts as “appearance dialogues,” given the central necessity of an appearance of the resurrected Jesus to the group. She identifies the *Sophia of Jesus Christ*, the *First Apocalypse of James*, the *Gospel of Mary*, the *Epistle of the Apostles*, and *Pistis Sophia* as sharing in this structure.\(^{40}\) The dialogues take place between Jesus and his disciples, with female disciples playing prominent roles in *SJC*, *GMary*,


\(^{39}\) Ibid., 317.

\(^{40}\) Silke Petersen, *Zerstört die Werke der Weiblichkeit! Maria Magdalena, Salome und andere Jüngerinnen Jesu in christlich-gnostischen Schriften* (NHMS 48; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 38.
and *PS. 1ApocJas*, while it does not have any spoken parts for female disciples, identifies a group of women as honored disciples of Jesus, and treats them as an important topic of discussion. Petersen hypothesizes that this structure of dialogue concerning ultimate revelation serves a rhetorical purpose—to spur dialogue among readers and hearers, and to bring them to accept and believe the revelation contained in the text. “The dialogues are texts in which elements of orality also play a role in textual composition. Dialogues were, like other ancient texts, not mostly read privately, but read aloud, listened to, and surely also debated, by which process the dialogue-situation was duplicated.” These are texts that we can imagine were read in groups, and in such a group setting, the dialogue structure serves to spur discussion among people. Petersen further argues that appearance dialogues often have a final summary of their revelation, which is meant to be taken up by readers and hearers as their own knowledge, to be repeated and learned.

I argue that *1ApocJas* exhorts a practice of inculcation of knowledge through ritual repetition, a practice which requires at least two participants (one for each side of the dialogue). In my reading of *1ApocJas*, then, the text does basically what Petersen says that appearance dialogues should do. It exhorts its audience toward further dialogue, in which the content of the further dialogue mirrors the content of the text.

---


42 *Ibid.*, 43. These claims comport well with recent studies of genre. John Frow argues, “genres actively generate and shape knowledge of the world, and … generically shaped knowledges are bound up with the exercise of power.” Further, “genres create effects of reality and truth, authority and plausibility.” Genre, in this reading, is understood in terms of the kinds of effects which texts bring about, within particular social and historical situations of power. John Frow, *Genre* (New York: Routledge, 2006), 2.

43 For an analogous reading of ancient philosophical dialogues as training for death, see Hadot, *Philosophy as a Way of Life*, 89–93.
Preparation for martyrdom here involves ritual practice aimed at the incorporation of knowledge. How is this memorized knowledge useful for inculcating dispositions proper to a potential martyr? I argue that *I Apoc Jas* makes effective its theological doctrine for the preparation for martyrdom by linking that theology to its anthropology. Before Jesus’ long post-resurrection speech, James admits he has been distressed because of what was done to Jesus. Jesus’ first attempt to console James challenges the cause of James’ distress.

I did not suffer at all and I did not die, and this people has done nothing wrong. Rather, this was laid down for the type of the rulers for whom *<it was fitting>* to be prepared. It is the rulers who prepared it, then it came to its end.

This passage affirms, I note, that torture and execution occurred. The rulers prepared the body, and it came to its end. However, the part or aspect of Jesus which was tortured and killed is not the essential being of Jesus. As he explains, “I am the one who exists from the beginning in myself” (*ἀνὸκ γάρ ὁ Ἰησοῦς ἐμείς ἐγώ ἐγείρω άνεύ ἀλθείας*; 18.6–8).

This discussion claims that the aspect of Jesus which has been killed is not from the pre-existent God, but it is a type of the rulers which ought to be destroyed. Earlier in the text, Jesus had exhorted James that to “cast off … this bond which is the flesh” (*πᾶν ὁ Τέτυχος τῆς Καταλήψεως τῆς Παρθενότητος τοῦ Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ*; 18.12–16).44

---

44 Kasser/Wurst propose an emendation to the text, which would otherwise not be readable as Coptic. The emendation is supported by comparison to the NHC V version. It is broken by lacunae in several places, but the second sentence of the quoted passage is mostly complete. “This was laid down as a type of the rulers, and it deserved to be [destroyed] by them” (*INED ψαλίς ἐς θεραπεύς ἐγέρων τῆς οἰκίας τῆς Παρθανίας άνω ἡσσιμίας Πομπηλίας*). Schoedel took *τοῦ Κυρίου* to refer back to the death of Jesus and the destruction of his body.

45 NHC V reads slightly differently here. “I am the one who has been within me” (*ἀνὸκ γάρ ὁ πρός τὴν Ισχύν ἐμείς ἐγώ οὖν θανάτῳ τῆς Παρθενότητος*; V 31.17–18). The key notion that the true self of Jesus is not his bodily aspect, but some internal, eternal aspect, appears in both versions. Schoedel takes *ἡσσιμίας* as “he was within me,” which suggests that Jesus’ true being has since left him. The preterit here should be translated with durative, ongoing sense—the one who was, and remains, within him.
The notion seems to be that one’s flesh, which suffers and dies, is not worthy of great moral concern. Rather, the flesh and the body should be understood in terms of a cosmic drama of lower and higher divinities. The flesh which suffers and dies does not derive from the highest God and should not be counted among the essential aspects of Jesus. Instead, it is a type of the rulers, the lower divinities, and its nature is to cease to exist.

Jesus in this way reassures James that James should not worry about him. But when Jesus reveals to James that he too must be arrested and killed, James, “being afraid … wept and was deeply distressed” (19.7–8). Jesus exhorts him again by applying to James’ situation the notion of the human used to discount Jesus’ suffering. “These things must happen to you, but do not be distressed. The weak flesh will receive what is laid down for it. But as for you, do not be afraid and fear nothing” (ὅσα ἐρωτῶ περὶ οὗ ἔχεις ἃν ἤρθη ἐπὶ σέ μιανοίκαν ὑπάρχει τοιοῦτος ἐπτάσσομεν σαφεὶ ὑπερτεροῦντος εἰς ἑαυτόν ὑπέρ τοῦ ἔργου του ἔργου τυλίγεται; 19.11–16). Just as the true essence of Jesus was not killed, likewise for James only “the weak flesh” will suffer. In Coptic, the last sentence quoted begins Ἐν τῷ ἑαυτῷ, a topicalization of the pronoun. I have given this a strong translation, “but as for you.” The topicalization of Ἐν τῷ makes clear that the subject of this clause is to be distinguished from the subject of the previous clause, the “weak flesh.” “You,” James, should recognize that your “weak flesh” does not contain your true identity. James, then, ought not fear. Just as the real essence of Jesus was not harmed in martyrdom, likewise only the weak flesh of James will suffer and his essential self will survive. The rulers, not the true God, created the flesh, and it is their type. When James comes to understand theological truth, he will understand

46 The NHC V version has a similar sense, but its articulation is somewhat more direct. “James, so you will undergo these sufferings, but don’t be troubled. For the flesh is weak. It will receive what was destined for it.” (ὥστε Χριστὸς ἔνεπθον ἃν ἔχεις φέρεται τὸ σώματα γερμονίκην τὸν Κυρίῳ οὐδὲν ἐπῆλε; V 32.17–21). NHC V clarifies that “these things” are the suffering and death which await James. James’ emotional response in both versions shows that he understands precisely to what Jesus refers.
that what the rulers created is worthy of no concern when compared to that which derives from the highest God.

This is the simplest structure of 1ApocJas’ exhortation to the preparation for martyrdom. One must not fear persecution, pain and death. The inculcation of fearlessness enables one to act bravely under arrest. To control fear, the reader or hearer is exhorted to practice memorization and recitation of true knowledge. Jesus reveals the nature of the universe, the distinction between lower rulers and highest God. The death and attendant suffering which a person might fear, Jesus explains, is inflicted not upon an aspect of the person which derives from the highest God, but on “the type of the rulers.” The knowledge which Jesus imparts is effective in this way. James thinks of his suffering and death as

negative events to come, but Jesus exhorts him to understand them as indifferent because they are inflicted upon an inessential aspect of himself created by the rulers. If he can truly incorporate this understanding, James will cease to fear suffering and death.

Martyrdom, Christology, and “Docetism”

I have used language of “aspects” and “essences” to describe what Jesus means when he says “I did not suffer at all and I did not die.” Some essential aspect of Jesus survives when his body dies. As I have argued, there is no denial that Jesus’ death occurred. Rather, the text’s claim is that the essential aspect of Jesus was not harmed in the process of his bodily death. Armand Vielleux and other interpreters take 1ApocJas 18.6–16 (NHC V 31.15–26) as a clear statement of docetic Christology. But what exactly is “docetism”? Generally, the term refers to a Christology which holds that in some way the bodily reality of Jesus has not been affirmed. But

---

any more precision than this is often hard to come by. As Michael Slusser notes, scholars often seem to “classify as ‘docetistic’ only those Christologies in which Jesus does not meet a minimum standard of humanity—a standard which varies from scholar to scholar.”

Karl Tröger offers a useful categorization of different Christologies which have been variously grouped together as “docetic.” Tröger distinguishes between four general types of Christologies. First, there are notions which deny that Jesus had a material body and claim instead that his was a spiritual or heavenly body. Second, he lists Christologies which hold that Jesus had a real and material body, but his divine nature must be radically distinguished from his bodily aspect. Less relevant for this study, third and fourth are notions which held that the crucified was an entirely different person from Jesus and notions which do not separate Jesus’ bodily aspect from the rest of his existence. Tröger reads 1ApocJas as a Christology of the second type. There is in 1ApocJas no denial of Jesus’ bodily existence, nor of his execution. However, in describing the true self of Jesus, any essential connection between Jesus and his flesh is denied. Whether or not this theology is “docetic” is then a definitional question. Tröger retains the category of “docetic” only for Christologies of the first kind, in which Jesus only “seemed” to have a material body. I think this is a sensible suggestion for the more literal use of a complex term. As such, following Tröger, I prefer not to claim that 1ApocJas holds a “docetic” Christology.

The foregoing analysis brings into focus how deeply the text’s Christology is intertwined with its anthropology. Jesus moves logically from articulating his own freedom from suffering to

50 Ibid., 49. See also Klaus Koschorke, Die Polemik der Gnostiker gegen das kirchliche Christentum (NHS 12; Leiden: Brill, 1978), 195–196.
arguing that James and other martyrs likewise do not have anything to fear from torture and execution. So, when Jesus says, “I did not suffer at all, and I did not die,” he is not articulating something that is peculiar to himself as the son of God. Rather, all people share this characteristic structure of the self. The flesh and the body may suffer and die, but the essential aspect of the human survives. This applies whether the body in question is that of Jesus, James, or anyone else. The ability of James to imitate Jesus at the moment of his death helps confirm this interpretation. The martyr who has fully incorporated the text’s teachings can thus become like Jesus.

1ApocJas exhorts preparation for martyrdom by means of this connection of Christology to anthropology. The text explains that the martyr’s flesh may suffer, but the martyr in his or her essential aspect will not. It is precisely this training in knowledge which enables James to control his fear and act according to proper dispositions during his arrest and execution. The intersection of Christology and anthropology provides the basis and structure of preparation for martyrdom.

I highlight this intersection between Christology and martyrdom because it can offer a corrective to some theoretical work on martyrdom. W.H.C. Frend has argued that “martyrdom [was] in imitation of Christ’s Passion and physical suffering,” and as such that Christians who denied that suffering occurred could not support martyrdom. A similar formulation appears in a recent essay by Laurence Cunningham. Cunningham argues that Christians who did not recognize the value of the material body, especially Christ’s material body, could not appreciate or value martyrdom. “Gnostic Christians had neither a penchant for martyrdom nor an appreciation of it, since, almost to a person, the Gnostics were docetists with little evidence that

---

they valued the material in general and the body in particular."  

1ApocJas demonstrates that support for martyrdom does not necessarily correlate with a Christology that emphasizes the bodily suffering of Jesus. The text makes an extended argument for martyrdom based on a Christology under which Jesus’ suffering body should be radically distinguished from his essential, eternal aspect which survives. Considering 1ApocJas as a martyrdom text demonstrates the variety of Christological and theological positions which might allow support for martyrdom.

Such a relationship between Christology and martyrdom in 1ApocJas was noted in earlier work by Elaine Pagels. She identifies a set of Nag Hammadi texts, including 1ApocJas, which either denied entirely the suffering of Christ, or which recognized that suffering occurred but denied that this suffering touched Christ’ divine nature. Pagels demonstrates that among these texts, support for martyrdom was found only among the latter group. She argues for a strict relationship of correlation; “in every case, the interpretation of Christ’s passion corresponds to the attitude toward martyrdom.”

1ApocJas fits Pagels’ argument. It disputes in no way the embodied death of Christ, but it draws a strict distinction between Christ’s essential nature and his suffering body. Pagels argues that texts of this sort should take a pro-martyrdom position because of their acceptance of the real, bodily death of Christ, and indeed 1ApocJas does so.

I suggest, however, that some further nuance is necessary. The strict correlation suggests that it is the belief in the flesh of Jesus which enables a belief in martyrdom. In 1ApocJas, it is the belief that the flesh of Jesus is not the essential Jesus which undergirds the text’s exhortation to martyrdom. Pagels rightly sees a correlation between the honoring of martyrdom and the

---


54 Ibid., 271.
belief in the reality of the body and the death of Christ. However, this does not mean that support for martyrdom must be based on the reality of Christ’s bodily death. *1ApocJas* argues that the preparation for martyrdom works not by activating its belief in the reality of the body which dies, but by recalling that the body which dies is only the inessential aspect of the human. The argument for martyrdom in *1ApocJas* depends on that aspect of its theology and anthropology which most differs from a radically non-docetic position on the bodily death of Christ. The relationship between Christology, visions of the human, and valuation of martyrdom does not have the form of a strict correlation, but rather various, differing forms of Christologies and visions of the human could equally instrumentalized toward the exhortation to martyrdom.

**Practices of Discernment and the Discourse of Martyrdom**

*1ApocJas*, then, makes use of its theology and Christology for preparation for martyrdom by emphasizing that the fleshly suffering of the martyr does not ultimately affect the essential aspects of the person. This understanding is to be inculcated through practices of memorization and recitation. The third way in which *1ApocJas* instrumentalizes its theology for the preparation for martyrdom is by exhorting a constant practice of discernment. This practice resembles in some ways practices endorsed by Stoic thinkers such as Epictetus, who argued that one must at all times engage the world by asking questions of what things are really worth moral concern.\(^{55}\)

In *1ApocJas*, this practice takes the form of working to discern, within everyday events, an underlying meaning related to the cosmic drama of the rulers and the One Who Is. If James can understand the events of his persecution in terms of their significance and effects within the heavenly drama, he will be prepared to respond properly under arrest and at the moment of

execution. *1ApocJas* exhorts this practice through a literary blurring of referents, where events in the heavens and on earth are described in equivalent, overlapping language.

The text draws an analogy between this-worldly authorities who will arrest James and heavenly powers who will detain his soul after death. The same words are used to describe both the this-worldly arrests of James and Jesus and the heavenly arrest of James’ soul. Jesus predicts his own arrest and death early in the text, saying, “they will arrest me the day after tomorrow” ([εἰ ἄξιστο τοῖς ἰδίοις ἱερα χρήτηε; V 25.7–8]). At the conclusion of the text, the same terms are used during the narrative of James’ arrest and execution. “It happened after … [that] James was arrested” ([ἀνάκριται τοῖς θεο|[κ]κῷοι; 28.25–27). Strikingly, this same construction also appears at the beginning of the long post-resurrection revelation speech. The language of James’ seizure during his ascent in the divine realms mimics the language of his actual arrest later in the text. It is the same verb ἄξιστο. In this speech, quoted extensively above, Jesus describes the heavenly drama in which James will be interrogated by malevolent rulers. James, concerned about his fate, asks, “What word can I say before I can escape them?” ([ἀνάκριται τοῖς θεο|[κ]κῷοι ἱερα χρήτηε; V 29.2–3). Jesus finally provides a response that leaves open the question of whether these are words he must say to heavenly rulers or worldly authorities. “Look, I am going to reveal to you your salvation. When you are arrested, you will be among the following ones.”

---

56 The TC version here is fragmentary, but it has been restored based on comparison to NHC V and appears to agree. “They will [arrest me after] three days” ([εἰ ἄξιστο τοῖς ἰδίοις ἱερα χρήτηε; V 11.9–11).

57 The TC version again is fragmentary here, but it seems to reflect a similar question. The use of the limitative in NHC V, “before I can escape them,” is peculiar, and the wording of TC, as reconstructed by Brankaer and Bethge, seems like a more natural way of phrasing the question. James wants to know what he can say to defeat and escape his captors. “Through what word [will I find] salvation?” ([ὁράσειν τοῖς ἱερα χρήτηε; 15.17–18). Brankaer and Bethge, *Codex Tchacos*, 98–99, 194–195.
Once again, the verb is ἀμαθεῖ. The prophesied arrest of James by this-worldly authorities is described in the same language as his detainment by malevolent heavenly rulers.

The implicit argument in 1ApocJas runs that the underlying meaning of arrest and persecution must be understood in terms of a heavenly drama. The persecutors, here, are aligned with the rulers. The text calls on James to interpret them as such. Scholars have noted that various early Christian texts that talk about evil “rulers” in control of the world commonly draw implicit equivalences between these heavenly rulers and the existing authorities of the texts’ contemporary worlds. The blurring of the difference between these two kinds of arrests and two kinds of rulers works to drive James to interpret this-worldly events in terms of their higher meaning or significance. When one is arrested and interrogated, the text suggests, one is doing battle with the world rulers and one must not surrender. The responses which Jesus provides, which James ought to memorize and recite, are rebukes that assert that these authorities lack true power. Despite being under arrest, James will be able to resist and triumph because of his relationship with the One Who Is. The practice of discernment of the true meaning of arrest and persecution, then, is intended to instill dispositions which enable the potential martyr to resist questioning, to refuse to give in. If James understands that the people who have arrested him, who wish his death, are world rulers over whom he can win a greater victory by refusing to cooperate, then he will be able to accept martyrdom and not recant or attempt to flee. This is precisely the attitude that can be seen in James in his final moments, as he never attempts to escape his captors or avoid his fate. The text exhorts this practice of discernment, based on the

---

58 Comparison to NHC V confirms the linguistic parallel. “Look, I will reveal to you your salvation. When you are arrested, you will receive these sufferings” (NHC V 32.29–33.3).

knowledge of the true theology and the nature of the world rulers, to inculcate schemas of action in the face of persecution that will enable the potential martyr to accept his fate and understand it as victory.

I believe that this exhortation to discernment can help explain one of the major textual problems in *1ApocJas*. For a martyrdom text, the actual narrative of the martyrdom appears entirely non-standard. I will argue that the peculiarity of the narrative is the point. It demands from the reader careful interpretation. To explain how this works, I need to contextualize the narrative of James’ death within the ancient discourse of martyrdom.

As discourses and practices of martyrdom developed in the second and third centuries CE, particular elements came to proliferate in related texts. In his discussion of shifts in the discourse of martyrdom in the second and third centuries CE, Daniel Boyarin notes that “a ritualized and performative speech act associated with a statement of pure essence becomes the central action of the martyrology.”\(^60\) Likewise, in his typology of Jewish and Christian martyrdom, Jan Willem van Henten argues that one key element of these texts is the “examination, often accompanied by torture, by the ruler or other officials” in which the Jewish or Christian martyr “chooses to die rather than to obey the authorities.”\(^61\) The interrogation of the potential martyr became the climax of the text, and in turn the climax of the interrogation occurred with this performative speech act.

\(^{60}\) Boyarin, *Dying for God*, 95–96.

Paradigmatic is the interrogation of Polycarp in the third-century CE *Martyrdom of Polycarp*. Arrested and taken to the arena, Polycarp is questioned by a government official before a hostile crowd. The proconsul demands that he “swear by the genius of Caesar” and say “away with the atheists.” Polycarp groans and, gesturing at crowd in the stadium, calls out “away with the atheists.” He not only refuses to recant, he indicts the official and the crowd under the same terms they sought to indict him. Pressing on, the proconsul again tells Polycarp, “swear by the genius of Caesar.” Polycarp remains steadfast, and climactically announces, “I am a Christian.” With this statement, Polycarp effectively condemns himself and the proconsul sentences him to death. In the scene of interrogation, a power-laden dialogue climaxes in a performative statement of identity.

In *1ApocJas*, the scene of interrogation plays more as a comedy of errors than as the climax of a drama. James is not arrested for the crime of being a Christian, but apparently by mistake. The text reads, “James was arrested instead of another man” (Ἀξιωματεύσεις Πιάκκωρας ἐπὶ τοῦ ἁγίου Παύλου; 29.26–27). A lacuna and uncertain antecedents make parsing the following passage difficult, but it may not even be James who is then brought before the authorities. “It was another person named James who came out from the prison, and they arrested this one [for] him, and they brought him to the judges” (Ἀξιωματεύσεις Πιάκκωρας Παύλου ἐπὶ τοῦ ἁγίου Παύλου; 29.26–27). A lacuna and uncertain antecedents make parsing the following passage difficult, but it may not even be James who is then brought before the authorities. “It was another person named James who came out from the prison, and they arrested this one [for] him, and they brought him to the judges” (Ἀξιωματεύσεις Πιάκκωρας Παύλου ἐπὶ τοῦ ἁγίου Παύλου; 29.26–27).

---


63 *Martyrdom of Polycarp* 9.2 (Musurillo).

30.4–7). This man is then released.65 “The majority of the judges saw that he had no sin, and they [released him]” (ΠΕΡΙΟ[ΥΟ ἸΣΣΗΘΣ ΛΑΣΗΣ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ] ΣΕΠΟ[Υ]; 30.8–10). Debates between the judges and the people follow, but no interrogation scene takes place. After another lacuna James is stoned to death. It is possible that one of the lacunae either preceding or following this confusing passage contains a traditional interrogation, but it would have to be very short. Even a short interrogation seems unlikely. The scene does not suggest that either the authorities or the people have a clear legal case against James that would require his interrogation. Instead, James is executed as a result of a case of mistaken identity. He does not indict himself with a performative statement of identity under questioning.

Given the importance of the interrogation scene and the performative “I am a Christian” to much martyrdom literature, their absence at the conclusion of 1ApocJas requires some explanation. I argue that it constitutes the text’s particular engagement with discourses surrounding martyrdom. I want to highlight this engagement both to explain 1ApocJas and to offer a small corrective to recent studies of the discourses of martyrdom. There was much more to ancient disputations over martyrdom than simply claims to support or oppose the practice. While I believe the debate between what Jesper Hyldahl calls the “martyrdom of death” and the “martyrdom of knowledge” was real and significant, it does not cover the entirety of the disputes among ancient Christians.66 In 1ApocJas, we have evidence of a text articulating support for martyrdom while carefully policing the bounds of proper and improper martyrdom.

65 Brankaer and Bethge hypothesize that this “other person named James” represents the fleshly James, while the spiritual James escapes his captors. I find this unlikely, since the text needs to build to James’ actual death. His performance of perfect equanimity in the conclusion requires James’ full presence. Brankaer and Bethge, Codex Tchacos, 251–252.

1ApocJas in fact does not lack an interrogation scene, but the scene has been displaced in order to more clearly articulate the essence of proper martyrdom. This displaced interrogation scene occurs in the heavens. As I have noted, Jesus tells James that before he is interrogated by the “guard” and the “toll collectors,” he will be “arrested.” The embedded dialogue itself bears the characteristics of a martyr’s interrogation. James is first arrested. Then he is put to the question by hostile forces, and he responds with statements of identity. By means of clever responses to their questions, James demonstrates his superiority to his interrogators and condemns them as lacking in virtue, knowledge, and power. While this scene of interrogation resembles Polycarp’s interrogation in the arena, it differs in two important respects. First, most obviously, it takes place not in the arena before a government official, but in the heavens before malevolent divine powers. Second, the performative statement of identity is no simple “I am a Christian” but an extended discourse on the nature of humanity, the highest God, and the lower rulers.

The embedded dialogue, then, contains not only the words which James must say under interrogation from heavenly powers. It outlines also the basis of an exhortation to martyrdom. James is truly the son who comes from the One Who Is, which means that his essential self derives from the highest God. His flesh is not his true self, and so he need not worry about what will happen to his body, even up to torture and execution. Further, the true meaning of interrogation in this world can only be understood by reference to the malevolent powers in the heavens. The resistance under “arrest” in this world mirrors the resistance under “arrest” which one will perform in the heavenly realms. The statements of identity James proffers contain in themselves justification for martyrdom and the reasoning under which one should remain

Apocalypse of Peter as texts which rejected bodily martyrdom, but he suggests little diversity beyond this duality of total support for or opposition to martyrdom.
unafraid in the face of interrogation. James’ demeanor at the moment of execution demonstrates that he has truly inculcated this knowledge and become unafraid, as he intones “forgive them.” James’ confessions contain the necessary instruction for preparation for martyrdom, and his actions at his death demonstrate that he has truly understood this instruction. *1ApocJas*, then, displaces its interrogation scene to the heavens and expands its performative statement of identity to encompass a complete theological justification for martyrdom.

By doing so, the text engages in a debate over the nature of true martyrdom. *1ApocJas*’ intervention in martyrdom discourse resembles a set of claims made by Heracleon about martyrdom, cited approvingly by Clement of Alexandria in the fourth book of his *Stromateis*. Heracleon makes a distinction between two kinds of confession, and relates them to martyrdom. “There is a confession by faith and conduct, and one with the voice. The confession that is made with the voice, and before the authorities, is what the most reckon the only confession. Not soundly; and hypocrites can also confess with this confession.” Heracleon does not argue that confession before the authorities is a false confession. In fact he argues, “All the saved have confessed with the confession made by the voice.” Rather, what is necessary for right confession, and thus for the right kind of martyrdom, is a transformation of the self so that faith and conduct confess Christ before the voice does. “For he will rightly confess with his voice who has first confessed with his disposition.” Clement explicitly agrees with all these claims, saying, “he seems to be of the same sentiments as us in this section.”

Heracleon and Clement argue that the Christian is called to more than simply an act of confession under interrogation. What is required is a full transformation of the person such that one’s understanding and conduct are in accord with truth. Confessing under interrogation should be simply a byproduct of this transformation.

---

Clement’s position is somewhat slippery in this section. He states his agreement with Heracleon, but then later he appears to suggest that those who confess with the voice, but not with conduct, nonetheless confess truly. “Their witness, then, appears to be the cleansing away of sins with glory.”

However, in the following section, Clement rejects those who make themselves available to be arrested. The key issue for Clement here is not that this person “volunteers” for martyrdom, but that he does not have the confession of faith and conduct. His actions mark him an unfit martyr. As Clement puts it in an earlier discussion, “they do not preserve the characteristic mark of believing martyrdom, inasmuch as they have not known the true God.”

These martyrs whom Clement rejects, then, lack precisely the characteristic that Heracleon also demands—the confession of faith that comes from knowing the true God. As Paul Middleton aptly summarizes the point, “‘Put simply, they do not know God, and therefore, despite any action they take, they could never be martyrs. Clement's discourse ‘unmakes’ these martyrs.’” So although Clement and Heracleon may disagree as to which martyrs should be rejected because they lack the confession of faith and conduct, they agree on the conceptual apparatus for distinguishing martyrdoms.

1ApocJas dramatizes the understanding of martyrdom articulated by Clement and Heracleon. By displacing James’ confession into the divine realms, the text makes clear that the confession of the voice before the authorities is not the ultimate goal. The actual arrest of James reads as anti-climactic because the demonstration of James’ true fitness as a martyr has already

68 Ibid., 4.10.


70 Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 4.4.

been established in the dialogue. At the moment of execution, James’ demeanor shows that he has understood the teaching of Jesus. Thus he demonstrates his “confession of faith and conduct” in his imitation of Christ. The expansion of the confession serves a similar purpose. The cascading statements of identity bridge the gap between the confession of the voice and the confession of faith and conduct. Far more than a single statement of identity, the “I” statements of 1ApocJas articulate the text’s theology and anthropology. They contain within themselves the justification for martyrdom. When James “confesses” in the First Apocalypse of James, he performs in full his inculcation of Jesus’ teaching. When James dies, demonstrating his development of dispositions enabling martyrdom, the reader can conclude that James was a virtuous Christian by his words and by his conduct. His words and his conduct are one and the same.

Ancient discourses of martyrdom enabled multiple different positions and produced various disputes. While some of these disputes concerned whether or not any martyrs should be honored, many involved other issues. The topic which motivates 1ApocJas, within this discourse, is the nature of the virtuous martyr and the nature of true confession. The text implicitly challenges other martyr narratives in which the climax of both the action and the thematic content occurs in an interrogation scene in the arena. The statement christiana sum, for 1ApocJas, does not suffice for confession. The true martyr is the one whose confession articulates the full scope of theological truth, demonstrating by belief and disposition that the martyr has inculcated true knowledge.
In the previous chapter, I argued that the First Apocalypse of James narrates James’ preparation for martyrdom. He begins fearful of his death and ignorant of the nature of himself, of Christ, and of the highest God. Jesus provides him with revelation, and through the acquisition of true knowledge, James is transformed. The core content of this revelation appears in a long speech which Jesus presents to James in a post-resurrection appearance. In this chapter, I undertake an analysis of scriptural interpretation in 1ApocJas beginning with the same revelation speech. This analysis will then allow a reading of a set of difficult passages which follow after the long revelation speech.

The embedded dialogue in the revelation speech bears several remarkable similarities to the Gospel of John, particularly John 7–8. This speech reflects a complex and creative reading of John. In this reading, John 7–8 provides an ethical program of preparation for martyrdom through its Christological revelations. The identity statements of Jesus are taken to constitute a description of the perfected state of the martyr. One learns to imitate Jesus, based on the statements of identity in John 7–8, in preparation for martyrdom. This reading underlies the revelation speech in 1ApocJas.

In this revelation speech (19.21–25.14), Jesus provides revelation about the malevolent “rulers” who will capture and interrogate James after his death. 1ApocJas draws a radical distinction between the highest God called “the One Who Is” and subordinate powers of a figure “femaleness” who created a separate power base of rulers (10.8–27 and 22.4–20). The “guard” and “toll collectors” who interrogate James are the underlings of the power called “femaleness.” The revelation is structured as an embedded dialogue, in which Jesus speaks both the questions that James will be asked and the answers that James ought to give. This organization implies that
these words should be memorized and repeated. Readers and hearers are thus implicitly exhorted to engage in practices of ritual repetition in order to prepare for martyrdom.

[When] you fall because of (the) many, one of them will ask you, because he is a guard, “Who are you and where are you from?” You will say to him, “I am the son and I am from the father.” And he will say to you, “Which son and which father?” You will say to him, “The pre-existent father and the son who is in the pre-existent one.” And he will say to you, “Where have you come from?” You will say to him, “From the pre-existent one.” And he will ask <you>, “Why have you come?” You will say, “I have come to all the ones who are mine and the ones who are not mine.” … And he will say, “Where will you go?” You will say, “I will go to the ones who are mine, to the place where I came from.” If you say these things, you will be saved from all of these.

This passage contains a number of thematic and verbal similarities to passages in the Gospel of John, in particular chapters 7–8. While Jesus teaches in the temple in John 7.10–24, a debate breaks out as to whether Jesus is the Messiah. Some people argue that Jesus cannot be the Messiah because “we know where this man is from, but when the Messiah comes, no one will know where he is from” (John 7.27).1 Jesus responds, “You know me and you know where I am from. I have not come on my own. But the one sent me is true, and you do not know him. I know him, because I am from him, and he sent me” (John 7.29). The discussion then moves from the questions of who Jesus is, whence Jesus has come, and to where he is going. “I will be with you a little longer,” he says, “and then I am going to him who sent me” (John 7.33). This teaching causes consternation, and the Gospel reports “the Jews” saying, “Where does this man intend to

---

1 Translations NRSV.
go that we will not find him?” (John 7:35). John 7 makes the case that the central questions about Jesus are these most basic ones—his identity, whence he comes, and where he goes.²

The discussion continues in John 8, where, as Wayne Meeks has observed, the topic of Jesus’ origin and destination “becomes the cipher for Jesus' unique self-knowledge.”³ Jesus proclaims, “My testimony is valid because I know where I have come from and where I am going, but you know not know where I come from or where I am going” (John 8:14). The themes of self-knowledge and identity, origin and destination, all come together here. They serve to authorize Jesus. He is the one who knows that he comes from the Father, and his peculiar self-knowledge authorizes his witness and his judgment.

The dialogue in 1ApocJas builds from the themes and topics of John 7–8. The questions which are asked of Jesus in John, and which the “guard” and “toll collectors” pose in 1ApocJas, concern the same issues of origin and destination. The answers are the same: just as Jesus came from God the Father, so James has come from the Father. Just as Jesus is returning to the Father, so James is going to the place from which he came. Further, Jesus’ authority in John 8 is explained by his self-knowledge. James’ self-knowledge, expressed in his answers, will authorize him to escape from these toll-collectors, and defeated, these rulers will “be troubled, and they will blame their own root” (εισαχθήσεται τῷ ἀσθενέσσι τοῦ Σάμμαρνου; 22:17–19). James’ soul will then escape the guards. Jesus’ unique authorizing self-knowledge in John becomes in 1ApocJas knowledge which James must come to recognize about himself. It is now James’ origin and destination, James’ self-knowledge, which are contained in these words. These, I think, are the central interpretive tendencies evidenced by 1ApocJas. First, the reading


of *John* reveals Christological knowledge. Second, this knowledge forms the foundation of a practical, ethical program by which a person may inculcate this knowledge as knowledge about the self. The Christology of *John* comes to be knowledge about the self in *1ApocJas*.

*1ApocJas* uses distinctively Johannine terminology also when Jesus says that James has come to “the ones who are mine and the ones who are not mine.” This language echoes the mission of the logos in *John*’s prologue. *John* 1.11–12 reads, “He came to what was his own, and his own people did not receive him. But to all who received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become children of God.” The Coptic construction used to articulate “the ones who are mine,” ἥτε ἐνοῦ, is the same that is used to translate the Greek “one’s own,” τὰ ἰδια. The language of coming to one’s own and recognizing one’s own also appears earlier in *1ApocJas*. This earlier passage even more clearly has developed from a reading of *John* 1. As Jesus is explaining his mission to James, he explains he has come “so that the children of the One Who Is may know what is theirs and what is not theirs” (ἧκας ἐρεῖ ὁ Ἄριος ἢτε ἐνοῦ ἡμῶν ἐγνώ ἐνοῦ ἢ ἢ ἢ ἢ; 11.5–7). *John* 1.11–12 connects a set of themes regarding the children of God, the reception of Christ, and the recognition of the people who are one’s own. This concatenation of themes is reconstituted in *1ApocJas* 11.5–7.

In the embedded dialogue, *1ApocJas* presents a reading of the Christological sayings in *John* 7–8. This reading applies the Christological sayings to all Christians who acquire true knowledge of God. It is James, and by extension all readers and hearers of the text, who are

---


5 Importantly, the NHC V version is nearly identical in this passage. The primary difference is that it uses παίδιο in place of ἥτε ἐνοῦ, and I have given this a translation here and elsewhere of “other” to emphasize that it is meant to be directly contrasted to “theirs” or “mine.” “So that the children of the One Who Is might know what is theirs and what is other” (ἧκας ἐρεῖ ἡμῶν ἢτε παίδιο ἢ ἢ ἢ ἢ; V 25.3–5). The intertextual relation to *John* appears clearly in both versions.
called to train in the inculcation of knowledge through the repetition of this dialogue. The knowledge they inculcate is the self-knowledge which Jesus presented as his own in *John* 7–8. A similar pattern appears in the reading of *John* 1.11–12. In *John* it was Jesus (or the Logos) who came to “his own” and the ones who recognized Jesus became “children of God.” In *1ApocJas* this distinctive action of the Logos becomes the model for the action of these “children of the One Who Is” who come to learn what is and what is not their own.

The Intertextual Gap: Ethics and Christology

This analysis offers evidence for a textual relationship between the *Gospel of John* and the *First Apocalypse of James*. Such a relationship has previously been postulated by other scholars including M.R. Hillmer and Titus Nagel. Their studies, however, have not considered extensively how and to what purposes the *John* is interpreted. Instead, Hillmer and Nagel were concerned mostly with the possible “Gnostic” character of the passage in *John*.6 These studies have noted some sort of textual connection, but they have not worked out a theory or method for understanding this intertextual relationship.

My use of the term “intertextuality” refers to a set of theories which flow from the recognition that texts are dialogical. Texts are engaged with their worlds, interested, and in

---

6 Impressively, Hillmer did not have this passage in the full form we find in *1ApocJas*, but had only a shorter text preserved by Irenaeus. As discussed, Irenaeus’ *Against the Heresies* preserves nearly word-for-word parts of the embedded dialogue in *1ApocJas*. Irenaeus states that he is recording a ritual text that the Valentinian followers of Marcus read to the dying members of their community. Irenaeus’ passage contains only the responses which James is to give, not the questions which he will be asked. The most direct overlaps in language are found in the questions rather than the answers, but Hillmer nonetheless identified the parallel. His argument for a textual relationship is confirmed by *1ApocJas*. Hillmer focused, however, on the question of whether the Marcosian formula might preserve evidence of a “Gnostic” source for the *Gospel of John*. In a more recent evaluation of the evidence, Titus Nagel argued that rather than a Gnostic source for John, this passage of John congenial for a “Gnosticizing” interpretation. M.R. Hillmer, “The Gospel of John in the Second Century” (ThD diss., Harvard Divinity School, 1966), 11–12; Titus Nagel, *Die Rezeption des Johannesevangeliums im 2. Jahrhundert: Studien zur voririnäischen Auslegung des vierten Evangeliums in christlicher und christlich-gnostischer Literatur* (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 2000), 241–243.
dialogue with various other texts.\textsuperscript{7} If there is not one pure text with unity of content and purpose, but instead texts constantly “weave in and out of complex interrelationships,”\textsuperscript{8} then we should approach texts with the assumption that they are gapped and in tension with themselves, as well as in tension with their various textual interlocutors. Julia Kristeva drew out these conclusions in her theory of intertextuality.

If one grants that every signifying practice is a field of transpositions of various signifying systems (an intertextuality), one then understands that its ‘place’ of enunciation and its denoted ‘object’ are never single, complete, and identical to themselves, but always plural, shattered, capable of being tabulated.\textsuperscript{9}

Kristeva’s does not theorize that texts “use” “sources,”\textsuperscript{10} but rather she argues that texts are characterized by a multiplicity which is never fully internally coherent. One can always “tabulate” the different ways in which different texts are in dialogue within a text, and these dialogues never fully cohere. They are, in Kristeva’s terminology, “plural, shattered.”

Daniel Boyarin, in his \textit{Intertextuality and the Reading of Midrash}, draws two important conclusions from this theory of intertextuality. Boyarin argues, “Every text is constrained by the literary system of which it is a part and every text is ultimately dialogical in that it cannot but

\textsuperscript{7} This is an insight in Mikhail Bakhtin’s work. As he puts it, “Indeed, any concrete discourse (utterance) finds the object at which it was directed as it were already overlain with qualifications, open to dispute, charged with value, already enveloped in an obscuring mist—or, on the contrary, by the ‘light’ of alien words that have been spoken about it. In is entangled, shot through with shared thoughts, points of view, alien value judgments and accents. The word, directed toward its object, enters a dialogically agitated and tension-filled environment of alien words, value judgments and accents, weaves in and out of complex interrelationships, merges with some, recoils from others, intersects with yet a third group: and all this may crucially shape discourse, may leave a trace in all its semantic layers, may complicate its expression and influence in its entire stylistic profile.” Mikhail Bakhtin, \textit{The Dialogic Imagination} (trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist; Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), 276.

\textsuperscript{8} \textit{Ibid.}, 276.


\textsuperscript{10} \textit{Ibid.}, 111. Kristeva specifically argues against this understanding of “intertextuality”.
Boyarin picks up on the key idea that these dialogical, never fully coherent texts are necessarily products of complex cultural and literary situations, which enable and constrain their interests and directions. What I find particularly useful in Boyarin is his articulation, in relation to midrash, of the intertextual doubling that is endemic to the reading of scripture. “The very fractured and unsystematic surface of the biblical text is an encoding of its own intertextuality, and it is precisely this which the midrash interprets.” The methods of reading which I find in 1ApocJas are not midrashic in a technical sense, but the basic insight that biblical interpreters pick up on the “fractured and unsystematic” nature of biblical texts as their spur to interpretation applies also to 1ApocJas. It is the gaps, tensions, and multiplicities in the biblical text, in particular in the Gospel of John, which drive the interpretation found in 1ApocJas.

The reading of the Gospel of John found in 1ApocJas builds from a gap in the presentation of ethics and Christology which is unresolved in John. We should expect intertextual work to be done in such gaps. Where John 7–8 is unclear about the relationship between ethics and Christology, the reading of John in 1ApocJas produces a full ethical program based on the inculcation of Christological knowledge.

This gap in John’s presentation of ethics and Christology has been widely discussed in scholarship on the Gospel. Frank Matera has argued that in John, ethics and Christology intersect. For John, the believer who has true understanding of the nature of Christ is formed as an ethical subject by means of that understanding. Matera draws this conclusion from a reading of the stories in John, particularly in John 7–8, in which various people interact with Jesus and

---

11 Daniel Boyarin, Intertextuality and the Reading of Midrash (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1990), 14.

12 Ibid., 15.
either come to believe in him or do not. In coming to know who Jesus is, Matera argues, these people are transformed. “Faith is an ethical action, then, because it requires those who believe to alter the fundamental way they know and understand themselves.”13 The formation of the ethical subject, then, occurs in the moment of “faith in Jesus”—that is, the moment in which one recognizes the identity and nature of Jesus. Matera makes this statement most clearly in his conclusion.

The moral teaching of the Johannine Jesus manifests a tremendous confidence in the outcome of faith ... If the world believes in him, all moral decisions will follow. This may explain why Jesus does not make more specific moral demands upon his followers. The one work that God requires is to believe in the one he sent into the world. From this comes the power to love, and all else besides. Ethics has become Christology.14

Matera argues that the Gospel of John’s sketch of moral philosophy appears most clearly in its depiction of various possible responses to Jesus. The various disputants who do not recognize Jesus as a son from God the father in chapters 7–8 also fail also to constitute themselves as ethical subjects based on this recognition. The reader or hearer of John who understands their failure is supposed to achieve the recognition and subsequent self-transformation which the characters in John could not achieve.

In my analysis, Matera’s interpretation of John bears a clear resemblance to the reading put forward in Heracleon’s Commentary on John. This second-century CE text, which is preserved only in fragments in Origen’s Commentary on John,15 appears to have focused on the responses to Jesus of various characters in the Gospel, and looked for an organizing principle to

---


14 Ibid., 113.

distinguish these responses. Origen preserves a significant passage from Heracleon’s commentary which treats John 8.44, in which Jesus tells a group of Jews, “You are from your father the devil, and you choose to do your father’s desires.” Heracleon argues that these Jews have become children of the devil through their lack of understanding. They failed to understand who Jesus truly is, where he has come from and where he is going. People who fail to recognize Christ become “children of the devil” through that failure of recognition, and not because of some underlying devilish nature. The moment of recognition or misrecognition of Christological truth determines one’s ethical nature. For Heracleon, just as for Matera, the relationship of ethics and Christology in the Gospel of John is worked out in chapter 7–8. And it

---

16 This has led to a significant debate over whether Heracleon uses technical Valentinian categories of “spirit”, “soul” and “matter” to distinguish these responses, and in turn whether Heracleon believed that people who held these natures were saved “by nature” or not. I will address the second question briefly, but the first question is immaterial for my purposes. For arguments that Heracleon did not use these technical categories, see Ansgar Wucherpfennig, Heracleon Philologus: Gnostische Johannesexege  im zweiten Jahrhundert (Tübingen: Mohr [Siebeck], 2002), 333–353; Ismo Dunderberg, Beyond Gnosticism: Myth, Lifestyle, and Society in the School of Valentinus (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 141–144. For the argument that these categories are active for Heracleon, see Einar Thomassen, “Heracleon,” in The Legacy of John: Second Century Reception of the Fourth Gospel (ed. Tuomas Rasimus; Leiden: Brill, 2010), 173–210.

17 The articulation of ethics and Christology in John is inextricably related to its depiction of “the Jews.” One can see in Heracleon, particularly, the way in which problematic anti-Jewish moments in John are expanded and universalized by later interpreters who take “the Jews” as synecdoche for the damned and even the malevolent. 1ApocJas does not explicitly link its reading of John 7–8 to the Johannine depiction of Jews and Judaism, which does not appear to be a significant concern for the text. My reading of 1ApocJas does not treat significantly this question of anti-Judaism because it does not appear to be a major thematic concern. These anti-Jewish themes and statements in John require interpretive work from modern readers who ought to avoid expanding upon these passages as Heracleon did. On anti-Judaism in John, see Tina Pippin, “‘For Fear of the Jews’: Lying and Truth-Telling in Translating the Gospel of John,” Sem inia 76 (1996), 81–97; Reimund Bieringer et al., eds., Anti-Judaism and the Fourth Gospel (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001); Adele Reinhartz, Befriending the Beloved Disciple: A Jewish Reading of the Gospel of John (New York: Continuum Press, 2001).

18 Origen, Commentary on John 20.215 (Heine). The fact that Heracleon does not claim that people are condemned by nature seems to be broadly recognized now in scholarship. Heracleon makes a distinction that people may become children in three ways, “first by nature, second by choice, third by merit.” In the case of the Jews whom Jesus condemns, it must be by their choice or merit that they are condemned, because the devil does not give birth by nature. For other readings of Heracleon which emphasize he does not consider people to be saved or condemned “by nature”, see Barbara Aland, “Erwä gungstheologie und Menschenklassenlehre: Die Theologie des Herakleon als Schlüssel zum Verständnis der Christlichen Gnosis” in Gnosis and Gnosticism, 148–169; Thomassen, “Heracleon,” 190–192; Dunderberg, 111–114.

is these passages which 1ApocJas reads for its articulation of how knowledge of Christ may be made useful for moral formation.

I am using the language of “moral formation” to describe the ethics of John, even though it is not precisely Matera’s language. Matera articulates an ethics which focuses on the formation of an ethical subject rather than the precise regulations by which moral actions may be judged. I draw the language of formation from Michel Foucault, who outlined three possible models of the study of ethics. In the study of “moral behaviors,” the scholar would focus on “the extent to which actions of certain individuals or groups are consistent with the rules and values that are prescribed for them by various agencies.” In the study of “codes,” the topic would be “the different systems of rules or values that are operative in a given society of group.” Matera does not appear to be describing an ethics of behaviors or codes. In fact, he emphasizes that John pays little attention to precise codes or behaviors. Rather, what is being described fits with Foucault’s third category:

And finally, a history of the way in which individuals are urged to constitute themselves as subjects of moral conduct would be concerned with the models proposed for setting up and developing relationships with the self, for self-reflection, self-knowledge, and self-examination, for the decipherment of the self by oneself, for the transformations that one seeks to accomplish with oneself as an object.²⁰

Matera argues that in the Gospel of John, the transformation of the self occurs in the recognition of Christological truth. Knowledge of Christ is transformative, and one’s entire way of life becomes ethically grounded through the acquisition of this knowledge. In my reading, John treats questions of moral formation in Foucault’s sense.

Now, Foucault’s definition of this field of ethics involves more than just transformation. He talks about the models for setting up and developing relationships with the self by which this

transformation may occur. Scholars debate whether John’s Christological ethics lays out in sufficient detail the means by which the ethical subject is transformed. On one side of the debate, Wayne Meeks argues that the character of Jesus is too otherworldly to serve as a model for formation, and the disciples who make the choice to follow Jesus are not presented as following any rational basis for this decision that could in turn be emulated.21 Scholars who disagree with Meeks as to whether John “has an ethics” find that precise mechanisms of moral formation are nonetheless difficult to identify in the Gospel. Paradigmatic is Andreas Köstenberger, who describes the ethics of John as a “sanctified reductionism.”22 In contrast, what I think is evident in this sketch of the debate is that (1) the ethics of John are related directly to its Christology, as it is by coming to know the nature of Christ that one is formed as an ethical subject; and (2) John 7–8 is a key passage in which this relationship is articulated; but (3) the precise means by which this formation occurs and the precise mechanisms by which this formation depends on one’s recognition of Christ are not fulsomely specified in the Gospel.

This important but imprecise relationship between ethics and Christology in John creates exactly the sort of gap where we would expect intertextual work to be done. Heracleon’s Commentary on John provides evidence of another second-century CE text which built a program of ethics and Christology from the gaps in John 7–8. Likewise, the First Apocalypse of James’ reading of John responds to the rich but not fully coherent set of connections drawn in John

---

21 Wayne Meeks, “The Ethics of the Fourth Evangelist,” in Exploring the Gospel of John (ed. R. Alan Culpepper and C. Clifton Black; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 318–322. He writes, “The Gospel does not provide moral instruction, as we have observed, nor does its narrative directly model character to be emulated.” The evidence of Heracleon and 1ApocJas demonstrates that early readers of John took the depiction of both the disciples and Jesus as useful for moral instruction.

between ethics and Christology, between the moral formation to which the believer is exhorted and the knowledge about the nature and origin of Christ which drives this formation. In the reading found in *1ApocJas*, the Johannine Jesus becomes a moral exemplar for readers and hearers to imitate.  

Jesus’ statement, “I know where I have come from and where I am going,” becomes in this reading an articulation of the nature of all people. Reader and hearers must come to understand this statement and then transform themselves in relation to it. The text exhorts readers and hearers to practice inculcation of knowledge toward this ethical transformation. *1ApocJas* picks up on a moment of fracture in *John*, where the text is unsystematic in its presentation of ethics and Christology, and it draws from the text a broader, more complete ethical program.

Response to an Anticipated Source-Critical Objection

In the above reading, my primary evidence for an intertextual relationship between *John* and *1ApocJas* comes from a section of the long revelation speech on pages 19–23 of the Tchacos Codex text. I need to address the possible objection that *1ApocJas* 19–23 may not be original to the text. If *1ApocJas* simply contains a passage taken from an unknown source, then it may not be precisely correct to say that *1ApocJas* is presenting a reading of *John*. One could say that *1ApocJas* merely contains a source which happens to reflect a reading of *John*. I want to address this objection from two perspectives. First, from a source-critical perspective, the majority of interpreters of *1ApocJas* consider these passages to have been significantly re-worked in the

---

23 On the widespread use of moral exemplars in ancient ethical texts generally, and in Valentinian texts specifically, see Tite, *Valentinian Ethics and Paraenetic Discourse*, 147–163.
production of the text.\(^{24}\) From a source-critical perspective, then, the reading of *John* found on pages 19–23 would have to be taken as original to *1ApocJas*. Second, an intertextual reading rejects the notion that a “source” might appear in a text without crucially shaping its meaning. Even if the entirety of *1ApocJas* 19–23 reflects the quotation of a source, an intertextual reading of *1ApocJas* takes the interpretation of *John* found in these pages as fundamental to the meaning and effects of the text.

Much of this embedded dialogue appears, in a somewhat different form, in Irenaeus’ *Against the Heresies*. Because of the clear verbal equivalences between the text preserved in Irenaeus and this dialogue in *1ApocJas*, various source relationships have been hypothesized. The majority scholarly opinion holds that this passage reflects the significantly re-worked use of a source. In Irenaeus’ Valentinian ritual, only the answers to the questions are preserved, while *1ApocJas* has a full dialogue structure. That is, *1ApocJas* reads “one of them … will say to you, ‘who are you and where are you from?’ You will say to him, ‘I am a son and I am from the father’” (20.8–13). In the parallel text, Irenaeus has only, “I am a son from the father” (*AH* 1.21.5). The context and the questions appear only in *1ApocJas*. Most interpreters have concluded that most likely the passage in Irenaeus is original, a good record of an actual ritual text, and *1ApocJas* has surrounded the ritual text with a larger narrative and drawn from the text questions which are at most implicit in the original. This is important because these questions, not the answers, most directly parallel the language of *John* 7–8. The statement of self-knowledge from *John* 8.14 (“I know where I have come from and where I am going”) is repeated in the form of direct questions of *1ApocJas* 20.19–20 and 21.18: “where have you come from?”

and “where will you go?” If the questions are original to *1ApocJas*, then the clearest evidence of intertextual relationship is also original to *1ApocJas*.

Some interpreters have argued that an original question and answer text was abridged by either Irenaeus or the Valentinians, but preserved in full by *1ApocJas*.

If one follows the source-critical methodology sketched above, then because the reading of John comes from some other chunk of text inserted into *1ApocJas*, one would conclude that this passage does not reflect a reading of *John* internal to the logic of *1ApocJas*. An intertextual method of reading, however, rejects these source-critical assumptions. A text is always a “field of transpositions” in which various bits and pieces of existing discourse are being arranged and rearranged, and every transposition crucially shapes the text so re-arranged. This process of arrangement or transposition of discourse shapes the text in fundamental ways. If a text is a “field of transpositions,” then everything is in some sense “sourced,” and a text is composed of many sources which serve various purposes.

These intertextual effects can be seen, in *1ApocJas*, by consideration of Jesus’ discussion in 11.5–7 of “the children of the One Who Is” who come to recognize “what is theirs and what is not theirs.” This passage occurs early in the text of *1ApocJas* and its immediate context does not provide any explanation of what it means to recognize “one’s own.” This passage’s meanings and effects are altered in relation to the revelation speech. Without the revelation speech, we would never learn what it means for the children of the One Who Is to know “what is theirs.” Only the revelation speech explains that “what is theirs” are those people whose origin may be found in the highest God and “what is not theirs” are those people who originate from the secondary power of femaleness. The passage in the long revelation speech, even if it is “sourced” from another document, crucially shapes the meaning and effects of earlier discussions in the

---

text. Further, we learn from the speech on pages 19–23 that this revelation crucially shapes James’ preparation for martyrdom. The statement by Jesus that he has come “so that the children of the One Who Is may know what is theirs and what is not theirs,” we learn in the revelation speech, refers to the preparation for martyrdom which is exhorted for all Christians. The intertextual relations within the First Apocalypse of James significantly determine the meanings and effects of the text, and the use of this embedded dialogue cannot be dismissed as the indifferent placement of a source.

Readings of Scripture in the Passage on the “Seven Women”

This long revelation speech with its embedded dialogue does not conclude the revelations given in 1ApocJas. Rather, James asks a new question about a new set of characters. “Who are the seven women who have become your disciples,” he asks, “and whom all the generations bless?” (nnn he ἐγείρετε ἡμῖν ἡμᾶς ἀνθίσεως ἑκ Χρῆ τὴν σπέρματος ἀνθρώπων 25.18–21). The discussion which follows contains the final revelation that James receives, before his martyrdom. Its placement at the end of the dialogue indicates the central importance of this passage to 1ApocJas. I will argue that once again a reading of scripture underlies these discussions. Further, the methods of interpreting scripture which organized the reading of John—the focus on integrating ethics and Christology—continue to structure the readings of Isaiah and Leviticus in the following passages.

26 For most of the passages I will discuss in this chapter, the NHC V text is highly fragmentary. As to the general structure of the discussion, it appears just as difficult to parse in the NHC V version. In this passage, the NHC V text differs here in a way that seems to lessen the praise given the women. For my purposes in this chapter, the NHC V text confirms that the introduction of the seven women arises unexpectedly. “Who are the [seven] women who have become your disciples, and look, all women bless you.” (τῇ εἴρηθεν Χρῆ ἡμῖν ἡμᾶς ἀνθίσεως ἑκ Χρῆ τὴν σπέρματος ἀνθρώπων 25.18–21).
This final dialogue is confusing, digressive and not entirely internally coherent. This section begins with James’ question, seemingly unprompted, about blessed female disciples. Jesus offers in response a reading of *Isaiah* 11.2–3—cited explicitly in the text—in which he first interprets the “seven spirits” in *Isaiah* as divine powers who inspire prophecy, and then interprets them as honored female disciples. How can these two readings be reconciled? I suggest that these passages reflect the two different modes of scriptural interpretation which were seen previously in the reading of *John* in the embedded dialogue. Once again, the reading of scripture seeks both Christological knowledge and an ethical program based on the imitation of an exemplar. These methods produced a mostly coherent reading of *John*, but they produce readings of *Isaiah* which do not entirely cohere.

In the span of four manuscript pages, Jesus lays out a set of connected readings of scripture. James asks about “seven women who have become your disciples and whom all the generations bless.” Jesus first responds that these seven women were described in scripture.

The seven women, they are the seven spirits who are introduced in this scripture: a spirit of wisdom [and] intelligence, a spirit of counsel [and] strength, [a] spirit of reason and knowledge, a spirit of fear.

This is a citation of a version of *Isaiah* 11.2–3 which closely resembles the text of the Septuagint:

---

The NHC V is fragmentary here, but it was recognized as a citation of *Isaiah* 11.2–3 from the fragments. The precise characteristics of the spirits differ, though they clearly share a basic semantic range. The differences between the two versions, which most likely derive from different translations of the Greek, help demonstrate the independence of the two textual traditions. “A spirit [of wisdom], a [spirit] of thought, a [spirit] of counsel and of their [power], a spirit [of reason], a spirit of knowledge, [a spirit] of their fear” (οὐνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ούνα[πνει[ε[ού

For the reconstructions here based on parallels in the TC, see Brankaer and Bethge, *Codex Tchacos*, 237.
The spirit of God will rest upon him, a spirit of wisdom and understanding, a spirit of counsel and strength, a spirit of knowledge and piety, and a spirit of the fear of God will fill him.

καὶ ἀναπαύσεται ἐπ’ αὐτὸν πνεῦμα τοῦ θεοῦ πνεῦμα σοφίας καὶ συνέσεως πνεῦμα βουλῆς καὶ ἰσχύος πνεῦμα γνώσεως καὶ εὐσεβείας ἐμπλήσει αὐτὸν πνεῦμα φόβου θεοῦ

1ApocJas’ presentation of these verses is slightly different, as the spirit of piety (πνεῦμα … εὐσεβείας) is replaced by a spirit of reason (ὑπνος ἢμῳς), and the “spirit of fear” is included in the list instead of appearing in another line. However, these differences are minor compared to the differences between the Masoretic Hebrew text and both 1ApocJas and the Septuagint. In the Masoretic text, there are only six spirits. The Septuagint and 1ApocJas distinguish between the last two spirits, piety and fear, while the Masoretic text talks about a spirit of fear twice. It reads, “The spirit of the Lord will rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of the knowledge and fear of the Lord, and he will delight in the fear of the Lord.” Only in the Septuagint can seven spirits or aspects of the spirit be distinguished, if one takes the “spirit of the fear of the God” from 11.3 as a seventh spirit along with the six listed in 11.2. Such a reading is unavailable from the Masoretic text, and so I conclude that 1ApocJas is drawing from a tradition similar to the Septuagint.28

These divine female spirits, Jesus will explain, have been the cause of prophecy and specifically of the prophetic texts of the Jewish Scriptures. The seven inspired prophecy and more specifically, prophecy about Jesus. To explain the workings of these seven spirits, Jesus contextualizes their work within a short, allusive theological narrative.

When <I> passed by the land of the great ruler, the one who is called Addon, I went up to him, and he was ignorant. And when I left him, he thought of me that I was his son, and he favored me as his own son. And before I appeared in these places, these (spirits) were already among this people, in the place where no prophet spoke without the seven spirits. And these are the seven spirits who have preached about me through the mouths of the

28 See also Bethge and Brankaer, Codex Tchacos, 237; Marjanen, “The Seven Women Disciples,” 538–540.
people, just as they were able to speak, because I had not spoken with all strength. But I have come and I have fulfilled (it).

First, Jesus talks about his travels “in the land of the great ruler, who is called Addon.” The name of the ruler in NHC V text is Adonaios (V 39.12), confirming that this Addon is a version of Adonai, one of the names of God. Jesus then relates that the great ruler mistook Jesus for his son. I take this as a parody of the common early Christian claims that Jesus was the son of the God found in Jewish Scriptures. The text is making a little joke. For 1ApocJas, Jesus obviously cannot be the son of the God known as Addon (or Adonaios), because Addon is a power lower than Jesus. The “ruler” Addon should be counted among the “rulers” who are the underlings of the power of “femaleness” rather than of the highest God. So how did people get the idea that Jesus was the son of the ruler, Addon? What happened was that this ruler mistook Jesus for his son, and Jesus never disabused him of the notion. The whole idea that this lower divinity could be the father of Jesus came about through a comic misunderstanding.

After establishing that the God referred to in the Jewish Scriptures is not necessarily the highest God, the text then needs to explain how it is that prophetic texts may nonetheless be divinely inspired. Jesus, after all, has just cited Isaiah as an authoritative text. Jesus explains that this ruler Addon controlled certain lands, and prophets appeared in “these places … with this

29 The NHC V here is highly fragmentary, but what appears is nearly identical in sense. One notable but slight difference is the name of the great ruler. He is Ἀδωνιας in the Nag Hammadi version (V 39.12).

30 See also Brankaer and Bethge, Codex Tchacos, 238–239; Marjanen, “The Seven Women Disciples,” 539.
very people.” I take this as an allusive description of Jewish prophets in the land of Israel. These prophets spoke about Jesus and prepared for him. These prophets, Jesus explains, were able to preach truly because they were inspired by the seven spirits, who are agents of the highest God. Thus, *IApocJas* argues that many references to God in Jewish scripture actually refer to Addon, the ignorant ruler. Only a subset of the references to God refer to the highest God. Jesus is not the son of Addon, but rather he is the son of the highest God, “the One Who Is.” The Jewish Scriptures contain true prophecy because agents of the highest God, these seven spirits, worked through the prophets.

The *Dialogue with Trypho* and the Christological Reading of Scripture

This reading of *Isaiah* 11.2–3 parallels in several aspects a reading of the same passage presented in Justin Martyr’s *Dialogue with Trypho*. The parallels reflect a shared hermeneutic, under which one reads Jewish Scripture in order to seek knowledge about the nature of Christ. One finds this knowledge by identifying multiple divine figures in the scriptures. The *Dialogue* is a second-century CE text which portrays a dialogue between Justin, who writes himself as the first-person narrator, and a group of Jews represented mostly by Trypho. In chapters 87–88 of the *Dialogue*, Justin is in the midst of laying out a reading of Jewish Scripture which finds Jesus Christ as a second power in heaven alongside God. Justin argues, “We have likewise proved that in many scriptural passages Christ is symbolically called a stone,” and “We have likewise shown

---

that every chrism, whether of oil, or myrrh, or any other balsam compound, was a figure of Christ.”32 For Justin, proper hermeneutical method requires identifying those words and figures which stand for Christ, by which his work and his words have been prophesied, and through which one can come to understand the nature and activity of Christ. Among the key markers that should alert the reader to Jesus’ presence are titles for God or other divine figures. He argues, “[Christ] received from the Father the titles of King and Christ and the first and Angel.”33 It is not only common objects and actions which figure Christ, but more importantly all these various divine titles.

One can see this Christological hermeneutic at work in the passage that follows. Trypho quotes Isaiah 11.1–3, and then asks a question of Justin:

Explain to me the following words of Isaiah: “A shoot shall sprout from the root of Jesse, and a flower shall blossom out of his root. And a spirit of God shall rest upon him, a spirit of wisdom and understanding, a spirit of counsel and fortitude, a spirit of knowledge and piety, and he shall be filled with a spirit of the fear of the Lord.” Now you have admitted that these words were spoken of Christ … How can you prove that Christ already existed, since he is endowed with these gifts of the Holy Spirit which the above-quoted passages of Isaiah attribute to him as though he had lacked them?34

Justin responds, first, that the gifts were not bestowed upon Christ to fill a lack. The key phrase in the passage, he explains, is “the spirit of the Lord will rest upon him.” Justin interprets “rest” to mean “come to rest” or “be completed.” Thus, Isaiah 11.2 tells how “the gifts of the Holy Spirit … came to an end with [Christ], so that the word has no more prophets among your people

32 Dialogue 86.3 (Falls).
33 Ibid., 86.4.
34 Ibid., 87.2. Note that in Justin’s Greek text of Isaiah the seven spirits can be distinguished, as in 1ApocJas and the Septuagint.
as of old.”35 So, in Justin’s reading, the gifts were indeed not bestowed to fill a lack. Rather, the gifts are completed by Christ.

Further, these gifts of the Holy Spirit represent the “powers” by which prophecy has occurred in the past. Justin continues, “Each of your prophets, by receiving one or two powers from God, did and said those things which we have learned from the scriptures.”36 Justin interprets Isaiah 11.2 to be speaking about Christ and about prophetic gifts which came to an end with Christ. Justin argues that the prophets were able to prophesy by means of these spirits described in Isaiah. The prophets, typically, received only one or two of the spirits. Because of this, these prophets who came before Jesus had inspiration from God, but they had not received the fullness of the gifts. Justin’s expansive list of prophets includes not only the figures counted as prophets in traditional categorization of books of the Bible (i.e. Ezekiel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc), but also Moses, Solomon, and David (87.4). Thus, as Bruce Chilton argues, Justin’s reading of Isaiah 11.1–3 serves to explain the inspiration of nearly all of scripture.37 Almost every book of scripture is attributed to a “prophet” by this method. These prophets were able to work because they were inspired by these spirits, but none of the prophets received the fullness of the spirits. Because Christ had upon him the full complement of the spirit, Christ’s coming brought prophecy to completion.

In 1ApocJas, we find not only a reading of the same passage of Isaiah, but also nearly identical conclusions drawn about the nature of prophecy and scripture. Jesus states that prophets prophesied by means of these spirits. “These spirits were among this people, where no prophet spoke without these seven spirits” (26.20–24). Further, people who prophesied by means of these

35 Ibid., 87.3.

36 Ibid., 87.4.

spirits prophesied only “as far as they were able to speak, because I had not yet spoken with all strength. But I came and fulfilled (it)” (27.1–3). The prophets who are responsible for the Jewish Scriptures did not prophecy fully, but only “as far as they were able to speak.” So, just as in the Dialogue, the spirits of Isaiah 11.2 inspire the production of scripture. And further in parallel to Justin’s reading, this scripture is divinely inspired but does not have the fullness of God within it, and so the fulfillment of this scripture comes about with Jesus.

The comparison to Justin, I think, helps to identify one of the methods of scriptural interpretation reflected in 1ApocJas. By this method, one seeks within scriptural texts knowledge about the nature of Christ. The implicit argument of both Justin and 1ApocJas is that one ought to read scripture for knowledge about Christ. In fact, both argue through readings of Isaiah that scripture tells us that its subject is Christ. As Jesus puts it in 1ApocJas, the prophets “preached about me” (26.26). The topic of the Jewish Scriptures, for both Justin and 1ApocJas, is Christ. Further, both Justin and 1ApocJas distinguish between multiple divine figures in the Jewish Scriptures. In neither case does this identification of multiple divine powers suggest a non-monotheistic theology. Both Justin and 1ApocJas identify secondary, lower divine powers, while maintaining the transcendence of the highest God. In both texts, the different names of God serve as evidence of multiple divine figures in the heavens. The “him” in Isaiah 11.2–3 refers to Christ and to his role as the one who brings prophecy to completion. The spirits in this passage can then be distinguished from Jesus. These other divine powers have been active historically and have enabled the production of scriptural texts which contain knowledge about Jesus. 1ApocJas makes a similar distinction between Jesus and the spirits of prophecy, but 1ApocJas adds a third distinction by arguing that Addon was not the highest God but instead a secondary ruler. This
section thus exemplifies the Christological hermeneutic found in 1ApocJas, which it shares with Justin.

**Ptolemy’s Letter to Flora and the Ethical Reading of Scripture**

The identification of multiple divine figures in the heavens accords with a short passage earlier in 1ApocJas. James is praying alone after the crucifixion of Jesus, and Jesus appears to him. James ceases his prayer. Jesus praises James, saying, “already you have been released, so that you know me and you know yourself and you ceased the prayer that the Just God prays” (ἡ λόγος τοῦ θεοῦ οὗτος οἱ πάντες θεοὶ τοὺς θεοὺς οἱ πάντες τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὐς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεοὺς τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὺς θεο钿 τοὐς θεο钿 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το燹 το_MISSpelled (18.21–25). The passage claims, then, that there is a secondary God who is not evil, but who is subordinate to the highest God. To this divinity traditional pieties of prayer have been (mis)directed. Christians, the passage implicitly argues, should cease these traditional devotions to a lower God and direct their prayer instead to the highest God. The God who had been the object of traditional piety and prayer among devout Jews seems like the clear referent of this discussion as well. In both cases, the God named in Jewish Scriptures may not be the highest God but a secondary, imperfect, mistaken deity.

This naming of a secondary “just God” suggests a parallel to Ptolemy’s Letter to Flora. The Letter to Flora is preserved in Epiphanius of Salamis’ Against the Heresies book 33,⁴⁸ and it takes up as its explicit subject the proper method of reading what it calls “the law,” referring to

---

the Pentateuch of Moses. Ptolemy presents himself as offering a fair and balanced middle position between two extremes. When Christians discuss how to interpret scripture, Ptolemy says, some incorrectly claim that the law comes from the perfect God, despite the obvious imperfections of the law. Some other Christians assert that the law has come from the adversary, the devil, even though obviously it contains just teaching. The devil could not be responsible for just teaching. Having rejected these positions as clearly flawed, Ptolemy proceeds to stake out a position between them. He presents two threefold divisions. First, the authorship of the law is divided between God, Moses, and the elders. Second, the law of God contains pure but imperfect legislation, legislation interwoven with injustice, and legislation meant to be interpreted symbolically. The God who established a law which is imperfect, even at times interwoven with injustice, Ptolemy argues, could not be the highest God or the devil. Instead, this must be an intermediate figure who is merely just. “A being that is in a state intermediate between these and is neither good, nor evil and unjust, might well be properly called just, being a judge of the justice that is his.” Thus Ptolemy explains the existence of a “just God” like the one Jesus mentioned in IApocJas.

This just God provides the most obvious point of comparison between the two texts. Both texts reflect readings of Jewish Scripture which strive to identify multiple, distinct divinities in

---


40 Ptolemy, Letter to Flora 33.3.4.

41 Ibid. 33.3.5

42 Ibid. 33.4.1

43 Ibid. 33.5.1–2

44 Ibid. 33.7.6 (Layton).
the biblical text. In the *Letter to Flora*, this process of identification and distinction uses the words of Jesus, mostly from the *Gospel of Matthew*, to sort the legal codes according to their righteousness. Ptolemy explains, for instance, that in *Matthew* 5.39, “the commandment of ‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,’ which is interwoven with injustice and itself involves an act of injustice, was abolished by the savior with injunctions to the contrary.” Jesus provides the key to this interpretation. Jesus’ statements that certain laws have been perfected and that certain laws should be understood based on meaning in the heart lead Ptolemy to create parallel distinctions in his typology. By using Jesus’ words as the key to the interpretation, Ptolemy finds in the authorship of the Jewish Scriptures an intermediate divine figure who can be responsible for the just but imperfect legislation that Jesus re-interprets.

The second thing I want to highlight, in this comparison, is how the modern category of “ethics” can be used to describe the interests of both *1ApocJas* and the *Letter to Flora*, even while they do quite different work. This is why I have made use of Michel Foucault’s distinctions between different modes of the study of ethics. Ptolemy focuses on the content of law codes, legislation regarding what one ought to do or not to do. One must read the Jewish Scriptures in order to determine which acts are permitted and which are outlawed, and it is with this goal always in mind that the text sets out to determine which rulings are authoritative, to what degree, and for what reason. This discussion concerns the study of ethical codes, the production of rules for evaluating behavior.

In *1ApocJas*, the embedded dialogue provides ethical exhortation in a quite different way. There is no elaboration of a code by which behavior might be judged. Instead, Jesus exhorts James to inculcate knowledge about himself and the nature of God. By inculcating this knowledge, James will be transformed as a subject of ethics. This transformation will produce in

---

James dispositions so that he may be prepared for martyrdom. The reading in 1ApocJas is ethical, then, but in a different way from the reading in the Letter to Flora. The former focuses on the formation of the self, the latter on the determination of codes of forbidden and acceptable behavior.

The Three Women as Moral Exemplars and the Ethical Reading of Isaiah 11.2–3

The ethical hermeneutic for the reading of scripture, which the long revelation speech reflected, may also be seen in the following discussion about the seven women. Jesus’ initial response to James’ question about these women adduces Isaiah 11.2–3 in order to argue that these women are spirits of prophecy described in scripture. In the very next passage, 1ApocJas presents a second, parallel reading of the same text focused on the presentation of moral exemplars. James says that he accepts the teaching Jesus has provided about the seven spirits, but he has a further question. “Since one has considered the seven all together as a group, do you have some being more honored than others?” (27.7–9). James states that the earlier interpretation considered who the seven spirits were collectively. They were divine agents who inspired prophecy. He explains that his question now concerns the seven as distinct figures, and he asks whether there are certain of them who are particularly honored. Jesus first praises Jameslavishly. Then he praises even more lavishly three of the women. This is an extension of the earlier interpretation, as Jesus continues speaking of the seven who were described in Isaiah 11.2.

Be persuaded by this other example, which is that of Salome, Mary, and Arsinoe, whom I will introduce to you, since [they] are worthy of the One Who Is. For they have become sober, and they have [cast away] the blindness which was in their minds, and they have come to know who I am.
I take this passage as an exhortation to imitate the three women. Jesus says, “let yourself be convinced by this other (example).”47 He then explains that he introduces these women to James for four reasons. First, they have become “worthy of the One Who Is.” Second, they “have become sober.” Third, they “have cast away the blindness that was in their minds.” Finally, they have “come to know who I am.” Each of these descriptions of the women has a clear analogue in earlier statements by Jesus about what James ought to do. What these women have achieved, then, is precisely what Jesus has exhorted James to achieve. James has to become “worthy of [his] own root” (κατακαταγενεσθαι τον Πατραν τον θεον; 27.13–14). His “root,” under the text’s anthropology, refers to the source of the essential aspect of himself, the One Who Is. Jesus earlier exhorted James to “attain to the One Who Is” (κατακαταγενεσθαι τον Πατραν τον θεον; 13.23–24),48 in a similar construction with a similar goal of exhorting development of the self. Jesus has praised James for having “cast away the cup of drunkenness” (κατακαταγενεσθαι τον Πατραν τον θεον; 27.6–7).

46 At line 28.3, the Kasser/Wurst edition here reads τῇϑεοιον, which would have the meaning “they have been saved from the blindness which was in their minds.” As best as I can tell, the space where they reconstruct a tau could also have fit a nu, and the reconstruction of the omicron at the end of the word is based on a small piece of an arc which could also be part of an epsilon, not an omicron. θεοιον and θεοιει are both possible readings, and since the text has used the phrase “cast away” in a nearly identical phrase before, I think mine is the more likely reconstruction. One other difference worth noting here is the verb in the sentence. While in the Tchacos Codex Jesus clearly exhorts James to “be convinced by” (πιστεύεσθαι) the example of the three women, the NHC V version has the more ambiguous τώτος τις. Most translations previous to the publication of the Tchacos Codex took τώτος τις as a transitive verb meaning something like “encourage,” but Antti Marjanen correctly noted that this form in the imperative is much more likely to be intransitive, meaning “be persuaded by.” The Tchacos Codex confirms his interpretation. See Marjanen, The Woman Jesus Loved, 132–135. I will discuss the names of the three women and their parallels in chapter 5.

47 On the argument that the ambiguous “πιστεύεσθαι” refers to the presentation of an example, see Petersen, Zerstört Die Werke Der Weiblichkeit!, 250–251.

48 The NHC V version here has an identical translation. The Coptic is slightly different, but only in unimportant ways, such as using a Greco-Coptic verb in place of the Coptic and using a different but equivalent preposition (εκκαταγενεσθαι ψραί επιστεφθον; V 27.6–7).
and these women have gone further and “become sober.” Third, in the same passage earlier in the text where Jesus told James that he must attain to the One Who Is, Jesus explained that James could not attain to the One Who Is unless he “cast away the blindness that is in [his] mind” (Πυνθανθυταλεσ ητα αυτοτη; 13.20–21). The wording is identical. Finally, these women have come to know who Jesus is. This has a parallel in the very first page of 1ApocJas, where Jesus explains to James how he will give him the knowledge he seeks. Jesus says, “[I] will tell you who I am” (εξημαθητο ηταιρε ημων ημων ἡμι; 10.7). If James receives the knowledge which Jesus reveals to him through their dialogue, then he, like these women, will come to know Jesus’ identity. These women embody precisely the state to which James ought to attain, which he has begun to realize. They are models for imitation. This passage exemplifies 1ApocJas’ ethical hermeneutic. The text reflects readings of scripture which uncover moral exemplars, figures to imitate in ethical practice. Through this hermeneutic, Isaiah 11.2–3 provides practical knowledge to readers in the form of figures who are to be not only honored but imitated. The readers learn from the text how they ought to organize their lives and whom they ought to imitate in their practices of the self.

The two readings of Isaiah 11.2–3 which the text puts forward do not initially appear consistent with each other. In the Christological reading, the seven spirits were interpreted as divine powers who preceded Jesus. In the ethical reading, the spirits represent several women who are disciples of Jesus, following him. This divergence can be explained by the two quite different hermeneutics applied to the scriptural text. The Christological reading identifies Jesus

---

49 The NHC V version here differs slightly, as it no longer refers to the cup of “drunkenness”, but refers instead to “bitterness.” “You cast away from yourself the cup, this is bitterness” ([ΝΥΝΠΩΝΕΑ ΓΕΡΑ ΠΗΗΟΙΚ ΠΗΛΗ ΠΟΤ ΠΗΛΗ ΠΗΕ ΠΟΙΨΙ; V 40.13–15). The parallelism does not work as well in the Nag Hammadi version.

50 NHC V here is nearly identical. “Until you cast away blind thought” (ΜΕΝΤΕΥΕΤΕΤΟ ΚΥΠΟ ΚΕΙΡΟ ΠΗΗΟΙΚ ΠΗΛΗ ΠΗΛΗ ΠΗΕ ΠΗΕΑ; V 27.3–4).
as the fulfillment of prophecy and identifies a secondary, mistaken ruler who was misunderstood in Jewish Scripture as the highest God. It locates within this heavenly drama divine female spirits whose work is completed with the coming of Jesus. The ethical reading identifies female disciples as proper objects of imitation in practices of moral formation. The seven women are first described as divine powers which preceded Jesus and then as disciples who followed him.

The modes of reading which produce these two interpretations of Isaiah are the same modes of reading which extracted an exhortation to preparation for martyrdom from the Gospel of John. As argued above, the reading of scripture in 1ApocJas develops from a textual gap in John. The Gospel consistently weaves together ethics and Christology, but the text lacks an explanation as to how one should understand the relationship of ethics and Christology. This problem is solved in the reading presented in 1ApocJas. In this text, Jesus’ self-knowledge from John becomes knowledge which the Christian must come to know about himself or herself. The Christological and ethical modes of reading complemented each other in the interpretation of John. In the reading of Isaiah, the text reflects the same methods of reading which enabled this interpretation of John. 1ApocJas presents first a Christological reading and then an ethical reading of Isaiah. The underlying logic of the text, here, works by switching from one mode of scriptural interpretation to another. 1ApocJas does not suggest that these two readings contradict, but rather it seems that both readings serve the underlying goals of the text. They provide knowledge which can be useful for preparation for martyrdom.

The Ethical and Christological Reading of Leviticus

Directly after presenting the three women to James as objects of imitation, Jesus begins another allusive reading of scripture in which he compares himself to a priest. The point of
connection here appears to be the notion of transformation. The women have been transformed
to become ideal disciples for ethical imitation. Jesus invokes a reading of *Leviticus* to describe
his crucial role in this transformation.

This is according to the foreknowledge of the Father, because he sent me as a priest. And
in every place are reckoned the firstfruits and the firstborn [in] the [great sacrifice]. One
receives the firstfruits and assigns sacrifices and offerings. But I do not act in this way.
Rather, I receive the firstfruits of the defiled ones so that I may send them up [un]defiled,
so that the true power is revealed. For the defiled has separated from the undefiled and
the work <of the female> has attained to the male.

Jesus identifies here a distinction between the defiled and the undefiled. These women have
achieved a transformation of the self which is characterized here as a movement from being
defiled to becoming undefiled. Jesus’ priestly action produces that transformation. In the Nag
Hammadi version, Jesus’ transformative action is directly contrasted with the action of “priests
of this world” (πουνικοσκοι; V 41.6). In the TC version as reconstructed by Brankaer
and Bethge, there still appears to be a contrast to worldly priests, as Jesus says “I do not act in
this way.” Jesus claims that typical priests receive firstfruits and offerings but do not transform
them, while Jesus transforms offerings rather than sending them up as is. I think this contrast is
best explained by reference to the sacrificial laws of *Leviticus*. It is regularly required in

---

51 This is a more likely reconstruction than is suggested by Kasser and Wurst. See Brankaer and Bethge, *Codex Tchacos*, 124, 234–235.

52 Where I have emended the text to read “the work <of the female>, the Tchacos Codex reads “true work”
(φωρ ημε). Nag Hammadi Codex V, which is luckily extant for a few lines at this point, reads “the work of
femaleness” (φωρ ημετεροω; NHC V 41.17). I think it is most likely that the Tchacos Codex has been altered
by a scribal error. I will discuss this reading in chapter 5, pages 129–133, 141–142.

53 The reconstruction is not certain, and I don’t want to rest too much on this lacuna.
Leviticus that sacrificial offerings be “unblemished.” In this reading of the sacrificial codes, the sacrifice begins in a perfect state, without blemish or fault or defilement. Jesus’ action as a priest is different because he takes that which is not perfect, that which is instead blemished and defiled, and he transforms it to become unblemished and undefiled.

Now, “unblemished” and “undefiled” are not precisely the same word or concept. In the Septuagint, “unblemished” is rendered ἀμωμος, while the Coptic ἀτξωπι usually translates the Greek ἀμιάντος. However, these terms do share the same broad semantic range in ancient Christian literature. This can be seen by comparison to a passage in the First Epistle of Peter. In the 1 Peter 1.18–19, there is a short sacrificial metaphor. Jesus is compared to an “unblemished” offering who is offered up for the world. “You know that you were ransomed from your futile ways inherited from your ancestors, no with perishable things like silver or gold, but with the precious blood of Christ, like that of a lamb without defect or blemish.” A reading of the above-referenced passages from Leviticus clearly underlies this passage. It uses the same word ἀμωμος as found in the Septuagint, and its draws a simple one-to-one reading in which the sacrificial offering in Leviticus represents the “sacrificed” Jesus whose death performs the same action once and for all. In the same passage of 1 Peter, the reader or hearer is exhorted to come to receive an “undefiled” (ἀμιάντον) inheritance, by becoming sober and by exchanging a “perishable” inheritance for one that comes from the “unblemished” sacrifice of Jesus (1.4, 1.18). The logic works by connecting the “unblemished” sacrifice of Jesus to the “undefiled”

54 Leviticus 1.3, 1.10, 3.1, 3.6, etc.


57 Felix, “Penal Substitution,” 182.
inheritance which can be achieved through that sacrifice. *1 Peter* provides clear evidence, then, of another early Christian reading of *Leviticus* which connects the “unblemished” nature of the proper sacrifice with an “undefiled” quality which can be achieved by the Christian, through Jesus.

At the same time as *1 ApocJas* lays out this Christological reading of *Leviticus*, the text also presents an ethical reading. Jesus effects, in his role as a new priest, a transformation of his disciples from defilement to undefilement. In the previous passage, Jesus explained how these women had been formed as ethical subjects, and he exhorted James to imitate them. The three women had “cast off the blindness which was in their minds,” and they had “become sober” and “come to know” Christ. This passage now gives a further explanation of this transformation. It was through the power of Christ as a new priest that these transformations were possible. The women who have been so transformed are the ones whom James, and by extension also the readers and hearers of the text, are called to imitate. I argue that this passage reflects a second combination of ethical and Christological readings of scripture. The women have become perfected moral exemplars through the priestly action of Christ. This reading links the Christological to the ethical. The Christological reading of *Leviticus* treats this text as an oblique reference to Christ’s work in the world, and this work has been produced exemplars for ethical imitation.

This reading produces an important transformation also in the text’s exhortation to martyrdom. The depiction of Christ has shifted. In the revelation speech, the Christological and ethical modes of interpretation fit together neatly. The I-statements of Jesus in *John* 7–8 were read to provide revelation about the nature of Christ, as well as knowledge about the nature of the human person. *1 ApocJas* implicitly exhorted readers and hearers to inculcate this
Christological knowledge as self-understanding. James will repeat to his interrogators the self-knowledge which was presented as uniquely Christological in *John*. In the reading of *Leviticus*, Christ no longer appears as a moral exemplar. Here, it is the women who are objects of imitation, while Christ is an actor in the divine realms who works, in priestly fashion, to transform these women into “undefiled” moral exemplars. What James is meant to imitate, in the text’s ethical reading of scripture, is not the sacrificial action of Christ the new priest, but the undefiled state of the women transformed by the action of Jesus. In combining the ethical reading of scripture into harmony with the Christological, *1ApocJas* shifts its ethical program from an imitation of Christ to an imitation of women. Boyarin had noted how the intertextuality of the biblical text is encoded by its compilation, and here we see the effects of readings of scripture that seek to harmonize *John*, *Isaiah*, and *Leviticus*. The complexity and heterogeneity of these texts, and the multiple methods of reading which are applied to them, produce not one perfectly unified reading, however, but a variety of possible readings. The integration of these readings shifts the text’s exhortation to martyrdom in a significant way.
Chapter 4: Sexual Difference and Valentinian Theology

Since you asked about femaleness, listen: Femaleness existed, but she did not exist from the beginning. She created [powers] and gods for herself. Thus, the One Who [Is] exists from the beginning, and femaleness exists but does not exist from the beginning.


In the preceding chapters I have interpreted \textit{1ApocJas} with reference to James’ martyrdom which concludes the narrative. In this chapter, I will read \textit{1ApocJas} from the beginning, and I will focus my interpretation on the category of “femaleness” and its peculiar presentation on the first page. The questions raised there concerning the nature of the divine realms and the creation of the world continue to be addressed through the remainder of the text. Jesus continually identifies “femaleness” and the sexual differentiation of the divine realms as the topics of his revelation. \textit{1ApocJas} can be read as an extended discourse on the topic of femaleness and sexual difference.

The initial discussion of femaleness lays out in broad strokes the terms of the theology to follow. Before the coming into existence of femaleness, there was only the One Who Is. At this point, Jesus explains, “Nothing existed except the One Who Is. He is [un]nameable [and] [in]describable [among those who] are or will be” (ιενιη Ιανγιε ζωοον [εί]νητι πετιωοον ογυατ έραι ερον πε [ν]αν οικατ[η]καξε ερον πε [θ]ι ιηει ετιζοοον ιη ιηουτε[πε]; 10.8–12). Because of the transcendence of the One Who Is, this highest God cannot be named or described. Femaleness holds a subordinate position to the One Who Is. The One Who Is has existed from the beginning, while femaleness once did not exist and only has later come into

---

\(^1\) The NHC version is nearly complete here, and nearly identical to the Tchacos Codex in sense. The somewhat confusing construction “she prepared powers and gods for herself” ([ν]εκτε ιας ιε[ξ][ο]νι ιη ιηουτε; \textit{V} 24.30) is better explained by the TC “she created” (δεκαμιο).
being. It seems that there was a time when femaleness was not. Further, femaleness “created
powers and gods for herself” (10.23–24) and this creation took place separately from the One
Who Is. After this short discourse, the dialogue moves on to a discussion of James’ fear and
ignorance. In order for James to overcome his fear, he must acquire knowledge about the divine
realms and about humanity. Because the creation of humanity follows from the creation by
femaleness, it turns out that the content of this knowledge also concerns the nature of
femaleness.

The explicit reprise of the theme of sexual difference takes place during the theological
revelation in the post-resurrection speech (19.21–23.10). This revelation speech consists
primarily of an embedded dialogue. Jesus tells James that he will be interrogated by various
malevolent forces and he provides for James the responses with which he can triumph over them.
Jesus explains that certain “toll collectors” who “take the soul” (ὁ θεωρός ὁ λατρεύων... ἐγγὺς ἄρα
μὴ γυμνῷ, 20.3–6) will interrogate James, and they will ask who he is. James must answer, “I am the son,
and I am from the father” (τὸν ἄνδρα καὶ τὸν γὰρ γενόμενον... ἐγγὺς ἄρα διὰ τοῦ πατρὸς, 20.12–13). He will then
explain what these names mean: “The Father Who Is from the beginning, and the son who is in
the One Who Is from the beginning” (ὁ πατὴρ ὁ ἐκ τοῦ ἀρχήν, καὶ ὁ γιὸς ὁ ἐκ τοῦ ἐκ τοῦ ἀρχήν, 20.16–18). Here Jesus uses the same terms to speak of the God who was
introduced at the opening of the dialogue. The “One Who Is from the beginning” is reprised here
as “the Father Who Is from the beginning.”

With these words, James will locate himself within the drama of the divine realms.
Because James must learn and come to understand these revelations, he becomes, in imitation of
Jesus, the son who is in the One Who Is from the beginning. This re-statement of the text’s
theology also effects a subtle difference in the gendering of the divine realms. In the first
passage, Jesus used non-gendered language to describe a God to whom qualities could not be predicated. In the second passage, God is the Father and his people are his sons. This gendering of the divine realms was perhaps suggested by the initial passage, in which the power “femaleness” separated itself from the One Who Is. Through this rearticulation of the nature of God, a key set of relationships in the text become marked by sexual differentiation. The highest God has aspects of maleness, while femaleness characterizes lower divinities. Jesus is a son of this highest God, and Christians like James can attain to his position and become sons themselves. Perfection seems to attend to the male rather than the female.

As the dialogue continues, it expands the set of relationships defined through sexual difference. The entire state of the cosmos and humanity has been structured by the sexual differentiation of the divine realms. We resume here the embedded dialogue between James and the toll collectors. They will ask James what his mission in the world has been. James is to explain, “I have come to those who are mine and those who are not mine” (πάντες μωραῖοι πατέρων, 11, 20.23–25). Then James will explain what he means by “those who are not mine.”

2 A reading of the Gospel of John underlies both of these points. In James’ self-identification as a son from the father, he echoes Jesus’ statements of identity from John. James has taken on the qualities of the Johannine Jesus. His search for knowledge and his work of self-transformation conclude in his taking on the qualities of Jesus. Likewise, the description of God as “the father”, in this context, reads as Johannine theological language. The father-son relationship between God and Christ in John draws attention to the gendered character of these terms. Adele Reinhartz compares the articulation of the father-son relationship in John to Aristotelian understandings of human reproduction, and she suggests that the language of fathers and sons in John depends on a notion of maleness as perfect. She writes, “God’s ability to transform the Word, his λόγος, into flesh is predicated on an understanding of God as male and as in some way being capable of generation through divine seed just as human males generate through human seed.” The relationship of father and son depends on an idea of perfected reproduction from male to male. In 1ApocJas, the Johannine vocabulary allows the text to emphasize the maleness of God. Adele Reinhartz, “‘And the Word Was Begotten’: Divine Epigenesis in the Gospel of John,” Semeia 85 (1999), 99. On sexual difference and the father/son relationship in John, see also Allison Jasper, The Shining Garment of the Text: Gendered Readings of John’s Prologue (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998); Mary Rose D’Angelo, “Imitating Deity in the Gospel of John: Theological Language and ‘Father’ in ‘Prayers of Jesus,’” Semeia 85 (1999), 59–82; Colleen Conway, “‘Behold the Man!’ Masculine Christology and the Fourth Gospel,” in New Testament Masculinities (eds. Janice D. Anderson and Stephen Moore; Leiden: Brill, 2004), 163–180.
They are not entirely other to me, but Achamoth, that is, the female, and she created these ones for herself. And she brought down the race which is from the beginning. Thus, they are [not] other to [me], but they are mine. They are [mine] according to [the fact that the one (f.) who is] lord over them is from the One Who Is from the beginning. But they became [other] because the One Who Is from the beginning did not join with her when she created them.

At this point in the text, Achamoth is a new character, and so she is glossed as “the female,” which I take to be a technical term. The unmodified definite noun τεσθής, meaning “the female,” only appears in the text in descriptions of Achamoth. It has the same meaning as “femaleness,” the abstract noun θητεσθής, which was seen in the introductory passage (10.19-27). While the terminology used in the two passages is somewhat different, the character Achamoth appears to be equivalent to femaleness, the cosmic power discussed on the text’s first page. It may be that the text uses the abstract noun “femaleness” to abstract a principle from the definite mythological character Achamoth.³ In any case, the parallels between the two figures are overwhelming. Just as femaleness “created powers and gods for herself” (10.22–23), likewise Achamoth “created these ones for herself.” Just as femaleness’ creation was separate from the One Who Is, here Achamoth did not unite with the pre-existent One before her act of creation. Just as femaleness is secondary to the One Who Is, Achamoth “is from the One Who Is from the beginning.”

These revelations establish that Achamoth plays a decisive role in the narrative of salvation. Before offering this revelation, Jesus introduced his speech by saying, “Look, now I will reveal to you your salvation” (εἰς ἡτίνας ἡκομπτέ ἡμᾶς ἱκετε, 19.22–24).

And indeed, the revelation will save James. We see in the narrative frame of the embedded dialogue that James will give these answers to his interrogators, and his words will overpower them so that he can escape. He will be saved by speaking these words. It is not clear at first why this theological discourse should have such power, but the next section adds clarification. Jesus reveals that James will escape the “toll collectors” if he says in these words who he is and to whom he has come. But he will be detained and questioned again, now by “the three, these ones who take the soul” (τῶν Ἰησοῦς, 21.21–22).

Again, Jesus provides the words that James will say. “I am a vessel more honored than Achamoth, the female, who created you” (Άνδρας ὁ οὐκέτι ἐφανείην πάρα ἄνθρωπον, 21.25–27). Both the toll collectors and the three who take the soul count among the rulers created by Achamoth. James, who can draw his lineage back to the One Who Is, is more powerful and more honored than the rulers that are merely creations of Achamoth. The rulers who claim to have the power to detain and to take away souls in fact were created by Achamoth, and as such they have no power over a person who knows that his or her lineage runs back to the One Who Is.

This salvation appears as re-absorption into a primal unity which is either male or ungendered. Both perspectives on unity are offered in Jesus’ revelation. At one point, Jesus tells James that when “you cast off the blindness that is in your mind” (ἐξελέγα τὴν ἀπειθόμενον τοῦ πνεύματος, 13.20–21), then, “you will attain to the One Who Is and you will no longer be James, but you will be in all ways in the One Who Is” (καὶ ἦσας πνεῦμα τοῦ Πνεύματος, 13.20–21). This salvation appears as re-absorption into a primal unity which is either male or ungendered. Both perspectives on unity are offered in Jesus’ revelation. At one point, Jesus tells James that when “you cast off the blindness that is in your mind” (ἐξελέγα τὴν ἀπειθόμενον τοῦ πνεύματος, 13.20–21), then, “you will attain to the One Who Is and you will no longer be James, but you will be in all ways in the One Who Is” (καὶ ἦσας πνεῦμα τοῦ Πνεύματος, 13.20–21).

4 The NHC version emphasizes further that these three are endowed with the power to arrest and detain. “[These] three captors [who] take souls” (διδᾷ ὁ διδάσκαλος τοῦ τριάδος, τοῖς ἤτοι τοῦ πνεύματος, V 34.22–23).

5 The NHC version has a similar sense, as Jesus tells James he cannot fully understand “unless you cast off blind thought from yourself” (ἔστηκεν ὁ θεός, οὐκ ἀπειθήσαντος ἄνθρωπον, 27.3–4). The use of the Greco-Coptic ἄνθρωπον, where the TC describes blindness ἄνθρωπον ἀπείθηντο helps confirm my choice to translate ἂνθρωπον as mind. This is a cognitive problem that James must transcend.
This explanation of salvation emphasizes the transformation of the person into some new form in the divine realms. James no longer exists because he has been subsumed into the realms of the One Who Is, beyond all qualities and predications.

This vision of James becoming part of a transcendent whole with the One Who Is stands in contrast to James’ statement of identity within the embedded dialogue. There he is to say that he is “the son, from the father.” This son “is in the One Who Is from the beginning.” In this passage, James’ salvation again coincides with James’ personal identity being dissolved and replaced by a new existence in the divine realms. However, here the primal maleness of both God and the perfected soul are emphasized. James has become the son, and he is the son who is in all ways within the father. The perfected state of the human, like the nature of God, can be described either as ungendered or perfectly male.

I have thus far found in 1ApocJas a reasonably coherent story of male dominance, or at least of the denigration of the female. The perfect God may be male (“the Father”) or ungendered (“the One Who Is”), but in any case this divinity exists at a higher level of reality than femaleness or Achamoth. Salvation may be achieved by becoming “a son” or one who is “entirely in the One Who Is,” but regardless it requires defeating the agents of femaleness in order to return to the divine realms. However, this is not ultimately the story told by the First Apocalypse of James. Instead, Jesus’ continued revelations build a richer and more complex picture both of the divine realms and of human salvation.

---

6 The NHC version articulates James’ transformation in even more radical terms. “Then you will attain to the One Who Is, and so you will no longer be James, but you are the One Who Is” (τοτε ἐνιακάτων εςραί ἐπετυφων ἄγω χαμωτε ἐν το δ ἐνιακάτων ἄγω ἐπετυφων; V 27.6–10). I think this merely expresses in a logical fashion the same idea from the Tchacos Codex. If James will lose his personal identity, then when he is “in the One Who Is,” he cannot be himself separate from the One Who Is. James, becoming entirely “in the One Who Is, becomes indeed transformed into the perfection of the highest God.
Within the long revelation speech, the divine realms come to include, internal to their perfection, a certain gendered differentiation. While the character of Achamoth or “femaleness” still bears responsibility for the divergence of humanity from the divine realms, additional female characters come to populate the divine realms. It has already been established that Jesus exists in the divine realms, as the “second” from the One Who Is. He is not alone. After providing James the words he can say to escape his captors, Jesus explains why these words are effective. He tells James to explain to the rulers where they come from, and by what power in the heavens they will be defeated.

I am a vessel more honored than Achamoth, the female, who created you. And if your mother is ignorant of her own root, then when will you become sober? But I have summoned undefiled Sophia, who is in the [Father], the mother of Achamoth, but her partner was [not] right [with the] female. Without a male, [she] alone created you, and she was ignorant of her mother—it is she alone who is ignorant of her mother—and she believed that she was alone, but I invoked her mother.

The multiple invocations here assert the superiority of James to the forces who have detained him. Jesus tells James that if he learns these words and recites them to his interrogators, they will let him pass, cursing their own weakness. The weakness of the creatures of Achamoth appears with greater specificity in this passage. Not only are they unworthy of concern due to the circumstances of their creation, but they are also characterized by ignorance. More importantly, James is told to invoke Sophia, a new character in the divine realms. Achamoth the female, Jesus, and the pre-existent One Who Is are not the only figures who populate these realms.
Achamoth has a mother, the “undefiled Sophia.” This description significantly complicates the narrative and the underlying articulation of sexual difference.

Jesus instructs James to invoke Sophia. Upon that invocation, Jesus explains, the detainers will be troubled and thrown into uncertainty. Achamoth seemed to share the characteristics of femaleness, a secondary, inessential being who created the evil world rulers. Sophia does not. She is undefiled. She belongs so fully to the divine realms that her name may be invoked in defense against the world rulers. Just as James must attain to knowledge of the true God in order to be saved, it is Achamoth’s ignorance about Sophia which denotes her weakness and her secondary position. James, then, must attain knowledge of the female figures in the divine realms in order to be saved. Strikingly, the text does not suggest that Sophia lacks qualities of femaleness and femininity. Rather, she is repeatedly called “the mother” as an honorific. Her status as mother signifies her power, and Achamoth’s ignorance of her mother signifies her weakness. This passage suggests an articulation of sexual difference in which femaleness does not represent secondariness or weakness. In the remainder of this chapter, I will explore why Sophia has been introduced here and what her introduction means for the text’s theology and its articulation of sexual difference. This explanation will require the contextualization of 1ApocJas within ancient discourses of sexual difference and theology.

Sexual Difference in Theology

Jesus’ revelation imagines the divine realms through the language of sexual difference. 1ApocJas stands within ancient discourses of sexual difference when the text speaks of the divine in terms of maleness and femaleness. Stephen Moore’s reading of Paul’s Letter to the Romans offers one useful comparison, because he locates Romans within a precisely sketched
Greco-Roman system of sexual difference. I find that 1ApocJas’ articulation of sexual difference draws on a world of thought and practice broadly similar to that in which Moore locates Romans. First, Moore lays out a general Greco-Roman “sex/gender system,” which he compares to a pyramid with adult male citizens at the top, above variously arrayed “unmen” who lack the full complement of male traits. Moore offers as examples of unmen, “females, boys, slaves (of either sex), sexually passive or ‘effeminate’ males, eunuchs, ‘barbarians’, and so on.” This hierarchy was understood by analogy to penetrative sexual acts. The person who held a higher position on the pyramid would be the penetrative partner, the lower-positioned person the receptive. The ideal man, then, would be impenetrable, always dominant in the eyes of this system. God is the perfect representative of controlled righteousness, and thus the ideal form of the dominant male at the top of the pyramid.

The Impenetrable Penetrator (that condition being the quintessence of Roman manhood, as we have seen—it is not by accident that we speak of ‘the impenetrability of God’) remains fully in charge, and his superiority and their inferiority are being properly displayed on behalf of all males everywhere—which, for Paul and the hegemonic hypermasculinity for which he is here the mouthpiece, is all that matters ultimately.

---

7 Moore, God’s Beauty Parlor, 136.


9 Moore, God’s Beauty Parlor, 169.
Paul draws on notions of human perfection to explicate the nature of the divine. Because masculinity marks perfection, God’s perfection appears in his perfect maleness. Through comparison to ancient Mediterranean discourses and practices of sexual difference, Moore locates Paul’s theology also within this hegemonic ideology of “hypermasculinity.”

The theology of 1ApocJas also makes sense within the system of sex and gender sketched by Moore. The centrality of sexual difference in the text’s theology becomes clear in the description of the One Who Is as “the Father” and his followers as his “sons.” The perfection of the One Who Is would necessarily mark God as male within Moore’s model, and this then becomes explicit in the discussion of the “Father Who Is.” Further, in 1ApocJas James must triumph over Achamoth and her powers in order to progress to unity with the One Who Is and the divine realms. The female here appears as that which is lacking, that which is other than the perfection of the divine. The articulation of sexual difference in 1ApocJas draws from dominant discourses and practices of sexual difference in the ancient Mediterranean. Like Paul, 1ApocJas understands the perfection of the divine in terms of the perfection of the ideal male.

Of course, as I have argued, the imagination of divine perfection does not map to such a simple hierarchy. First, 1ApocJas imagines God at times as non-gendered because the One Who Is must be beyond description. Second, the divine realms come to be described according to a certain gendered plurality. While “femaleness” appears as the agent of harmful differentiation, “the undefiled Sophia” is invoked as a powerful actor within the divine realms. These aspects of 1ApocJas locate it within ancient Christian Valentinian discourse. A strictly monistic view of God, which likewise characterizes Valentinian theology, underlies the text’s occasional suggestions that the One Who Is exists beyond gender.\textsuperscript{10} The identification of distinct and

differently valenced female divine actors reflects the complex Valentinian understanding of divine plurality. The key issue for comparison is the gendering of theology and protology. While the corpus of texts and excerpts labeled “Valentinian” is wide-ranging, scholars have noted a shared theological myth with a tendency to articulate the difference between the one and the many in gendered terms. Einar Thomassen summarizes the issue clearly.

The major concern of the Valentinian protologies is, as we have seen, to explain how plurality comes into being from oneness. The initial oneness of the Father becomes two with Father-and-Son, and this twoness in turn generates the plurality of the Pleroma of the aeons. The tension between unity and diversity inherent in the Pleroma as it unfolds eventually produces a rupture, represented by the myth of Sophia. Sophia personifies the negative and uncontrolled aspect of the plurality that was first introduced when the Father decided to become more than himself alone.¹¹ Thomassen describes here the multivalent articulation of divine plurality within ancient Valentinian thought. The divine realms are characterized by a productive tension between plurality and oneness, and this plurality often takes the form of male-female pairs. Plurality bears within itself the danger of disunity, and that disunity comes to be attributed to a female figure, usually Sophia or Wisdom. Sophia’s rupture produces a gap between the divine realms and the world of humanity—typically Sophia splits off from the divine realms by producing on her own, and this creation leads to the creation of the world.¹² Sexual difference, then, can appear in two

¹¹ Thomassen, *The Spiritual Seed*, 269. Now, in *IApocJas*, the “rupture represented by the myth of Sophia” instead was the work of Achamoth. The “undefiled Sophia” remains an honored member of the divine realms. I will discuss this splitting of the role of Sophia below.

distinct forms. In one form, sexual difference can represent an aspect of the stable, perfect divine plurality. In another form, sexual difference can represent the dangers of plurality and the break between the divine realms and the world of humanity. As a consequence of this second form, sexual difference can appear as the aspect of the human which must be triumphed over in a return to perfection.

As I have argued, *1ApocJas* imagines salvation as a return to primordial unity with the One Who Is. Salvation enacts a reversal of the protological myth. The human returns through the stages of devolution from primal unity until he or she has reached the divine realms. This story of salvation has multiple implications for the articulation of sexual difference. If salvation means reversing the devolution of the world from the divine realms, and if femaleness was responsible for that devolution, then salvation means surpassing that which is female. However, the “femaleness” responsible for the devolution of the world is not the only female figure in the divine realms. Achamoth, whom I will argue represents a particular kind of lower Sophia figure, is associated with the negative aspect of plurality. The more positive aspect of plurality also incorporates sexual difference. Divine female actors also populate the divine realms, and they appear to be fully within the One Who Is despite their gendered characteristics.

This multivalent articulation of gender and plurality has its roots in Valentinian theology. In a number of Valentinian texts, the role of Sophia described by Thomassen is split between two figures, a higher and a lower Sophia. The higher Sophia remains safely ensconced in the positive plurality of the divine realms, while only the lower Sophia bears responsibility for rupture. This
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*1ApocJas*, the components of a certain Sophia story seem to be in place in the background, as “settled science,” and they are brought forward as needed. For a discussion of discourses and practices of ancient goddess devotion as intertexts for Sophia in some early Christian texts, see Pheme Perkins, “Sophia as Goddess in the Nag Hammadi Codices,” in *Images of the Feminine in Gnosticism* (ed. Karen King; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), 96–112.
lower Sophia often bears the name Achamoth.\textsuperscript{13} The name itself demonstrates that this is a Sophia figure, as it was derived from the plural of Hebrew name of Wisdom, *hokmôt*.\textsuperscript{14} 

*IApocJas* even mentions this linguistic derivation in a later passage where Jesus is summing up for James the content of his revelation. “I have revealed to you,” Jesus says, “Achamoth, the female, which is translated, ‘Sophia’” (Δείκνυαί ή πλήκτρον και τιν αὐτήν ἡ υἱότης τῆς σοφίας; 22.24–23.4).\textsuperscript{15} The higher Sophia is “undefiled” and powerful, while the lower Achamoth is guilty of creating on her own and is characterized by ignorance. To better elucidate how this double Sophia system functions in *IApocJas*, I find it useful to consider the multiple depictions of Sophia/Wisdom in a different Valentinian source, the *Excerpts from Theodotus*.

**The Excerpts from Theodotus and Valentinian Theology**

Transmitted by Clement of Alexandria, the *Excerpts from Theodotus* lays out a narrative of creation, differentiation, and salvation in which sexual difference plays a similarly central role.\textsuperscript{16} Clement attributes these writings to a Theodotus who lived during the late second century CE and was a follower of Valentinus. This attribution cannot be certain, but scholars generally accept that these excerpts were collected by Clement or by a member of his school, and so the

\textsuperscript{13} See *Excerpts from Theodotus* 43–45, *Gospel of Philip* I 60.10–15, and the Valentinian system in Irenaeus’ *Against the Heresies* 1.1–7. In *GosPhil* and *AH*, the name “Achamoth” or “Echamoth” appears for this lower Sophia.


\textsuperscript{15} The NHC V version lacks Jesus’ statement in which he explains that he is summing up his revelation, but the summary of Achamoth is nearly identical, missing only the gloss of Achamoth as “the female.” (Δείκνυαί τῆς τούτων και τιν αὐτήν ἡ υἱότης τῆς σοφίας; NHC V 36.4–5).

collection can be reasonably dated to the late second or early third century CE. The primary concern of these excerpts is human salvation, but they contain enough theological discussion to locate Excerpts within the discourse of Valentinian theology.

The Excerpts describe the processes of human creation and salvation in relation to these differently valenced accounts of unity and plurality. The divine realms are defined by their unity, according to a positive accounting of plurality. “Therefore though there is unity in the Pleroma, each of the Aeons has its own complement, the syzygia.” These heavenly “marriages” between male and female elements constitute a single unity through their harmony. This unity devolves when “the Mother” produces separately an “inferior” being, the “ruler.” She creates because of her desire, and as such her creation “was made less, as if he was created from the passion of desire.” Humanity’s need for salvation derives from this desirous and inferior creation.

The text discusses the situation of humanity arising from this creation in terms of maleness and femaleness. When we are saved, Theodotus explains, we are “restored to unity

---


18 Excerpts 22 (Casey).

19 As Dale Martin has argued, such androgynous pairings are “actually the subsuming of the weaker female into the stronger male … [it] embodies the unequal hierarchy of male over female; it does not dispense with it or overcome it.” Martin, Sex and the Single Savior, 84. On the notion of the “partners” in Valentinian texts, and the ways in which this notion served to reinforce a masculinist ideology, see Peter Brown, Body and Society: Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), 103–121; Dennis Ronald MacDonald, “Corinthian Veils and Gnostic Androgynes,” in King, Images of the Feminine in Gnosticism, 276–292; Dunning, Specters of Paul, 31–50.

20 Excerpts 33 (Casey).
with the males.”\textsuperscript{21} The gendered language refers to classes of people at different states of attainment, with female being the lower and male the higher. The male and female classes further correspond to the elements of spirit and soul, \textit{pneuma} and \textit{psuche}. As Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley puts it, “the element \textit{pneuma}, equated... with the male, is superior to the \textit{psuche} in such a way that the lower, female \textit{psuche} element needs to acquire the nature of the male \textit{pneuma} in order to be eligible for salvation.”\textsuperscript{22} The \textit{Excerpts} maps progress toward salvation according to sexual difference. This surpassing of femaleness to acquire maleness would seem to fit with the story of the lesser creation by the “Mother.” However, when Theodotus considers the creation and salvation of humanity, it is not the “Mother” who appears as the creator, but Wisdom (or Sophia). This second Sophia figure creates on her own, but she creates both aspects of humanity, male and female, pneumatic and psychic.

The finest emanation of Wisdom is spoken of in "He created them in the image of God, male and female created he them." Now the males from this emanation are the "election," but the females are the "calling" and they call the male beings angelic, and the females themselves, the separate seed. So also, in the case of Adam, the male remained in him but all the female seed was taken from him and became Eve, from whom the females are derived, as the males are from him. Therefore the males are drawn together with the Logos, but the females, becoming men, are united to the angels and pass into the Pleroma. Therefore the woman is said to be changed into a man, and the church here on earth into angels.\textsuperscript{23}

\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Ibid.} 33.

\textsuperscript{22} Buckley, \textit{Female Fault and Fulfilment in Gnosticism}, 61–62. See also McCue, “Conflicting Versions,” 409. Some earlier commentators understood the classes of humanity here to be fixed, with people automatically saved due to their possession of a certain nature. This reading cannot stand on face value, as \textit{Excerpts} speaks clearly of the female turning into the male, and is written to an audience that understands themselves as “female” and “psychic” in search of perfection and salvation.

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Excerpts} 21 (Casey). I have made one small change to Casey’s translation here, as he translated τὸ διαφέρον πνεῦμα as “the superior seed,” while I have taken it as “the separate seed.” I follow Buckley and Pagels in this translation. Casey presumed that because the \textit{Excerpts} referred to the Valentinian community as διαφέρον, this term must imply a sort of superiority. However, the text is clear that it speaks from the position of the “females” or the “calling,” which is not the superior position. Buckley, \textit{Female Fault and Fulfilment in Gnosticism}, 63–64; Pagels, “Conflicting Versions,” 42.
This sketch of salvation makes use of the terms male and female in the expected ways. Males as the “election” have achieved a higher state of being than females, and females must become male in order to reach the Pleroma. Buckley explains, “everything has come full circle, the origin has been restored, the saved church has become angelic. For all of these the solution implies that femaleness must be overcome in order for maleness to be fully restored, to become itself.” However, while Buckley’s summary covers well the topic of human salvation and sexual difference, this solution does not appear to apply to Wisdom herself. She creates on her own both the election and the calling, both the male and the female. This “finest emanation” derives from Wisdom without any partner. Theodotus appears to distinguish between the Mother, whose creation arose from desire and was immediately made less, and Wisdom, whose “finest emanation” includes both the election and the calling.

In the Excerpts, these two distinguishable Sophia figures both play a role in creation, but the deeply flawed, passionate creation is attributed to the Mother, not to Wisdom. Within the plurality of the divine realms, the text leaves open the possibility of honored female figures. The distinction between the Sophia figures according to the passions is important for the reading of Paul that follows later in the text. This section builds its narrative of the cosmos and human salvation from the interpretation of Paul—Romans 7.5–6 in particular. Romans 7.5 reads, “When we were living in the flesh, our sinful passions, aroused by the law, were at work in our members to bear fruit for death.” Theodotus explains, “‘When we were living in the flesh,’ the
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24 Buckley, Female Fault and Fulfilment in Gnosticism, 83.
25 Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed, 134.
26 Scholars generally take this passage as a speech in character, to solve the problem of various statements that do not make much sense as personal statements of Paul’s own life. In particular, Romans 7.9, which begins, “I was once alive apart from the law.” For different interpretations, see Daniel Boyarin, who argues this is a speech as Adam, and Stanley Stowers, who takes it as a Gentile who attempts to live by the Jewish law. Theodotus solves the problems of this passage by selecting out these lines and reading them for their theological teaching, rather than
apostle says, speaking as if he were already outside the body. By ‘flesh’ he refers, he says, to that weakness which is the emission of the female above.”

This creation of weakness refers to the Mother, and this weakness matches Paul’s argument in Romans because for both it is the passions which represent and demonstrate human lack. Salvation occurs when we are transformed from “children of the female” to “children of the male.”

In a recent, groundbreaking study of sexual difference in early Christianity, Benjamin Dunning highlights the importance of the interpretation of Paul. In particular, Dunning argues that certain moments of incoherence in Paul’s articulation of anthropology, theology and sexual difference repeat themselves in the writings of Paul’s interpreters. Paul understood the fundamental axis of salvation history to run from Adam to Christ and that typology leaves no obvious place to fit sexual difference.

Here a real dilemma emerged for early Christians as they sought to theologize the sexed body in a conceptual field already overdetermined by the Pauline text: sexual difference simply does not fit in any obvious or uncomplicated way into a theology of creation and resurrection grounded in an Adam-Christ typology. And this dilemma, I will argue, continued to exercise an indirect influence that long outlived Paul, haunting Christian discourse on the question of sexual difference into the second and third centuries and beyond.

As readers of Paul attempt to articulate full and coherent visions of sexual difference, the moments of incoherence in Paul’s thought re-emerge in various forms and prevent any ultimate or complete coherence. Because the fundamental vision of human salvation imagined by Paul left no clear space open for sexual difference, theologians who inherited Paul’s vision worked themselves into new and stranger moments of incoherence in pursuit of a complete narrative of integrating them into the rest of Romans 7. Daniel Boyarin, A Radical Jew: Paul and the Politics of Identity (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1994), 162–167; Stanley Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: Justice, Jews, and Gentiles (New Haven, Ct.: Yale University Press, 1994), 259–284.

27 Excerpts 67 (Casey).

sexual difference within human salvation. Dunning writes, “the specter [of Paul] persists, visible in the disavowed and unacknowledged fault lines and failures that each position necessarily generates.” The specter of Paul refers to the fundamental incoherence of Paul’s own articulation of sexual difference with regard to human salvation, and this specter is reproduced in the thought of writers who take up Paul’s categories and his anthropology. The gaps and contradictions in Paul’s thought undo any attempts at wholeness or completeness in the theologies of his readers.

The structure of Dunning’s argument can perhaps best be understood by briefly summarizing his reading of Irenaeus. For Irenaeus, human salvation occurs through Christ’s “recapitulation” of human history, by which all things are redeemed and a positive future swallows up a negative past. This vision inherits from Paul the centrality of the Adam-Christ framework. If recapitulation requires “a consummation of all things in which every element in the end is linked to its corresponding component at the beginning,” then it depends on forging these links between Adam and Christ. At the same time, Irenaeus did not imagine that sexual difference would be entirely eliminated in the eschaton, but rather that the Edenic state of differentiated but virginal sexual difference would be recapitulated through Christ. This creates an obvious problem because now Eve has been inserted into the schema of human salvation as the representative of differentiated female bodies in the story of the origin. Likewise, Irenaeus turns to discuss the virgin Mary as Eve’s eschatological counterpart. Dunning argues that Irenaeus uses his readings of Mary and Eve to establish the connection between Adam and

---

29 Ibid., 24.
30 Ibid., 97–123.
Christ, but in this attempt to shore up the Adam-Christ relationship, Irenaeus introduces a destabilizing element of sexual difference which cannot fit into his Pauline framework.

The key to Irenaeus’ reading lies in associating the “virgin earth” from which Adam was created with the “virgin birth” from Mary by which Christ was created. Because the earth from which Adam was created in Genesis 2.7 was described as untilled in 2.5, Irenaeus argues that it was unpenetrated and thus virginal.32 This secures for Irenaeus the analogy between Mary’s virginal body and the earth from Adam was formed, thus linking Christ to Adam by their creations. The flesh Christ received from Mary is derived from the same virgin earth that produced Adam. However, Dunning argues, “the analogy is preserved at a price: the introduction of the sexually unpenetrated female body as an image/concept on which the logic of recapitulation hangs.”33 Pure virginity, which Irenaeus imagined as the state of humankind in the eschaton, now appears feminized and associated with a logic of penetration and sexual desire. The flesh of Christ, which, according to Irenaeus’ theory of recapitulation, assures the salvation of embodied humanity, “is itself already implicated in the conceptual specifics of the female body, insofar as its origin in virgin soil depends on the logic of penetration.”34 Irenaeus’ vision of human salvation, then, can only run from Adam to Christ by means of an imagination of specifically female bodily difference, connected to procreation and desire. The pure virginity of perfected humanity, in Irenaeus, can only come to be through an association with penetration and procreation which is then in turn disavowed. In Dunning’s reading, this is where the specter of Paul can be seen. Irenaeus seeks a coherent and self-sufficient vision of human salvation and

32 Dunning, Specters of Paul, 107–114. He focuses here on Irenaeus, Epideixis 32. “Therefore out of this earth, while it was still virgin, ‘God took dirt from the earth and formed a man,’ the beginning of humanity.”

33 Dunning, Specters of Paul, 114.

34 Ibid., 122.
sexual difference. Because of his inheritance of the Adam-Christ framework from Paul, Irenaeus bases his story of human salvation on the virginal creations of these two figures, but in doing so he introduces female bodily difference and the logic of penetration into the core of his theology. They remain there, disavowed but necessary, in Dunning’s words a “remainder” of Irenaeus’ theology which prevents its ultimate coherence.35

This compelling argument challenges the notion that early Christian engagements with sexual difference inscribe a strict and relentless gendered hierarchy of male over female, what Daniel Boyarin calls a “reinstatement of masculinism.”36 Rather, Dunning explains that these writings are only “masquerading as solid and self-sufficient,” and they are rendered ultimately incoherent by the inheritance from Paul of a schema of human salvation which leaves no evident space for human sexual difference.37 There is no uniformity to ancient Christian articulations of sexual difference. Instead they are multiple, complex and plagued by incoherence. I draw on Dunning’s revision of the study of ancient imaginations of sexual difference for this focus on complexity, multiplicity and lack of coherence. I will argue, however, that the specific structure of his reading does not apply perfectly to the Excerpts from Theodotus and will not be as fruitful when applied to the First Apocalypse of James.

Dunning considers Theodotus as one of these readers of Paul, but he suggests that the Excerpts are comparatively free of Paul’s haunting. He locates the text’s understanding of salvation under the rubric of Paul’s Adam-Christ typology. By interpreting the passions in Romans 7 as the mark of femaleness, Theodotus creates a space for sexual difference which does

35 Ibid., 122.


37 Dunning, Specters of Paul, 24.
not, at first glance, undermine the Adam-Christ story. “The female is nothing but a figure of formlessness and division—a cosmological aberration having no legitimate standing of its own. As such, it can be situated between the earthly Adam and the heavenly Christ as a site of problematic (but temporary) rupture.”\textsuperscript{38} The \textit{Excerpts} seems to solve the problem in Paul by casting sexual difference as entirely inessential, a mere “aberration” which is transcended in the return to undifferentiated maleness. The fall of Adam partakes in femaleness and produces sexual difference, and humanity can attain re-admittance to the divine realms through Christ when femaleness is sloughed off. The inessential female in the theology of the \textit{Excerpts} fits into Paul’s Adam-Christ typology because she does not challenge the position of either Adam or Christ.

Dunning does not argue that the \textit{Excerpts} thus solves the intractable problem inherited from Paul. Rather, he suggests that the specter of Paul still lurks under the surface of the text, but the \textit{Excerpts} never engages deeply enough with sexual difference to bring it forth. In the \textit{Excerpts}, the “strategies used to achieve this reinstatement of masculinism are presented in brief—and their larger theological and anthropological implications are not worked out in any thoroughgoing way.”\textsuperscript{39} The other subjects of Dunning’s analysis, including Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and \textit{On the Origin of the World}, do attempt such a “thoroughgoing” consideration of sexual difference. In each case, the specter of Paul undermines their pretensions to wholeness and self-sufficiency.

I agree with Dunning that it is reductive to see in early Christian texts only a simple “reinstatement of masculinism.” Early Christian discourse allows a wide array of possible articulations of sexual difference. Dunning’s study locates a structural, organizing principle that

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Ibid.}, 47. Emphasis in original.

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Ibid.}, 49.
can both explain and document complexity and ultimate incoherence of ancient Christian articulations of sexual difference. I disagree with Dunning on two points, however. First, Dunning’s reading of the *Excerpts* does not account for the multiple Sophia figures and in particular the evaluation of Wisdom. I will argue that the space opened up in Valentinian theology by the distinctions between divine female powers enables a variety of new articulations of sexual difference within *1ApocJas*. The *Excerpts* argues both that salvation entails some form of becoming male and that Wisdom was responsible for the creation of the saved, spiritual aspect of humanity. This incongruity does not receive a full elaboration within the *Excerpts*, but in *1ApocJas* an analogous understanding of the divine realms underlies many of the discussions of female martyrs and disciples.

Second, I do not think that Dunning’s method will have as much explanatory power for a text like *1ApocJas*. If the *Excerpts* are not extensive enough for the specter of Paul to emerge, then it is unlikely that the comparatively cursory discussions in *1ApocJas* will suffice, either. Dunning’s study critically punctures the pretensions to solidity and self-sufficiency of theological texts which purport to wholly explain sexual difference. *1ApocJas*, too, in its discussion of theology and anthropology, does not map out all the contours of a complex intellectual problem, but rather it discusses only a small set of issues which are important for preparation for martyrdom. The text does not reject coherence, but a complete and self-sufficient envisioning of human sexual difference does not appear to be its primary end. In the next chapter, I will consider a set of further discussions of sexual difference which follow in the dialogue, when James asks about a group of female disciples and martyrs. These discussions reflect an improvisational search for space within various early Christian traditions for the
honoring of female disciples and martyrs. Completeness and self-sufficiency are not swept aside, but they appear to be secondary goals in these discussions.

These multiple articulations of sexual difference in *1ApocJas*, then, have only provisional and partial coherence. For thinking more clearly about how these partial and provisional articulations work, I have found useful the writing of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick on sexual difference. Sedgwick’s *Epistemology of the Closet* offers a theoretical discussion of sex, gender, and sexuality which is premised on the notion that a broader array of differences exist than are accounted for in most contemporary discussions. Under the deceptively simple banner of the axiom, “People are different from each other,” Sedgwick reminds us that these “inconceivably course axes” of sex and sexuality, as well as race and class, cannot capture the breadth of lived human difference.  

As one example, the modern notion “sexuality” must encompass much more than only homosexual or heterosexual definition to consider how the same acts may be understood entirely differently, how object choice may be more or less fixed and more or less intellectually freighted, and so on.  

She insists that while these various methods of mapping out human difference are not philosophically systematized, they should be reasonably well understood among a contemporary audience. “Probably everybody who survives at all has reasonably rich, unsystematic resources of nonce taxonomy for mapping out the possibilities, dangers, and stimulations of their human social landscape.” The phrasing Sedgwick uses to describe these resources is a little confusing—how can there be “resources” of “nonce taxonomy”? If something is a resource, one expects it can be used and re-used, not used once and never again, as “nonce” suggests. My
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41 Ibid., 24–26.
42 Ibid., 22–23.
reading here is that Sedgwick uses the word “nonce” to emphasize that these unsystematic cultural resources are available for improvisational uses in the moment, peculiar to the particular problems for which they may be activated, and which may or may not be repeated. The key point I take from Sedgwick here is that cultural resources exist, though in a disorganized state, for various kinds of mappings of sexual difference.

I will argue that 1ApocJas seems to be depending on rich, unsystematic resources for thinking about sexual difference. The different answers which 1ApocJas gives to the question “concerning femaleness” offer insight into the unsystematic taxonomies of human difference available to and active for Christians living in a situation of possible persecution. 1ApocJas finds spaces within early Christian traditions for articulations of sexual difference which allow for the honoring of female disciples and martyrs. These articulations can only be seen if one begins by discarding the assumptions that ancient Christian articulations of sexual difference are monolithic and that these texts reinscribe masculinism in a simple and straightforward way.
Chapter 5: The Seven Women Whom All the Generations Bless

In this chapter, I will draw together two strands of analysis from the previous sections. In the third chapter, I interpreted the passages on the “seven women … whom all the generations bless” in terms of the readings of scripture which underlie the discussions. In the fourth chapter, I argued that the theology of *I ApocJas* allows for multiple articulations of sexual difference based on its envisioning of multiple female divine figures. Here I will argue that in the passage on the seven women, *I ApocJas* builds from this theology a set of provisional articulations of sexual difference that explain the power and prestige of these honored women.

The passages on the seven women follow after the completion of Jesus’ long revelation speech. This speech is marked as the climax of the dialogue. After much prompting from James, Jesus finally tells him, “I will reveal to you your salvation” (†ΗΑΔΩΝ ΝΑΚ ΕΒΟΛ ΥΠΕΡΣΔΩΤΕ; 19.22–24). The speech which follows contains precisely the revelation James required. James feels his fear dissipate, and when the speech is complete, he says to Jesus, “I have come to believe all these things, and they are properly placed within what is in my soul” (ΔΕΙΝ [ΠΟΙ]ΤΕΥΕΙ ΕΙς τηρον ΧΩΔ ΑΥΤΗ [ΠΙΕΤΩΝ ΤunteΧι ΚΑΛΩΣ; 25.5–17). One might expect this to mark the end of the dialogue. Instead, James asks a new series of questions, inquiring of Jesus about his female disciples. Only after Jesus has answered these further questions does the dialogue conclude, and only then does James go off for his martyrdom.

James’ questions about the seven women must be important, given that he asks them after he has received full theological revelation. Yet these seven women are new characters; they have no antecedent in the text. I suggest that, by the logic of *I ApocJas*, James asks these questions precisely because of the foregoing discussion of theology and its implications for sexual difference. This theological economy has left open questions about sexual difference. Jesus’
discussions of sexual difference have mostly treated “femaleness” as the negatively-valenced aspect of the divine plurality. Salvation has been figured as the triumph over this femaleness. However, Jesus has also told James to invoke the power of female divine figures, who appear to be part of the positively-valenced plurality of the divine realms. The text asks, how can this theology harmonize with the stories of these seven women whom we hold in particular honor? Further, Jesus will present these women to James as moral exemplars to be followed in his preparation for martyrdom. They must find space for authorizing these women in order for the exhortation to martyrdom to be complete. The remainder of the dialogue consists of James and Jesus seeking to find justification for honoring these women. These passages demonstrate the multiple taxonomies available to 1ApocJas and the diverse set of ways in which sexual difference might be re-articulated within this Valentinian economy.

Rabbi, I have come to [believe] these things, and they are properly within what is in my soul. Still I will ask you this, who are the seven women who have become your disciples and all the generations bless them? I am amazed that, although they are in weak vessels, they have attained powers and perceptions.

James says that he has come to understand all that has been revealed to him. This knowledge about the nature of the cosmos and the nature of the human enables James to become prepared for martyrdom. Again, that James has further questions suggests that this revelation has nonetheless been insufficient or incomplete. James says that he is amazed at the spiritual achievements of the seven female disciples of Jesus and the honor in which they are held. These women have not been mentioned previously in the text, but their presentation suggests that the reader ought to already know them. As already discussed above, this passage bears similarity to a passage in the Sophia of Jesus Christ. SJC also mentions “seven women who were his disciples”
(καὶ ἦσαν ἐν οἴνοις ἐν ἀληθετείῳ ηὗτος; BG 77.13–15). The content of SJC beyond this opening does not contain significant parallels to 1ApocJas, which suggests again the existence of an independent tradition of seven female disciples of Jesus. It is impossible to determine exactly what this tradition consisted of beyond the attribution of discipleship to a set of women. A hypothesized tradition about seven women disciples can explain, at least, why the women would be introduced as if the reader or hearer should recognize them. The text assumes some degree of expertise from its readers regarding this early Christian tradition.

In response to James’ amazement at the women, Jesus argues, “Properly are you amazed, but the son of man has come and revealed the secrets about the children of the light, so that they may have the secrets when they are revealed” (καὶ ἦσαν ἐν οἴνοις ἐν ἀληθετείῳ ηὗτος; BG 77.13–15). It seems that James should not be amazed about the achievement of these women because they have received revelation. The description of these women as “children of the light” links them to James through a reading of John. Jesus has previously mentioned “children of the One Who Is” who come to realize “what is theirs and what is not theirs” (11.4–7). The achievement of recognizing one’s own previously also appeared in the embedded dialogue in the long revelation speech (20.23–25). The state these women have achieved, then, receiving revelation and becoming “children of the light,” resembles the state that Jesus exhorted James to achieve through the inculcation of knowledge. This section foreshadows the later establishment of these women as moral exemplars for James.

Jesus then moves on to describe the seven women in terms of a reading of Isaiah 11.2–3, which produces a group of honored female figures in the divine realms who have a special

---

relationship to Jesus. The text brings up this reading of *Isaiah*, then, to provide scriptural backing for the honoring of Jesus’ female disciples.

The seven women, they are the seven spirits who are introduced in this scripture: a spirit of wisdom [and] intelligence, a spirit of counsel [and] strength, [a] spirit of reason and knowledge, a spirit of fear. When <I> passed by the land of the great ruler, the one who is called Addon, I went up to him, and he was ignorant. And when I left him, he thought of me that I was his son, and he favored me as his own son. And before I appeared in these places, these (spirits) were already among this people, in the place where no prophet spoke without the seven spirits. And these are the seven spirits who have preached about me through the mouths of the people, just as they were able to speak, because I had not spoken with all strength. But I have come and I have fulfilled (it).

This passage adds detail to the text’s imagination of the divine realms through a theological interpretation of *Isaiah*. Among the rulers who are the agents of femaleness, we now meet the great ruler Addon. He can be added to the toll collectors, the three who take away the soul, and other unspecified rulers. By contrast, these spirits of prophecy must be agents of the One Who Is, not of femaleness. They precede Jesus and inspire true prophecy about him. The text does not mention here the “undefiled Sophia,” but the description of the seven spirits was foreshadowed by the invocation of Sophia. Jesus further elaborates the positive plurality of the divine realms introduced through the higher Sophia. Sophia is no longer the only honored female inhabitant of the divine realms. The seven spirits are another group of female divine powers. The seven women disciples, by Jesus’ logic, deserve honor because of their typological relation to the seven spirits. The existence of female figures in the divine realms authorizes female disciples in this world. When *1ApocJas* seeks to explain the blessedness of these female disciples, the
explanation draws from and elaborates upon the positive aspects of gendered plurality in the divine realms.

In these first passages on the seven women, then, Jesus rejects as unimportant an articulation of sexual difference based in bodily difference. He reveals the activity of various divine female figures, whom he claims as analogues for his women disciples. The positive aspects of plurality in the divine realms, within which there may be a variety of female powers and spirits, become the explanation for the honored status of these disciples.

The next passage in the revelation offers an ethical interpretation of Isaiah 11.2–3. Jesus claims that James should take three of the seven women as objects of imitation. They are moral exemplars who have achieved the transformations to which James has been exhorted. This idea that the women might be models for imitation is suggested by the previous mention of them as “children of the light” who receive Jesus’ revelation, and it is confirmed here.

Be persuaded by this other (example), which is that of Salome, Mary, and Arsinoe, whom I will introduce to you, since [they] are worthy of the One Who Is. For they have become sober, and they have cast off the blindness which was in their minds, and they have come to know who I am.

2 In Nag Hammadi Codex V, this passage is not well-preserved, but the names Mary and Salome are clearly visible, and it is reasonable to reconstruct Ἄρσινος. There is a remaining lacuna before “Arsinoe” which Schoedel had hypothesized contained “Martha.” If this reconstruction is correct, then there are four names in the NHC version and three in the TC version. I think it is more likely that the reconstruction by Uwe-Karsten Plisch and Imke Schletterer here is correct. They hypothesized that the lacuna could read “Mary [Magdalene]” and that there would be only three women listed. Since the TC version also lists only three disciples here, Plisch’s hypothesis seems to have good support. Brankaer and Bethge have suggested that four disciples are still more likely, and it could have been “[another Mary].” In this case, the two Marys could have been conflated in the production of the Tchacos Codex. As such, NHC V refers to Mary, Salome, and Arsinoe, and it may refer again to another Mary. Uwe-Karsten Plisch and Imke Schletterer, “Die (erste) Apokalypse des Jakobus (NHC V,3),” in Nag Hammadi Deutsch (ed. Hans-Gebhard Bethge et. al.; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2003), 304–310; Brankaer and Bethge, Codex Tchacos, 243–244.
As I have argued, each of these characteristics matches to an exhortation that Jesus has previously made to James. The earlier suggestion that these women precede James as Jesus’ disciples and as recipients of revelation is confirmed. This passage serves as well to explain why James has asked about the seven women. They are exemplars whose lead James must follow in his progress in knowledge and self-transformation.

The names of these women are significant. \(1\text{ApocJas}\) provides their names as if this is important information, yet it fails to give any further explanation of their importance. In a learned discussion, Silke Petersen demonstrates that other early Christian texts also link these particular women with each other and that they do so within a context of debates regarding sexual difference. One finds Mary and Salome together heading to Jesus’ tomb in Mark 16.1. Further, a Syriac fragment, hypothesized to be dependent on Tatian’s Diatessaron, tells a version of the empty tomb story in which an otherwise unknown Arsinoe joins Mary and Salome. The \textit{Manichean Psalmbook II} 192.21–22 also includes Arsinoe along with Mary, Martha, and Salome as disciples of Jesus. \(1\text{ApocJas}\), then, likely draws on stories told of women disciples, which built upon gospel passages and developed traditions of honored women who could serve as paradigmatic Christians for the community of \(1\text{ApocJas}\).

---

3 See chapter 3, pages 92–95.


7 Petersen’s analysis, drawing on work by Judith Hartenstein, locates these revelation dialogues within the reception-history of the Gospels and related literature. As Christians told stories about Jesus and his disciples, they often turned to the post-resurrection setting to lay out further teachings of Jesus and further stories about important disciples. Petersen, \textit{Zestört die Werke der Weiblichkeit!}, 40–43; Hartenstein, \textit{Die zweite Lehre}, 298–311.
Salome and Mary are particularly notable here. When early Christian literature depicts Jesus in conversation with a female disciple, that disciple is almost always either Mary or Salome. In *1ApocJas* these women appear as ideal disciples of Jesus, women who have received revelation and transformed themselves accordingly. It makes sense that, in presenting women who have received revelation, *1ApocJas* would consider women who were remembered as being dialogue partners of Jesus. This tradition explains how they received special revelation. As I will argue below, Mary and Salome also play roles in early Christian discourses about sexual difference and so their presence here foreshadows the larger discussion of sexual difference that is to follow.

These passages also help explain why James was concerned to ask about these women. His preparation for martyrdom depends on his proper imitation of their example. After presenting Salome, Mary, and Arsinoe to James as moral exemplars, Jesus explains how they have become moral exemplars using a sacrificial metaphor drawn from interpretation of *Leviticus*.

This is according to the foreknowledge of the Father, because he sent me as a priest. And in every place are reckoned the first-fruits and the firstborn [in] the [great sacrifice]. One receives the first-fruits and assigns sacrifices and offerings. But I do not act in this way. Rather, I receive the first-fruits of the defiled ones so that I may send them up [un]defiled, so that the true power is revealed. For the defiled has separated from the undefiled and the work <of the female> has attained to the male. (Or, “the true work has attained to the male.”)

---

8 For Mary, see *DialSav* 131.19–144.22; *John* 20; *Gospel of Thomas* 21; *SJC* 98.9, 114.8; *Gospel of Mary* 10.10–17.7. For Salome, see *Gospel of the Egyptians, GosThom* 61. See Petersen, *Zerstört die Werke der Weiblichkeit!,* 94–241.
The Nag Hammadi version is too fragmentary to compare the first sentences, though “burnt offerings” (Ἐγναμαι; V 41.8) and “first-fruits” (Ἰνα ρχθη; V 41.11) can both be read, confirming the priestly comparison. The final section of the passage is mostly preserved. It reads, “…so that the power [of truth] is revealed, that the perishable has gone up to the imperishable, and the work of femaleness has attained to the work of maleness” (Ἐγναμαι ἕνα ρχθη τοις ἔναραι ἐκάστοι αὐτοῖς ἡμῖν εἰς τοῦς ἑυκατάνευτους ἐν τοῖς ἑυκατάνευτοις; V 41.13–18). Where the Tchacos Codex reads “true work” (φόρ ημε), Nag Hammadi Codex V, which luckily is extant for a few lines at this point, reads “the work of femaleness” (φόρ ημε τοῦς ἑυκατάνευτους) (41.17). This is a significant divergence.

Editors of the Tchacos Codex have argued that this divergence arose from a scribal error, suggested by the divergence of the TC version here from the NHC V version as well as by the problematic logic of the passage. The statement “the true work has attained to the work of the male” does not connect cleanly to the logic of the passage preceding it. The passage has set up an expectation that an object or person in a defiled state should be transformed to an undefiled state. The “true work” does not need to attain anything. It is not defiled. The passage’s doubtful meaning could suggest a scribal error. Further, a plausible hypothesis for the cause of this error can be extrapolated from the physical alignment of the writing in the codex. The phrase τοις ἑμε appears just two lines above, and the ἑμε construction could have been carried down. For these reasons, I follow Kasser/Wurst and Bethge/Brankaer in hypothesizing a scribal error here, and I think the better reading of 1ApocJas here is “the work of the female” or the NHC V “the

---

9 Schoedel had hypothesized “the power [of God]” (τοις ἑμή ουτος) in the lacuna on line 15 in NHC V. Given given that the TC version reads “the true power,” I find Brankaer and Bethge’s hypothesized reconstruction here “the power [of truth], that…” (τοις ἑμής κατα) to be more likely. See Brankaer and Bethge, Codex Tchacos, 125.
work of femaleness.”  However, as I will discuss later, the existence of a scribal error here may provide evidence that the logic of the text here was not easy for ancient scribes to follow.

This discussion of sexual difference, contrasting the work of the female with the work of the male, develops from a reading of Leviticus. Leviticus distinguishes between “blemished” and “unblemished” sacrificial offerings. 1ApocJas identifies the priest in Leviticus who only receives “unblemished” offerings as an anti-type of Christ, by connecting the notion of being blemished to categories of defilement and perishability. One can understand Christ as a superior form of the priest. Unlike the priest in Leviticus who receives what is already perfect, Christ takes what is defiled or perishable and transforms it to the undefiled or imperishable. This priestly comparison serves to explain how the women have become exemplars. They have been transformed by Christ. By his giving of revelation, Christ has enabled these women to turn from the defiled to the undefiled, to achieve salvation and moral perfection.

The mention of the “work of femaleness” or “the work of the female” in this passage then connects the discussion of the seven women to earlier theological discussions of sexual difference. “Femaleness” and “the female” in 1ApocJas function as technical terms, referring to Achamoth, the lower Sophia. At the same time, a similar state of undefilement has been previously attributed to the higher Sophia. Once again, the discussion of the seven women seems to depend upon certain theological articulations of sexual difference. Here, the concept of “the work of femaleness” is raised for the first time in the text. To explain how this passage functions,

---

10 Both Kasser/Wurst and Bethge/Brankaer propose the emendation “the <female> work” (ἔσωκαὶ ὥμοιοι). The reconstruction of a definite noun here that I suggest (“the female”; ἐσωκαὶ ὥμοιοι) has three benefits. First, it produces a better parallel within the TC version, as the work of the female attains to the (definite) male. Second, it accords better with the NHC V version, wherein we see “the work of femaleness,” referring to the divine figure responsible for creation. Third, it accords better with the language of 1ApocJas up to this point, where the terms “the female” and “femaleness” have a technical referent of Achamoth.
I need to contextualize the notion of “the work of femaleness” within ancient Christian discourse on sexual difference.

The Works of Femaleness

This passage in *1ApocJas* calls for the surpassing or triumph over “the work (or works) of femaleness” in the context of a discussion about female disciples, including Mary and Salome. This same set of concerns and characters—the triumph over the work of femaleness and these particular female disciples—appears not only in this text, but in two other places in early Christian literature. In the *Dialogue of the Savior*, Mary talks about “the work of femaleness” with Jesus. In the *Gospel of the Egyptians*, preserved by Clement of Alexandria in the third book of his *Stromateis*, Salome questions Jesus on the topic of “the works of femaleness.” The association of Mary and Salome with the “works of femaleness” suggests that *1ApocJas* is engaging with a known ancient tradition. *DialSav* offers an articulation of sexual difference on bodily and practical lines, reading “the works of femaleness” to refer both to particular capacities for gestation and birthing, and to sexual practices. In the *Stromateis*, it is possible to see the contours of a larger debate. Clement responds to others who have read “the works of femaleness” as having a particular bodily meaning, and he focuses instead on intellectual and emotional differences.

The *Dialogue of the Savior* consists of a dialogue between Jesus and his disciples, of whom Judas, Matthew, and Mary are named in the text as preserved.¹¹ Toward the end of the

---

text, Jesus discusses practices of prayer. He states that prayer should occur “in the place where there is no woman.” His disciples Matthew and Mary then respond:

The Lord said, “Pray in the place where there is no woman.”
Matthew said, “Pray in the place where there is [no woman], he tells us, meaning, “destroy the works of femaleness,” (ἐρικαταλυεῖς ἣν ἔχεις ἁγιάζει ἡ γυναῖκα ἡ γυναικεία) not because there is any other [manner of birth], but because they will cease [giving birth].”
Mary said, “They will never be obliterated.”

This saying, in DialSav, defines the “works of femaleness” in terms of the production of children. When women cease giving birth, the “works of femaleness” will be destroyed. Mary’s response is ambiguous, and the conclusion of the discussion following Mary’s response is not preserved. Both Robert Doran and Silke Petersen read Mary’s response as an assertion that women will not be obliterated, although the “works of femaleness” will cease. In that case, the text makes an argument for sexual renunciation in order that no one gives birth. The discussion of sexual difference here locates difference in a particular bodily and practical way. In much ancient medical literature, women’s difference was localized in the womb. In DialSav, this bodily difference expands to incorporate practical difference: sexual intercourse along with the bodily processes of gestation and birth are classified as “works of femaleness.” To “destroy the works of femaleness” in DialSav means to cause certain bodily processes to cease by refraining from sexual activity. In this articulation, men and women differ according to bodily organs and processes, and particular sexual practices are coded as female because of their relation to

---

12 NHC III 144.15–23. Translation Emmel, slightly altered. I have translated ἐρικαταλυεῖς ἡγιάζει ἡ γυναίκα ἡ γυναικεία here as “works of femaleness” (144.19–20).

13 Robert Doran, “To Bear or not to Bear: The Argument for Abstinence in the Greek Gospel of the Egyptians,” in Women and Gender in Ancient Religions (ed. Stephen Ahearne-Kroll, Paul Holloway, and James Kelhoffer; Tübingen: Mohr (Siebeck), 2010), 179–180; Petersen, Zerstört die Werke der Weiblichkeit!, 210–211.

14 “The female has her illness in common with the male, she suffers from constriction or from flux, either chronically or acutely.” The only differences appear in the “functions” of “conception, parturition, and lactation,” and in the “particulars” or “localizations” of her diseases. Soranus, Gynecology 3.5. Translation from Owsei Temkin, trans., Soranus’ Gynecology (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1991).
women’s bodies. I will return to this point, but what I want to draw from DialSav is that it would be possible to read “the works of femaleness” as an articulation of bodily difference.

The range of possible interpretations of the “works of femaleness” becomes apparent in a discussion from the third book of Clement of Alexandria’s *Stromateis*.¹⁵ Clement is engaged in a dispute with multiple opponents when he brings up the “works of femaleness.” By describing the opinions which these opponents hold, he provides a useful, if highly polemical, compendium of possible interpretations of the “works of femaleness” in ancient Christian discourse of sexual difference. Clement describes these opponents as, on the one side, extreme libertines who place few restrictions on lawful sexuality, and, on the other side, extreme ascetics who call for complete celibacy for all.¹⁶ The rhetorical strategy of depicting his opponents as extremists allows him to arrogate to himself the presumably superior middle position. He accepts the occurrence of sexual intercourse in marriage, but calls for Christians to renounce and extirpate all passion and desire. Only sex in the absence of desire is acceptable. As Kathy Gaca puts it, for Clement, “it is flagrant adultery to experience even a flutter of the sexual appetite.”¹⁷


¹⁶ *Stromateis*, 3.5.40

When Clement discusses the “work of femaleness,” he is engaged in a dispute with his rhetorically constructed ascetic opponents. He takes up the interpretation of a passage from an otherwise lost text, the *Gospel of the Egyptians*. Clement quotes the text, provides a short summary of his opponents’ views, and then provides his own interpretation.

Those who attack God’s creation under the pious name of self-control quote the words spoken to Salome, which we have mentioned previously. I fancy the passage comes from the *Gospel according to the Egyptians*. They maintain that the Savior personally said, "I am come to destroy the works of femaleness." "Femaleness" refers to sexual desire, and its works are birth and decay. So what are they to say? Has this world order been undone? They could never say so. The universe remains in the same condition. But the Lord did not speak falsely. In reality he brought to nothing the works of desire—the love of money, or winning, or glory, craziness over women, a passion for boys, gluttony, profligacy and the like. The birth of these means decay in the soul, if we become "dead in sins." This is what is meant by "female" lack of self-control. Birth and decay in creation are bound to take place in accordance with the divine principle until the time of total dissolution and the restoration of the elect, an event through which the beings which are mixed up with the material world are also assigned to their true condition.\(^\text{18}\)

Clement claims later that his opponents interpret these snippets of the *Gospel of the Egyptians* as a straightforward call to celibacy, a claim that “marriage … is a sin.”\(^\text{19}\) In the *Gospel of the Egyptians*, it seems that Jesus has told Salome that she must “destroy the works of femaleness.” Clement later cites another passage from *GosEg* in which the savior is asked by Salome, "How long will human beings go on dying?" He responds, "As long as women give birth."\(^\text{20}\) Based on these snippets, we can conjecture that the *Gospel of the Egyptians* was concerned with the nature of the human life-cycle. It is impossible to know with any more precision what the *Gospel of the Egyptians* was about, but the text apparently took the notion of the “works of femaleness” to

\(^{18}\) *Stromateis* 3.5.63 (Ferguson).

\(^{19}\) *Ibid.*, 3.5.67.

\(^{20}\) *Ibid.*, 3.5.64.
Clement mocks his opponents for undermining the order of creation in the name of “self-control,” and he claims they have interpreted this saying of Jesus as a straightforward call to sexual renunciation. For these opponents, if Clement is correct, the “works of femaleness” refer to pregnancy and birth. They exhort Christians to renounce sexual practice in order to end the cycle of birth and death. Clement’s opponents, then, interpret “the works of femaleness” in the same way as the Dialogue of the Savior. Sexual difference is mapped on bodies and practices, and by ceasing sexual practices that lead to the birth of children, the “works of femaleness” are destroyed.

For Clement, by contrast, the saying of Jesus has an allegorical meaning. The “works of femaleness,” he says, simply refer to “sexual desire.” What Christians are called to renounce, then, is not sex, but desire. The death and dissolution which follow from the “works of femaleness” are not caused by birth, but by the lack of self-control when the person remains ruled by his or her passions. When one practices self-mastery, seeking to extirpate passion rather than renouncing sex, one destroys “the works of femaleness” in accordance with the ruling of Jesus. “Femaleness” is defined here according to an understanding of the passions by which to be moved by the passions was to take a passive and therefore feminized role. Dunning explains that the passions function for Clement “as a troubling force internal to the soul, one which can render the human being passive (and therefore must be countered through active techniques of self-control and mastery).”

---

21 On the possible original arrangement of GosEg, see Petersen, Zerstort die Werke der Weiblichkeit!, 203–210. Petersen argues that GosEg was not necessarily calling its readers and hearers to sexual abstinence, but instead it can be reconstructed as describing a new state of humanity. Doran and Klauck both read these passages as unambiguous exhortations to sexual renunciation. Doran, 179–180; Hans-Josef Klauck, Apocryphal Gospels: An Introduction (trans. Brian McNeil; New York: T&T Clark, 2000), 57–58.

22 Dunning, Specters of Paul, 70. On this connection between the passions, passivity, and femininity, see also Hunter, “The Language of Desire;” Stowers, A Rereading of Romans, 42–82; Martin, The Corinthian Body, 198–228; Moore, God’s Beauty Parlor, 146–169.
which is moved by the passions thus becomes “passive” in relation to them. This passivity is analogized to a “passive” female body as the receptive partner in sexual intercourse. Clement articulates sexual difference according to the passions and according to the mode of governance of the self and the soul. He advocates practices of ethical transformation by which “feminine” desire may be extirpated and replaced with “masculine” self-control.

For my purposes, it is not important precisely who Clement’s opponents might be or the exact sense of the passage in the Gospel of the Egyptians. These different interpretations and multiple embedded citations demonstrate the existence of a complex debate over the interpretation of the phrase, “the works of femaleness.” For 1ApocJas to bring this concept into play, at such a crucial place in the text, constitutes an engagement with this ongoing debate as reflected in Clement’s text. 1ApocJas shares with Clement, DialSav, and GosEg not only the terminology, but also the names of Mary and Salome as female disciples who have received revelation. By mentioning “the work of femaleness” within the discussion of the female disciples, 1ApocJas enters into the ongoing discussion among Christians over what these works might be.

1ApocJas’ use of “the work of femaleness” differs from all the interpretations put forward by Clement. 1ApocJas has already given the reader the tools to understand “femaleness,” which has been identified with Achamoth, the divine figure responsible for the creation of this world. The “works of femaleness” must refer not simply to birth nor to the passions, but to all those created aspects of the world which draw their being from Achamoth rather than from the One Who Is. To “attain to the work of maleness” is to return to primal oneness within the One Who Is (13.22–14.2). The dissolution of the work of femaleness, then, refers to the surpassing of femaleness in the process of human salvation. Sexual difference for
Clement depended on a theory of the emotions and a set of practices. In *1ApocJas*, “femaleness” is mapped according to a theological myth.

While the articulations of sexual difference in *1ApocJas* and Clement differ significantly, they seem at first to invoke similar gendered hierarchies. As Dunning argues, Clement’s vision of human perfection “is always already implicated in the eschatological translation of the female into the male.”

The achievement of self-control that Clement exhorts to his readers needs to be understood as a triumph over desire, which he has defined as “the work of femaleness.” Clement’s vision of human perfection and sexual difference fits in this sense with the discussion of femaleness in *1ApocJas*. Christ’s action enables these women to proceed from defilement to undefilement so that they can enter into the perfection of the divine realms. The rupture in the divine realms was caused by femaleness. The work of femaleness attains to the work of maleness when they come to be wholly within the One Who Is. The articulation of sexual difference, then, suggests femaleness as differentiation must be overcome in human salvation. This passage makes the claim most strongly, by differentiating the “work of femaleness” from the “work of maleness.” This sounds like Clement’s economy, in which the perfection of these women can only be understood in terms of a transformation to maleness.

The problem for such a reading of *1ApocJas* is that we have already met the “undefiled Sophia” and the seven spirits. Becoming undefiled and fully enmeshed within the divine realms does not necessarily correspond to an eschatological transformation to maleness in *1ApocJas*. I

---

23 Dunning, *Specters of Paul*, 52–53. Dunning goes on to argue that Clement’s system fails to attain coherence because Clement is unable to fully separate desire from the human person. The “desire” whose extirpation Clement advocates is already implicated in the division of male and female. The perfect maleness of God and the ideal Christian, then, cannot be fully “male” without desire and the sexual relationship. Dunning sees lurking here again the “specter of Paul”, as it is Adam’s sexual desire which cannot be fully eradicated in the envisioning of the perfect Christ. “If some aspect of *epithymia* resists externalization, but is in fact internal to the fallen Adam—not only as prototypical generic human but also as the prototype of masculinity—then to overcome that desire, God must ultimately eradicate both male and female.” *Ibid.*, 72. Because the concern of *1ApocJas* is not desire but rather the ultimate origin of the aspects of the self and the world, *1ApocJas* diverges from Clement at this point.
argue that this difficulty in the text can be explained with reference to the two Sophias and the
two aspects of plurality in Valentinian theology. The earlier section on the spirits of prophecy
aligned the seven women with the higher Sophia and other female figures fully within the divine
realms. In this section, by contrast, the authorization of Mary, Salome, and Arsinoe works by
radically distinguishing them from the lower Achamoth. They are thus doubly honored. Not only
do these women have a typological connection to divine spirits of prophecy, they are also wholly
free from the control of the rulers and Achamoth.

Thus, two quite different articulations of sexual difference serve to establish Mary,
Salome, and Arsinoe as honored disciples. Each of these claims is dependent on one of the
aspects of plurality in Valentinian theology. Salvation can be figured as a surpassing of
femaleness because of Achamoth. To be saved, one must free oneself from any association with
the negative aspect of divine plurality, the world created by femaleness. In this articulation of
sexual difference, femaleness relates to maleness as the inessential aspect of reality to be
discarded in salvation. However, *1ApocJas* also recalls the higher Sophia by describing the
transformed state the women achieve as “undefiled.” The contrast between Achamoth and
Sophia suggests that these women have been perfected, removed from the line of Achamoth and
rejoined to the line of Sophia. The perfecting of the female without her corresponding
transformation to maleness implies an articulation of sexual difference which allows for
perfected humanity to be female or male, in relation to either male or female powers in the divine
realms.

While these two articulations of sexual difference can be explained in relation to the
text’s theology, they still conflict rather than complement each other. The reinstatement of
masculinism implied by the discussion of the “work of femaleness” does not leave room open for
the honoring of women in relation to divine female figures. On the other hand, when 1ApocJas invokes the divine Sophia and the spirits of prophecy in relation to the seven women disciples, there is no concomitant rejection of the male. The two strategies here conflict, and they do not mirror each other in their differences.

Further evidence for this tension appears in the textual record of 1ApocJas. In the Tchacos Codex, the passage on the “work of the female” appears to have been altered due to a scribal error. It reads, “the true work has attained to the male” (28.19–20). Based on comparison to the NHC V version and on grounds of internal logic, I have treated this passage as simply an error—it should have read, “the work of the female has attained to the male.” My analysis shows however that this more likely reading still does not solve every interpretive problem. The discussion of the “work of the female” in 1ApocJas suggests that attaining to the divine realms requires a complete transformation to maleness. This discussion conflicts with the earlier passages in which a variety of female figures appear in the divine realms. Further, James’ preparation for martyrdom requires the imitation of honored female disciples and martyrs, implying a power relationship in which these women are authorized above James. A variety of tensions in the text arise due to the phrase, “the work of the female.” It is possible, then, that the textual variant in the Tchacos Codex reflects a scribal correction of a problematic passage, because of uncertainty over the meaning of the text.

Another textual variant provides some support for my interpretation of the textual variants. When James first introduces the seven women in his question, the Tchacos Codex reads, “who are the seven women who have become your disciples and whom all the generations bless?” (25.18–22). NHC V differs here. It reads, “Who are the [seven] women who have become your disciples, and look, all women bless you” (†εἷς ἡ εὐαγγελιζόμενη ἡ ἀνάφθαλμος ἡ ἡ Περσεφόνη).
In the Nag Hammadi version, the seven women attest to the blessedness of Jesus. The Tchacos Codex version, on the other hand, establishes the women much more clearly as honored disciples whose blessedness will require some explanation. The Tchacos Codex may reflect a tradition in which the female disciples were considered relatively more important to the meaning of the text. If this is true, it could follow that the copyists of the TC might be more troubled by the tensions produced by the passage on “the work of the female.” These textual variants help to demonstrate the existence of overlapping and conflicting articulations of sexual difference in the text.

The Three Women Martyrs and the Power of Imitation

1ApocJas seeks out these different possible articulations of sexual difference in order to establish the honored status of the seven women disciples. The passage following the discussion of the “work of femaleness” confirms the importance of the seven women for the text’s exhortation to martyrdom. Having received Jesus’ explanation of his priestly transformation of his disciples, James responds with another confusing question about “the three,” and Jesus tells him about three female martyrs.

(James:) Rabbi, these three, then, perished and did not suffer, when they were worthy and were persecuted by [others] and things were said about them which are not (true)?
(Jesus:) James, it is not necessary for anyone to perish. These three, they are separated from a place of faith, for [they have received] hidden knowledge. These are the names of the three: Sapphira, Susanna, and Johanna.
James’ question could appear to be a non sequitur, but it follows within the logic of the text. *1ApocJas* has consistently linked the need for transformation of the self to preparation for martyrdom. James follows this logic in asking about three female martyrs. These women “were worthy,” just as the earlier women were “worthy of the One Who Is.” They have been persecuted, just as Jesus has been and just as James will be. My reading here differs from the primary English translation of the Tchacos Codex version. Meyer and Gaudard translate \(\epsilon\gamma\omicron\upsilon\omicron\alpha\mu\nu\pi\omicron\upsilon\alpha\) as “they deserved (it),” suggesting that the women were rightly persecuted. I think it is highly unlikely that this passage should be understood as Meyer and Gaudard take it. The word “persecuted” appears at one other point in the text, describing a great Christian leader (25.9). As Brankaer and Bethge point out, the far more likely translation of the intransitive \(\gamma\nu\nu\nu\omicron\alpha\omicron\) is “were worthy,” not “deserved.”

Nowhere else in the text is martyrdom a bad thing, and nowhere else in the text is sympathy shown to persecutors rather than the persecuted.

One might suggest there is a negative connotation to the description of the women being “separated from a place of faith.” If they have received a “deserved” punishment, then it could follow that these women are a negative example for James. I think that within a text so positive about martyrs, the initial assumption should be that persecuted martyrs are not imagined to deserve their fate. Further, as Antti Marjanen points out, the text has elsewhere talked about a progress of Christian spiritual development which begins with faith and progresses to knowledge. When Jesus predicts his resurrection at the end of the first dialogue, he explains

\[24\] Brankaer and Bethge, 246.

\[25\] Funk, “The Significance of the Tchacos Codex,” 513–514. Funk claims that *1ApocJas* presents an “exemplary distinction of good and bad female disciples.” He draws this conclusion from his reading of 27.6–9, where James asks if some of the disciples are more honored than others. There is a certain logic to this, since you would expect Jesus to contrast more and less honored disciples in response. However, the presentation of the three suggests instead that they are also highly honored disciples and models for James’ imitation in preparation for martyrdom.

\[26\] Marjanen, “The Seven Women Disciples,” 542–543.
the purpose of his reappearance. “[And many] will turn toward faith, and they will increase in it until they come to knowledge” (οὐ γὰρ ἄγιοι ἑλπίσαντες εἰς σωτηρίαν ἔγαγαν ὅτι τὰ πέντε· 16.12–15). Knowledge follows upon faith as a higher state of attainment. Based on this interpretation, Brankaer and Bethge plausibly fill the lacuna on 29.3 to explain that the women have separated from a place of faith not as punishment, but because they have now acquired knowledge. Brankaer and Bethge take the “hidden knowledge” as the further blessing received by these women martyrs, and I have followed their suggestion in my transcription and translation.27

Thus, the women should be understood as martyrs worthy of praise and forerunners to James. James asks whether they have perished and whether they have suffered. The statement, “it is not necessary for anyone to perish” does not reject martyrdom. Rather, this corresponds to the consistent interpretation 1ApocJas has presented of martyrdom and death. When Jesus re-appears after his crucifixion, he says, “I did not suffer at all and I did not die” (18.8–9). The text does not deny the bodily death of Jesus, but rather his eternal, essential aspect survived bodily death unharmed. The three women, like Jesus, have not truly perished in that their souls survive. The readers and hearers urged to inculcate knowledge and prepare for martyrdom can see in these women the ideal toward which they are practicing.

Two of the names for these women, Susanna and Johanna, also appear in the list of Jesus’ women disciples in Luke 8.3. 1ApocJas might record a memory of these women as ideal disciples, but their connection to martyrdom is unclear. With Sapphira, by contrast, her presentation as an honored disciple requires some explanation. In Acts 5, Sapphira speaks falsely to the community of the apostles about profits which she and her husband derived from the sale

27 Brankaer and Bethge, Codex Tchacos, 247.
of land. For this crime, she is struck down and killed in their midst, apparently by the power of God. This means that unlike Susanna and Johanna, Sapphira’s death is narrated in the New Testament. Susanna and Johanna do not have any connection to martyrdom or death within the early Christian tradition. Sapphira does. Perhaps an against-the-grain reading here could extract Sapphira the martyr from *Acts* 5. If one imagines that her death was unjustified and that she was a true disciple like Susanna and Johanna, then *Acts* 5 could be read as a martyrdom story. *1ApocJas* has evinced a capacity for a negative portrayal of the twelve disciples, and so possibly it could be presenting here a critical reading of the *Acts* story.\(^{28}\)

This is a necessarily speculative reading, but it does have some internal textual support. James’ final question to Jesus is unclear, and this martyrrological interpretation provides a possible explanation of what it means. The Coptic reads Ⲟⲧⲣⲓⲧⲱⲩ ⲡⲣⲓⲣⲓⲧⲗⲣⲟⲟⲩ Ⲣⲧⲗⲟⲟ Ⲟⲧⲣⲟⲟ Ⲟⲧⲣⲟⲟ ⲡⲣⲓⲣⲓⲧⲗⲣⲟⲟ, and there is no obvious antecedent for at least one of the third-plural pronouns with the first verb. Meyer and Gaudard propose that James asks whether the women “have been told things which are not (true).” Brankaer and Bethge, however, suggest that this line may refer to the reading of *Acts*. It could also mean, “things were said about them which are not (true)” in reference to the negative portrayal of Sapphira in *Acts* 5.\(^{29}\) It is not true, James’ question implies, that Sapphira’s death was justified. Using the strategies of martyrdom discourse, *1ApocJas* resignifies the death of Sapphira as a martyrdom. Thus Sapphira becomes associated with other honored female

---


\(^{29}\) Brankaer and Bethge, *Codex Tchacos*, 247–248.
disciples of Jesus. In turn, Johanna and Susanna become associated with one of the first Christian martyrs.

James asks no more questions after he learns about the three women martyrs. The dialogue ends and he proceeds to his own death. It seems evident that these three women stand as moral exemplars for James. Mary, Salome, and Arsinoe were presented as models for ethical imitation. Now three women martyrs appear in the discussion, and Jesus praises them before James goes to be martyred. Jesus’ final revelations about the seven women provide James the final teaching to enable his preparation. He imitates them quite directly in his own martyrdom.

In antiquity, imitation presumes a hierarchical power relationship. As Elizabeth Castelli puts it, “first of all, mimesis is constituted through a hierarchy in which the model is imbued with perfection and wholeness, and the copy represents an attempt to reclaim that perfection.” The people striving to transform themselves implicitly establish the model as perfect and themselves as lacking in comparison. This establishes a clear power structure. “The question of authority is foregrounded in the mimetic relationship; the model has authority to which the copy submits.”

I argued previously that 1ApocJas reflects an ethical reading of the Gospel of John in which Christological sayings in John became the basis for practices of imitation. 1ApocJas exhorts readers and hearers to understand that they are children from the father, in the manner of Jesus. This understanding will then produce ethical transformation aimed at preparation for martyrdom. The structure of imitation and power, as described by Castelli, fits well with this Christological ethics. 1ApocJas exhorts readers and hearers to imitate the perfection of Christ.

The relations of power and authority grow more complicated when the seven women become models for imitation. The presentation of the women displaces Jesus from his position as the authoritative model. Jesus shifts to become the inimitable new priest, whose action enables

30 Elizabeth Castelli, Imitating Paul: A Discourse of Power (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 1991), 86.
the transformation of the first three women—Mary, Salome, and Arsinoe. James is exhorted to be transformed in the manner of the women, not to become priestly in the manner of Jesus.

Because this passage displaces Jesus from his position as authoritative model, it maintains a relation of power between the model and the imitators while changing the identity of those actors. The perfection of these women, enabled by Christ’s intervention, authorizes them. Jesus in turn exhorts James to a practice of imitation. The status of the women as models for ethical imitation becomes more starkly clear when it is revealed that three of them were also martyred.

The text’s overriding goal of preparation for martyrdom here interweaves with its articulations of sexual difference. James is exhorted to imitate female disciples and martyrs in order to prepare for martyrdom himself. The power-laden logic of ethical imitation which the text has used now places a group of female disciples and martyrs in the space previously occupied by Christ. This helps to explain, I think, why the articulations of sexual difference in 1ApocJas consistently serve to authorize these seven women in various ways. The consistency of the text in authorizing the women contrasts to its relative inconsistency in theorizing sexual difference. The rhetorical aims of 1ApocJas can be discerned here. The articulation of sexual difference as a coherent whole only matters secondarily to the primary goal of establishing the power and perfection of the seven women, whom James must imitate.31

31 I can draw a contrast here to Jacques Lacan’s theory of sexual difference. In his Seminar XX: Encore, Lacan distinguishes between two possible gendered positions in discourse. One may speak from the side of the man or the side of the woman. He argues, however, that discourse is structured such that a speaker is presumed and expected to speak from the side of the male. To be a speaking subject, one must first presume one’s own coherence and the coherence of one’s speech. This coherence, according to Lacan, is symbolized by possession of the phallus. This is why speaking as a coherent, universal subject is classed as masculine in his system. Amy Hollywood summarizes his position, “Anatomically or genetically defined male and female human beings can occupy either the position of the masculine speaking subject or that of the feminine speaking subject (this flexibility is most clear, however, with regard to men). The difference between the two positions, as Lacan’s notations show, is in the relationship they take toward the phallus, the transcendental signifier within male-dominant society through which meaning is fixed and grounded.” As Hollywood argues, this fixing and grounding of meaning is ultimately illusory for Lacan, as likewise is the possession of the “phallus.” He seeks then to speak not from the side of illusory wholeness, but from the side of the feminine speaking subject. Anyone who inscribes himself or herself into the role of the feminine speaking subject, he says, “will not allow for any universality—it will be a not-whole.” Lacan values and seeks after such a
The precise contours of the relationship between these women and the divine realms are not fully worked out, but the authority of the women as exemplars is never questioned. In their moral perfection, their relation to Jesus, and their ultimate martyrdoms, these women have achieved precisely the preparation for martyrdom the text exhorts. In its improvisational usage of various available models of sexual difference, 1ApocJas seeks logical coherence but will sacrifice perfect coherence in service of finding justifications for the women’s status as models for imitation. While any association of 1ApocJas to historical martyrdoms must be speculative, the text’s insistence on the valorization of these women demands some explanation. It is not implausible that 1ApocJas might use gospel women to stand in for female martyrs who had previously been dialogue partners, just as it uses James as the paradigmatic martyr in training and Christian in dialogue whom readers and hearers should themselves imitate. The text’s insistence on not only honoring these female disciples and martyrs, but on making their imitation of central importance to the practice of preparation for martyrdom, might then reflect an engagement with the history of Christian martyrdom.

---

Conclusion: Sexual Difference and Martyrdom

The First Apocalypse of James marshals a variety of resources to establish “the seven women whom all the generations bless” as moral exemplars. I want to return here to the question of martyrdom and sexual difference. Scholarly discussions have focused on the “masculinizing” or “feminizing” strategies used in portraying male and female martyrs. As Stephanie Cobb summarizes the issue, Christian martyrdom texts authorized women by “illustrating the necessity and possibility of women moving toward ideals of masculinity,” while at the same time feminizing strategies “ensur[e] that the female martyr is safely placed back within the confines of proper, domestic femininity.”¹ The logic of hierarchical sexual difference holds cleanly, even if some women might attain to a masculine state for certain purposes.

This logic does not hold so neatly in the First Apocalypse of James. I should note that the discussion of female martyrs does engage with one classic masculinizing strategy. 1ApocJas relates the power of women disciples and martyrs to their triumph over the lower divine figure “femaleness.” The women have become perfected and undefiled because they have surpassed femaleness. In the logic of the text, they recognize theological and anthropological truths, in particular that the body is not the self. The body derives from the “rulers” who were created by femaleness, and so this recognition constitutes triumph over femaleness. Thus for these women, “the work of the female has attained to the male.” They are masculinized according to a vision of sexual difference in which perfection attends only to maleness, and the perfection of the female entails becoming in some fashion male. I have argued that although this passage indeed invokes such a radical articulation of sexual difference, in the context of 1ApocJas it does not do so univocally.

¹ Cobb, Dying to Be Men, 122–123.
Rather, the surrounding passages engage in strategies to honor these women which cannot be classified simply as masculinizing. They are honored and elevated to divine status through links drawn to their counterparts in the divine realms, the seven spirits of prophecy and the undefiled Sophia. Even the discussion of the women “attain[ing] to maleness” recalls the heavenly Sophia by stating states that they have become “undefiled.” The strategy here would therefore be better characterized as feminizing than masculinizing. It is through their association with female powers of the divine realms that the women are reckoned as honored disciples and martyrs. This is a feminizing strategy which does not serve to domesticate the women but to heighten their authority as moral exemplars. Indeed, the very capacity of these women to become martyrs and moral exemplars depends on their association with divine female figures.

These discussions of sexual difference do not concern only the female disciples and martyrs. Crucially, they are presented as models for ethical imitation by men as well as women. This presentation occurs literally in the text from Jesus to James, and rhetorically from the text to its readers and hearers. The interpretation of scripture in 1ApocJas enables these articulations of sexual difference. I have argued that the text’s exhortation to martyrdom is dependent on a reading of the Gospel of John. This reading seeks to bridge the gap in John between ethics and Christology by making the Jesus a model for imitation. The Christological statements of identity in John become the basis for an ethics of preparation for martyrdom in 1ApocJas. I see the relationship between John and 1ApocJas as an intertextual one, which means that I expect 1ApocJas to be crucially shaped, in non-determinate ways, by its dialogical relation to John. This shaping plays out in the text’s discussion of moral exemplars. The method of connecting ethics and Christology produces a coherent reading of John, but when applied to Isaiah the results are different. The ethical exemplars shift from Christ to a set of seven women who are martyrs,
prophets and disciples. The seven women, who become ambiguous objects of identification for James and readers and hearers of the text, arise from the text’s interpretation of scripture. The intertextual relations between 1ApocJas, John and Isaiah provide key resources for the text’s articulations of sexual difference.

Virginia Burrus suggests that one may imagine that martyrdom texts were composed and read by men who appropriated a “partly ‘feminized’ subjectivity” from their identification with the female martyr.² Such a relationship appears clearly when James is exhorted to imitate female martyrs as moral exemplars. It is made possible by the intertextual relations between 1ApocJas, John, and Isaiah. This creates a complex doubling effect, as the strategies which authorize the female disciples in turn structure the practices of the self which James, and by extension readers and hearers of the text, are to undertake. Effective preparation for martyrdom depends on developing an association with the divine Sophia. At the moment of greatest drama in the text, when Jesus explains to James how he will defeat his captors in the divine realms, Jesus tells him to invoke the undefiled Sophia (TC 22.4–20, NHC V 35.5–23). By her power James triumphs and attains to the divine realms.³ His capacity to enact the “confession of faith in conduct” relies on the intervention of the higher Sophia. The economy of action enabled by these practices has a feminized and feminizing quality.

I believe that 1ApocJas’ capacity to articulate such non-masculinized visions of the perfect martyr are directly related to the text’s engagement with discourses of martyrdom. As I have argued, 1ApocJas rejects the critical importance of what Heracleon calls the “confession of the voice” which the martyr undertakes in the law court or the arena. There is no climactic


³ Einar Thomassen noted this peculiarity in the text, that Sophia takes on roles of both psychopomp and paraclete. Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed, 413.
interrogation scene or public confession in this text. However, *1ApocJas* does describe an interrogation of the soul by a group of cosmic “rulers.” In this interrogation, the soul is to respond with a complex statement of identity that locates the true origin of humanity in the divine realms. Thus, *1ApocJas* transposes the generic cliché of the martyr’s interrogation and final statement of identity into the divine realms. This displacement has the effect of expanding the confession of Christian identity from merely “I am a Christian” into a full elaboration of the nature of the perfected human that is based within a complex theological discussion. The text presents this full elaboration of the theory of the human in a form meant to be memorized, representing it as a ritual of repetition and dialogue. By including in this climactic dialogue a full elaboration of its anthropology and theology, *1ApocJas* implicitly argued that this “confession of faith and conduct,” rather than the public proclamation of the voice, determines proper martyrdom. Much of the pressing importance of articulating a masculine version of the martyr’s virtue derived from the unrelentingly masculinist ideology of the arena. Because *1ApocJas* has works to separate its vision of true martyrdom from these public confessions, I believe the text has a greater opportunity to articulate visions of the perfected martyr which can intermingle male and female or masculine and feminine characteristics.
### Appendix: Outline of the *First Apocalypse of James*

1) First Dialogue, before the death of Jesus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>NHC V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Initial discussion of femaleness and theology</td>
<td>10.1–11.7</td>
<td>24.10–25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Jesus predicts his death, James voices his fear</td>
<td>11.7–12.4</td>
<td>25.5–25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Dialogue on scripture and salvation</td>
<td>12.4–14.5</td>
<td>25.20–27.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Dialogue on fear of persecution by world rulers</td>
<td>14.6–15.18</td>
<td>27.13–28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Jesus predicts his death and resurrection, departs</td>
<td>15.18–16.25</td>
<td>28.3–30.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Interlude, the death and resurrection of Jesus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>NHC V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b) James as a comforter to the disciples</td>
<td>16.28–17.15</td>
<td>30.14–30.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) James prays alone, Jesus returns</td>
<td>17.15–17.22</td>
<td>30.27–31.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Second Dialogue, after the resurrection of Jesus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>NHC V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Jesus predicts James’ death, offers consolation</td>
<td>17.23–19.21</td>
<td>31.5–33.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Embedded dialogue with full revelation</td>
<td>19.21–23.10</td>
<td>33.28–36.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) James proclaims his understanding</td>
<td>25.15–25.17</td>
<td>39.12–39.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Dialogue on the seven women</td>
<td>25.17–29.15</td>
<td>39.15–43.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Seven women and the spirits of prophecy</td>
<td>25.17–27.4</td>
<td>39.15–40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Discussion of three female disciples</td>
<td>27.4–28.20</td>
<td>40.4–41.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Discussion of three female martyrs</td>
<td>28.21–29.15</td>
<td>41.19–42.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Conclusion, the death of James

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>NHC V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) James preaches to the disciples</td>
<td>29.18–29.25</td>
<td>42.20–42.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) James is arrested and killed</td>
<td>29.25–30.26</td>
<td>43.4–44.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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